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Abstract
Two new remote sensing instruments were used for the first time this past summer, both with novel
thermal imaging capabilities. NASA's Landsat ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper+), the latest in the
series of Earth imaging satellites, has both higher radiometric and spatial resolution than ever before.
RIT's MISI (Modular Imaging Spectrometer Instrument) is an airborne sensor with a unique thermal
spectrometer. The images from both will be used for a wide variety of applications. The purpose of this
research is three-fold; to ensure MISI thermal imagery is calibrated by developing a laboratory calibration
process, to develop techniques to remove the effects of the atmosphere being imaged, and to ensure that
Landsat thermal imagery is calibrated by using the calibrated MISI imagery.
Although we failed to successfully calibrate MISI in the lab, using ground truth the instrument was
empirically calibrated to within O.5K. Two different atmospheric correction techniques, a multiple-
altitude technique and a multi-band technique, were used on the calibrated imagery and found to
successfully predict ground temperature to within 1.4K and O.8K, respectively. To verify the Landsat
calibration, MISI images were projected to space-reaching radiance to compare with Landsat. Although
over the three collects this summer, we did find a consistent difference between MISI and Landsat (RMS
ofO.6K) more data must be taken before we are convinced that Landsat's calibration coefficients need
updating.
This being the inaugural flight seasons for both instruments makes much of this data very preliminary but
the tools are in place for future flight seasons.
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1 Introduction and Summary
The technology of imaging is continually advancing. The birth of airborne imaging was only 100 years
ago. Space based platforms are only 40 years old. In that time, the sensors and processing systems have
advanced a hundred fold. But no matter how good the systems get, nature is still the limiting factor; the
atmosphere will always be between the target and the remote sensing system. For this reason, even with
well characterized and calibrated imagers, attention must be paid to inverting the imagery to useful
ground data, rather than ground plus whatever-the-atmosphere-was-doing-that-day data. Not to say that
characterization and calibration isn't important - it is - but knowing as much as there is to know about the
instrument won't solve all the problems.
Along with the advancement in imager technology is the advancement in how well the instrument can be
understood and a renewed emphasis is being put on this in recent years. Knowing exactly how the imager
is behaving and aging helps to back out the effects of the unknown atmosphere; it removes one variable
from a very complex problem.
This thesis explores the thermal calibration of an airborne instrument and the subsequent use of airborne
images to remove the atmosphere and vicariously calibrate a space-based thermal imager. The Modular
Imaging Spectrometer Instrument's (MISI) five thermal channels are calibrated by two on-board
blackbodies. These blackbodies have not yet been successfully calibrated but a correction to the existing
coefficients has been determined using an empirical ground truth method. Although not the ideal way to
calibrate a sensor, this ad hoc method has allowed us to resurrect this year's data.
While extensive laboratory calibration methods were applied, no results held stable for more than a few
weeks. The coefficients applied to imagery have residual errors of0.78C and 0.48C forMISI BB2 and
BB1 respectively but are not final. More testing needs to be done on the calibration procedures
themselves to resolve the cause of the instability before a set of final calibration coefficients can be
determined. While inconsistent in lab, the imager was extremely stable in the air, isolating the calibration
errors to the blackbody monitor readout in flight. With the extensive ground truth measurements
collected in conjunction with the flights, an empirical correction to the calibration was developed with a
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final RMS of0.67C. The correction allowed us to work with the collected imagery as absolute radiance
for the three atmospheric correction algorithms being tested.
The multi-altitude technique proved constant over the flight season. Seven profile image set were flown.
Where validation ground truth was available, this technique is shown to work to within 1.3K (Sections
3.4.2 and 4.4.1).
Two versions of the multi-angle technique are introduced, one using only two images to determine x and
Lu, and the other using three images but calculating surface-leaving radiance directly. Only one pair of
multi-angle images was flown, so the technique has not been sufficiently tested, although the results for
this pair do not look promising (Sections 3.4.3and 4.4.2). The triple-angle technique presented here was
not tested.
The multi-band technique did not receive a full analysis due to the late development of the band-to-band
calibration. Three images were processed through this technique, and where the ground truth points were
readily identifiable, the technique predicted the surface temperature to within 0.9K (Sections 3.4.4 and
4.4.3).
After MISI is calibrated, a driving factor for this work is the ability to vicariously check the calibration of
Landsat 7. Over the course of the summer, three Landsat scenes ofLake Ontario were compared to the
space-reaching radiance predicted byMISI. Although Landsat seems to have both a gain and a bias
error, the MISI correction to Landsat's calibration predicts surface temperatures within 1.02K (Sections
3.5and4.5).
This thesis will discuss the two primary instruments being used to perform the research, MISI and
Landsat 7. The laboratory calibration procedures that have been implemented are presented but it is the
temporary empirical method developed that was employed. The theory and results for the three
atmospheric correction techniques are presented, and the preliminary results of the vicarious calibration of
a space-based instrument with an airborne instrument.
2 Background
This section discusses the two instruments being used in the research, RIT'sModular Imaging
Spectrometer Instrument (MISI) and NASA's Landsat Enhanced ThematicMapper + (ETM+). and the
complications added to remotely sensed data due to observing through a gaseous atmosphere.
2.1 MISI
The Modular Imaging Spectrometer Instrument (MISI) is a hyperspectral line scanner covering the visible
(VIS) through the long-wave infrared (LWIR) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. MISI was
designed and built by staff and students at RIT. It was specifically developed to meet the needs of the
research group. RIT's previous scanner, a Bendix LN3, was used for everything from residential
insulation studies to providing validation imagery for the research group's image simulator. MISI needed
to meet or exceed the standards set by the previous instrument (Feng 1995).
It was decided that a line scanner would meet the needs of the group (Figure 1). The tine scanner design
begins with a single scanning mirror, rotating in the cross-track direction. It scans the ground
perpendicular to the flight direction. The radiance leaving the ground is reflected onto a fold mirror, then
into a Cassegrain telescope. The detector sitting at the focal plane of the telescope samples the incoming
radiance and sends it to a recording device, forming one line of image data for every rotation of the
mirror. The forward motion of the platform, the satellite or aircraft, moves the scanmirror forward;
consecutive sweeps of the mirror form consecutive lines of the image.
Rather than having only one detector, MISI has two broad band detectors and two fiber optics at the
primary focal plane. The broad band silicon detectors (0.5mm) have a spectral response covering the
visible region (400-1000nm). The fibers lead to two separate 32-channel spectrometers covering visible
(0.440um) through near-infrared (NIR) (1.020u.m) in O.OlOum spectral bandpasses for near continuous
coverage through the spectral range1.
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Figure 1 . The MISI line scanner design. The scan mirror rotates in the cross-track direction while the
aircraft moves forward. The calibration sources are located in the backscan of the mirror and are imaged
every scan line. A pyramid mirror lies at the focal point of the Cassegrain telescope and currently
redirects the incoming energy to two spectrometers, a broadband visible focal plane and the cooled
thermal focal plane.
The component that makes MISI modular is the pyramid mirror located just before the primary focal
plane. The pyramid mirror can redirect energy to another four focal planes (although the positioning of
two make them difficult to use). At this point in MISI's development2, only one of these extra focal
planes is populated with a long-wave infrared (LWIR) array, sitting in a cryogenically cooled Dewar.
This array of five HgCdTe detectors is a relatively new design in thermal imaging because of their multi-
spectral nature. Two of the five detectors are broad-band detectors, sensing from 8-14um. The remaining
1 NB. This thesis deals with only the thermal calibration ofMISI and Landsat. Although the other
imaging bands are mentioned for background, they will not be expanded on. For more on the V-NIR
calibration ofMISI, see Sanders (1999). For more on Landsat V-NIR calibration, see Thome (1997).
2 Future plans for MISI include adding short-wave and mid-wave infrared focal planes to the instrument.
three are additionally filtered with narrow bandpass filters to make MISI a multi-spectral thermal imager.
Although some instruments, like AVHRR have more than one thermal band, it is not the norm. The
technology hasn't existed to have the spatial coverage and the spectral breakdown in the LWIR. However,
multi- and hyperspectral imagers in the shorter wavelength regions have illustrated the utility of
producing spectra remotely and as a result, it was one of the goals in developing MISI to be able to
experiment with multispectral thermal images. Figure 2 illustrates the spectral coverage of the five
detectors. The two broadband channels have spatial resolution of 1 milliradian and the remaining three,
resolution of2 milliradians. Flying at 10000ft, this produces imagery with 20ft pixels (on axis) and
sharpening bands with 10ft pixels. It is important to note that detectors 2 and 3 do not produce identical
imagery. Due to their locations on the focal plane, each detector sees slightly different pixels. The two
resulting broadband images will be merged in the post-processing to produce the higher spatial resolution
image.
Figure 2. The spectral coverage ofMISI's five thermal detectors. The fifth detector, MISI5, is filtered by
a piece ofa Landsat 7 Band 6 back-up filter for a closer spectral match to ETM+.
The multispectral thermal imagery is a technical achievement, but serves no purpose unless the system is
calibrated. Without calibration, MISI would produce five relative radiance maps, with radiance roughly
equivalent to scene temperature, and since the bandpass hasn't changed drastically, all five temperature
maps would be roughly identical. There could be no quantitative analysis between images because there
would be no quantized difference between them. A difference in digital counts between detector 1 and
detector 2 may be because the target emits differently over the two spectral bands or it may be because one
detector has a higher gain than the other. Calibration serves to quantify this difference; the images can be
compared as absolute radiance rather than relative radiance or even more plainly, digital count.
To accomplish this, MISI has on-board two flat-plate blackbodies (Figure 1) (see Section 3.1 for
definition). These, also, were developed and built at RIT. Each consists ofa 7in copper plate, nine
thermoelectric heat pumps and a heat sink (Ientilucci 1996). The copper plate is coated with a highly
emissive black paint (s = 0.95 0.005) (Appendix A). They are regulated by a power source within 0.3C
of the set point and monitored by thermistors mounted to the face.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the MISI optical path. The calibration sources are located in front of the optics, so
the effect of the transmission and reflection of the lens and mirrors is accounted for in the calibration
process.
The blackbodies sit in the backscan of the mirror and are set at different temperatures during an imaging
session. The energy from the blackbodies is reflected into the MISI optical path by the scan mirror and
received by the detectors. At the same time, the signal from the thermistor is recorded. A laboratory
calibration procedure has been preformed pre-flight to determine the relationship between blackbody
radiance and thermistor voltage (see Appendix B for more on Lab Cal Procedure). The blackbody digital
count is regressed against the blackbody effective spectral radiance to produce a calibration curve for the
image data, converting image digital count to absolute sensor-reaching radiance. This method not only
allows us to use the image data for absolute science, but since the detectors see the blackbodies every scan
of the mirror, the calibration curve is updated every scan line. Thermal detectors are notorious for slow
drift over time but this procedure monitors the drift and allows us to account for it over the length of the
flight.
MISI was intentionally designed with the blackbodies placed before all the system optics. The mirrors
and lenses will heat and cool over the flight mission. The temperature of these elements will have some
effect on the throughput of the system. If the blackbodies are behind most of the optical path, as they are
in Landsat, either the exact contribution won't be known, or intense monitoring of those elements and
then modeling must be performed to keep track of how the radiance is affected. Since the MISI blackbody
radiance passes through all the system optics, the exact contribution is accounted for and there is no need
to add extensive monitors to the optical elements.
For the purposes of this research, MISI is being flown on a Piper Aztec operated by Landcare Inc. out of
Oriskany, NY. The aircraft has a flying ceiling of 25000ft with a practical ceiling of 10000ft above sea
level. Above that altitude pilots and operators are required to be on oxygen. However, the flying altitude
is not the limiting factor in our situation; the MISI data storage components start failing at about 7000ft,
so this seems to be our maximum operating altitude unless an alternative storage medium can be found.
Throughout the remainder of this treatment, the following abbreviations will be used to representMISI
components:
MISI1 LWIR Detector 1 (-9.5 - 1 1.5um)
MISI2 LWIRDetector 2 (~8 - 14um)
MISI3 LWIRDetector 3 (~8 - 14um)
MISI4 LWIR Detector 4 (~8. 5 - 10um)
MISI5 LWIRDetector 4 (-10.4 - 12.8u.rn)
BB1 Blackbody 1 - seen first in back scan
BB2 Blackbody 2 - seen last in the back scan
MISI images are processed to a number ofdifferent levels, with varying degrees of correction. In all cases
presented, only the five thermal channels were processed. The degree of correction for each level is
specified below:
L0 level 0, raw binary data as recorded by the flight computer
LI level 1, image data broken into individual image segments and bands by an
automatic process when extracting the image from the flight computer
these HDF files contain all data about all bands
L2 level 2, digital counts converted to radiance units though the blackbody
calibration
L3 level 3, image in radiance units but geometrically corrected for roll and
tangential effects
2.2 Landsat 7
The Landsat program is NASA's longest running Earth imaging program. In the 1960's, the manned
space missions and early meteorological satellites offered a sneak preview ofwhat could be studied on
Earth by viewing it from space. The Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) was an experimental
mission, the first unmanned satellite specifically designed to provide the public with data about Earth
resources regularly and repetitively (Lillesand 1987). The success of the program, the overwhelming use
of the data by scientists worldwide, illustrated the utility of the synoptic view and the ERTS program was
renamed Landsat (to distinguish it from the proposed Seasat program). The following years brought
another four missions, Landsat 5 being launched in 1984.
Between 1984 and 1999, there was a lull in the Landsat program. Landsat 5 (L5) is still currently
operating, but under limited functionality. Landsat 6 failed to achieve orbit in 1993. This spring finally
brought the newest edition to the Landsat series, Landsat 7 (L7). The new mission continues the
systematic, repetitive coverage of the old systems but improves the resolution. The Thematic Mapper
(TM) instrument aboard Landsat 5 had a resolution of 120m in the LWIR. The Enhanced Thematic
Mapper + (ETM+) on board Landsat 7 improves the thermal resolution to 60m (see Table 1 for more
details on improvements). While still much larger than aMISI pixel, 60m is a huge improvement on
what is typically available from space-based platforms (e.g. AVHRR and MODIS have 1km thermal
pixels).
Table 1. ETM+ Technical Specifications with details on the improvements and comparisons to the
previous Landsat mission.
Number ofbands 8 Landsat 7 has added a panchromatic band.
Spatial resolution 15 m (pan)
30m (VIS/NIR)
60m (thermal)
Landsat 5 had 60m VIS/NIR and 120m thermal
resolution.
Spectral range 0.45-12.5 um
Temporal resolution 16 days Landsat 7 follows the same orbit as Landsat 5,
but lags by 8 days. While both are operational,
Landsat covers the Earth every 8 days.
Size of image 183 x170 km Same as L5
Quantization: Best 8 of 9 bits The extra bit gives users higher radiometric
resolution.
Altitude 705 kilometers
Inclination Sun-synchronous,
98.2 degrees
Equatorial crossing Descending node;
10:00am +/- 15 min
On-board data storage -375 Gb (solid state) Landsat 5 no longer has recording capabilities,
it can only image while it has a ground
receiving station in sight.
The ETM+ imager is a bow-tie design scanner (Figure 4). Bow-ties are similar in design to line scanners,
but the scanmirror oscillates back and forth rather than spinning 360. Since the mirror travels a shorter
distance, it can be set at a slower scan rate. This allows for increased dwell time and thus, higher spatial
resolution is possible. The dwell time wasn't as great an issue forMISI since we have control of the speed
of the aircraft. But for a space-based platform, the orbital altitude determines the speed of the craft.
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Figure 4. The Landsat 7 optical path. The oscillating scan mirror swings in a back and forth motion,
redirecting radiance onto the two focal planes. The calibration wand moves into the optical path once
every scan line, providing both visible and thermal calibration targets.
The major problem with bow-tie scanners is associated with the back and forth collection ofdata; as the
mirror scans in one direction, the satellite is moving forward so the scan is not really perpendicular to the
along-track direction. The return scan is also not perpendicular to the along-track direction but is skewed
in the opposite direction (Figure 5). This results in gaps and overlaps in the ground sampling. To correct
for this, a pair of rotating parallel mirrors is located after the telescope. They rotate in sync with the scan
mirror and project the scan line onto the detector arrays such that the scan projections on the ground are
parallel.
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Figure 5. Bow-tie scan line correction used with Landsat. (A) is the path of the oscillating mirror
projected onto the ground. The forwardmovement of the satellite creates gaps and overlaps in the path of
the scan mirror. Two mirrors directly behind the telescope, called the scan line corrector, physically
create the correction illustrated in (b) to produce (c), projection of the detectors on the ground. (Schott
1997)
Landsat ETM+ has eight bands (Table 2). The primary focal plane contains the visible and NIR channels,
including the new 1 5m sharpening band, not present in previous Landsat systems. The secondary focal
plane contains the cooled SWIR and LWIR detectors made from InSb and HgCdTe, respectively. Band 6
has an instantaneous field of view of85.2uradians, corresponding to a pixel size of60m.
Table 2. The spectral coverage and spatial resolution of the
ETM+ instrument, including the illustrated spectral response of
the Band 6.
Band Spectral Coverage (um) Resolution (m)
1 0.45 to 0.515 30
2 0.525 to 0.605 30
3 0.63 to 0.690 30
4 0.75 to 0.90 30
5 1.55 to 1.75 30
6 10.40 to 12.5 60
7 2.09 to 2.35 30
Pan/8 0.52 to 0.90 15
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Landsat was characterized and calibrated pre-launch by Santa Barbara Research Center (SBRC). Using a
thermal-vacuum test, the band 6 detector gains were measured in high and low gain states as a function of
cold focal plane temperature (as the calibration will change with the temperature of the detectors). The
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gains were tested and determined towithin 2.61E-03 counts permW/(cm2sr urn) (Turtle 1999, see the
final calibration report in Appendix C). However, the instrument does contain a single on-board cavity
blackbody for monitoring the calibration (Figure 6). The traditional linear calibration method, however,
requires a second temperature source. The visible calibration targets are located on a paddle that swings
into the optical path once every scanline. This paddle is coated with a black, high emissivity paint; the
bare portion of the paddle is used as the second calibration target. Thus, the calibration, like MISI, can be
updated every scan line. However, as the calibration sources sit aft of the optical path, the optical
components will absorb and emit radiance into the optical path. To remove this effect, the temperature of
each optic must be tracked. During the pre-launch calibration thermal-vacuum test, a model of the
temperature dependent instrument contribution was developed. Bymonitoring the temperature of each
component (scan line corrector, central baffle tube, telescope secondarymirror, telescope primarymirror
and scan mirror assembly), the total contribution of the instrument is known and, in principal, can be
removed.
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5 - Secondary Mirror
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14 - Electronics Modile
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16 - Thermal Control Louvers
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Figure 6. A cut-away view of the ETM+ instrument. The internal blackbody (9) is located behind the
primarymirror, next to the relay-optics (10) which, although not shown, reflect energy to the cooled focal
plane. The calibration shutter (8) swings into place to reflect the blackbody radiance onto the thermal
detectors. (Image courtesy ofNASA)
Given that we need calibrated imagery from the space-based platforms, the current problem with most
space-based imaging platforms is the lack of ability to service them. Only the Hubble Space Telescope
was planned with the capability of servicing missions. In general, satellite instruments operate until some
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vital component fails. Until that component goes, there is continual degradation in all components while
the instrument is still functioning. It is this slow deterioration over time of the optics, detectors and
calibration sources that concerns us here. An imager that has failed provides no imagery, so the
calibration is not an issue. But for a system whose emissivities, responsivities and absorptivities change
from those measured in the laboratory, the calibration is a concern. The coefficients and models
established pre-flight are not applicable once the components for which they were generated change.
However, if there is a way to verify the calibration periodically while the instrument is in space, the over
all condition of the devices shouldn't matter, as long as they're providing imagery and can be recalibrated.
Landsat images are available to users processed to a number ofdifferent levels, with varying degrees of
correction as specified below:
LO level 0, raw digital count, no corrections
L1R level 1, digital counts converted to radiance units
L1G level 1, digital counts converted to radiance and geometrically corrected
2.3 Properties of the Atmosphere
By common definition, the atmosphere is "the gaseous envelope surrounding the
earth"(Webster 1989).
From a remote platform, this gaseous envelope causes the relatively simple concept of learning about the
Earth from the synoptic view to become a challenging process of removing the atmospheric signal in order
to see the Earth itself. The myriad compounds absorb, reflect, scatter, and emit the energy passing
through the path between the ground target and the imager.
To further complicate matters, the atmosphere is not evenly distributed or well behaved. The distribution
of the gaseous envelope is greater towards the ground and thins quickly at higher altitudes (Figure 7) (Air
Force Geophysics Laboratory 1985). Although not completely a random distribution, the complicated
nature and transience of the atmosphere's composition make for a difficult system with which to study or
work.
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Figure 7. The distribution ofatmospheric particles by altitude from the MODTRAN standard atmosphere
database for a mid-latitude summer atmosphere. The prime absorbers and emitters in the LWIR are water
(a), carbon dioxide (b) and ozone (c). The concentrations ofwater and C02 drop off rapidly with
increasing in altitude. Although ozone peaks at a higher altitude, it's concentration, too, drops offafter
~25km.
Although an atmospheric scientist would balk at the simplification, for the sake ofEarth imaging in the
LWIR the primary concern is with two properties of the atmosphere: transmission and self-emission.
Scattering, the property of the atmosphere to redirect the path of the energy passing through it, is a large
concern in the visible and near-infrared regions, due to Rayleigh and Mie scattering phenomena, but is
negligible in the LWIR (Schott 1997). Non-selective scattering (wavelength independent) is more of a
concern but requires particles that are large compared to wavelength. Particles of this size (>8-14um) are
generally water droplets in the form ofclouds; if it is possible to see the ground through them, the effect is
factored into the transmission, otherwise no ground data can be extracted.
The atmosphere has several known windows ofhigh transmission (Figure 8); a band from UV to NIR
including the visible region, a couple narrow bands in the short- and midwave infrared, and a wider band
in the LWIR
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Figure 8. The overall transmission of the whole atmosphere as derived from MODTRAN (c.f. Berk
1989). The dip at 9.5um is due to ozone. Carbon dioxide is the cause of the slow decrease in
transmission from 12 to 14p.m. Water bands are more subtle, with lower absorption throughout the LWIR
region. (Schott 1997)
2.3.1 Transmission
Transmission (r) is a material property based on the ratio of energy exiting a sample (MT) to the energy
entering the sample (E;).
M,
T - (D
Transmission in the atmosphere for remote sensors in the LWIR involves the energy leaving a target and
the energy reaching a sensor, placed at some remote location.
The physics affecting the transmission are a function of the contents of the atmosphere and their optical
properties. Wemust consider the number ofparticles in the volume, the ability of these particles to absorb
energy per wavelength and the distance a propagating beam had to travel through this volume. The
gaseous nature of the atmosphere means that molecules are not tightly packed together. This allows most
light to pass through a volume, being only slightly blocked by the fewmolecules present.
All of these values can be derived for particular gases at particular temperatures and pressures from
experimental data or molecular energy theory. The product of these quantities is called optical depth (8a),
a measure of the optical clarity of the atmosphere and is related to the transmission by:
r = e (2)
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Figure 9. Transmission calculations using homogeneous layers to approximate a stratified atmosphere.
Each constituent is designated by the subscript i has an optical depth, 80j, wherey designates the layer and
the summation of5aj is 8a. (Schott 1997)
In a continuously varying volume like the atmosphere, any of these atmospheric parameters would be
difficult to quantify for the entire volume; the lower atmosphere has a much higher optical depth than the
upper atmosphere, for example. In taking an average of the entire atmosphere, much of the detail about
what is happening in the atmosphere is lost. However, breaking the continuous atmosphere into layers,
each ofwhich we assume is homogeneous (Figure 9), allows each layer to be independent; each layer is
assumed to be constant over the depth and so the parameter of interest can be estimated or calculated
without loss of significant detail. The transmission ofeach layer can be calculated individually. The total
transmission through the entire atmosphere is the product of the transmissions of the individual layers.
r = nr, (3)
where x transmission through all layers of atmosphere
n transmission through individual layers of atmosphere
i number of layers
II product of the indexed terms
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All of the above represent spectrd quantities. Transmission, and optical depth are functions of
wavelength.
2.3.2 Self-Emission
For detecting LWTR radiation, InSb and HgCdTe detectors must be cooled to 77K. Because everything
having a temperature emits some amount of energy, if the detectors were sitting at room temperature, they
would only sense themselves. The atmosphere has some temperature, the .air between the target and the
sensor is emitting some amount of radiance and adding that radiance to the path. Similar to the analysis
for transmission, the atmosphere can be broken into isothermal homogeneous layers.
The radiance of the individual layers is the Pl,anck radiance of the temperature of the layer times the
effective emissivity of the layer:
Lui=LT(l-T,) (4)
where Lu self-emitted radiance of the individual layer
LT Planck radiance for an individual layer at temperature T
x, transmission through the individual layer and 1 - r. is the effective emissivity of the
layer
The total radiance due to self-emission is the sum of the radiances lea\ing the individual layers times the
transmission from the layer to sensor:
Aj=2Xt> (5)
0
where Lu total atmospheric radiance due to self-emission (upwelled radiance)
1^ self-emitted radiance of the individual layer
x, transmission to the individual layer
i number of layers
The transmission and upwelled radiance are the primary atmospheric concerns in the LWIR and
therefore, are the ones that need to be corrected for before any imagery can be assumed to be absolute
ground radiance.
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This chapter has covered the basic instrument properties of two remote sensing platforms; the airborne
sensor MISI, developed and built at RIT and NASA's latest instrument in the Landsat series, the ETM+.
Both instruments have a wide variety of scientific uses but in all cases the atmosphere comes between the
target and the sensor. A simplified atmospheric model was described so that the reader understands the
complications of using remotely sensed images for quantitative science. The transmission and upwelled
radiance carry no image information for Earth imaging applications but do affect the final sensor reaching
radiance. The ability to remove this atmospheric signal is vital to being able to determine exactly what is
happening on the ground. The following chapter will discuss the theory ofblackbody radiance, an
important tool in LWIR imaging, the radiometiy involved in getting photons from the ground to the
sensor and techniques to determine the atmospheric parameters of interest.
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3 Theory
The use of images for specific Earth science applications requires that we can see the ground and
determine a relevant scientific parameter from the imagery. In the case ofLWIR images, the relevant
parameter is generally surface temperature. Using a calibrated imager and knowledge about the physics of
the atmosphere, the surface-leaving radiance can be determined on a per-pixel basis. This radiance is
related to temperature through Planck's Equation for a specific bandpass. The final computed surface
temperature allows scientists to use LWIR imagery for any number of studies, from monitoring ocean
currents to residential heat loss studies. This chapter discusses the physics of taking image data to ground
temperature.
3.1 Blackbody Radiance
The b.asis for the thermal calibration work being done here is a result ofblackbody radiation theory. The
concept of a "black
radiator"has been studied since the mid-1800s but it took the work ofMax Planck to
put together the fields of thermodynamics and electromagnetic theory, to finally understand the problem.
A blackbody is an ideal surface which is a perfect absorber and a perfect emitter. All energy incident on
the surface is absorbed, at all wavelengths and all angles of incidence, a(A.,9)=1.0 (Grum 1979). Since
absorption and emission are directly related for materials in therm.al equilibrium, this says that the surface
will emit (re-radiate) the energy at each wavelength and at each angle, e(^,8)=1.0. The total radiant
energy will be a function of only its temperature.
Pl.anck understood that the non-angular spectral dependence was a thermodynamic principle, a matter of
an object maintaining equilibrium with its surround. However, describing this dependence required the
assumption that radiant energy is quantized, an assumption introduced by Planck in 1901 and which
became the foundation of quantum physics. The resulting relationship between radiance and temperature
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became known as Planck's Equation and characterizes the spectral distribution if the energy being
radiated by a blackbody:
L,=
2hc2
A5
where
h
c
X
k
T
1
-1.
he
-
(6)
emitted spectral radiance
Planck's constant, empirically derived to be 6.6256
speed of light
wavelength
Boltzmann gas constant (1.38xl0~23 J-K"1)
temperature
xl034J-s
A plot of radiance versus wavelength for different temperature objects is shown in Figure 10a. The Sun is
approximately 5800K, having a peak radiance in the visible region. The Earth is generally 300K, with a
peak radiance is in the thermal region. This illustrates the utility of sensing Earth objects in the 8-14um
region; most objects on the planet will have a peak emission somewhere in this region. Objects between
300 and 5800K will have peak emission somewhere in between 550nm and 14um. Volcanoes and large
fires on Earth are about 1200K, making the ideal sensor for these targets a midwave infrared system.
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Figure 10. The blackbody radiance of ideal emitters is shown in (a); a 5800K object (roughly the
temperature of the Sun), a 1200K object (a hot forest fire or volcano) and a 300K object (Earth
temperature). The actual emitted radiance of the Sun is compared to the blackbody radiance of5800K in
(b). The Sun approximates a blackbody, with small deviations in the visible region.
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Perfect absorbers do not actually exist, therefore, perfect emitters cannot exist either. Imperfect absorbers
can approximate blackbodies but there must be some value quantifying the difference. The emissivity (s)
describes how well an object emulates an ideal blackbody of the same temperature.
S =
xy '
(7)
LW{T)
where e emissivity
T temperature of object
L\(T) spectral radiance emitted by an object of temperature T
L>3b(T) spectral radiance emitted by a blackbody of temperature T
Figure 10b shows the difference between an ideal 5800K emitter .and the Sun, and the Sun's calculated
spectral emissivity. Although not perfect, the Sun's emission behaves very close to a blackbody (its yellow
appearance is a result of the energy passing through an absorbing atmosphere). An object with non-unity
emissivity that is nearly constant with wavelength is called a graybody. Most materials, however, are
selective radiators; emitting much stronger at certain wavelengths than others. This is primarily due to
the interaction between photons and matter - molecules can only absorb and emit wavelengths that are
proportional to the band energies.
Few materials have emissivities approximating a blackbody. However, it is possible to use the
thermodynamic properties of a combination ofmaterials, of a specific configuration, or of a unique
material property to simulate one (Schott and Brown 2000). The configuration used as the primary
laboratory standard is a melt-point blackbody. A cylindrical or conical cavity is surrounded by a very pure
elemental material. The melting point of this material is a well-defined property. By maintaining the
material at its melting point, the thermally conductive cone comes to the melt point temperature. Because
the cavity walls are made of a low reflecting material and since no flux can leave the cavity without
bouncing from the walls several times the effective emissivity is very close to 1 (0.9999 is common for
NIST traceable melt point standards). Melt-point sources can be used as primary standards because the
radiance can be known so accurately. However, because the blackbody only contains one material, which
only has one melting point temperature, these are limited to a single temperature.
A second type of conical cavity blackbody overcomes the single temperature limitation. A liquid bath
blackbody follows the same design as the melt-point but rather than the cone being surrounded by a solid,
it is immersed in a bath filled with a circulating fluid (usually oil, so these are also referred to as oil bath
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blackbodies). The bath is heated or cooled and the temperature of the fluid is monitored with a high
precision thermometer. The cone, again, is a thin-walled, highly emissive material and the multiple
reflections within the cavity allow for emissivities of about 0.995 and temperature uncertainties of
approximately 0.05K. These blackbodies are convenient for use in laboratory situations because of the
ease ofuse and temperature range relevant to earth observing.
Neither the melt point or liquid bath blackbody standards can be used in an operational setting due to their
bulk and orientation limitations (i.e., the liquid bath cannot be turned on its side). For field or flight
work, a thermo-electric plate, or flat plate, blackbody is commonly used. These devices consist of a highly
conductive flat plate and a heat exchanger. A thermo-electric heating/cooling device controls the transfer
of heat between the plate and the exchanger. The plate, typically copper (highly reflective), is coated with
a special paint to increase the emissivity. The temperature of the plate is monitored with thermistors or
thermocouples, either in direct contact with the plate surface or imbedded in the plate. The emissivity and
temperature precision varies more widely with these devices, but the flat plate blackbodies used at RIT
have an emissivity of 0.958 and temperature uncertainty of less than 0. IK Table 3 outlines the blackbody
standards owned by RIT and their basic properties.
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Table 3. Inventory of the blackbody standards owned by RIT and their relevant properties.
Blackbody
Land LLB (4)
Kodak Krebb (2)
EOIPS102
EOIPS105
EOIPS101
Dynatherm IFL-06-10-1 1
Dynatherm IFL-06-10-07
Dynatherm IFL-06-10-07
CI
MTSIBB1,BB2
Type Temp Temp Error Emissivity
Range (C) (C)
liquid bath 20 - 200 0.01 0.995 0.002
copper coil N/A N/A N/A
cavity
Freezing 419.58 N/A 0.9999 + 0.0001
point, Zinc
Freezing 29.7646 N/A 0.9999 + 0.0001
point.
Gallium
Freezing 231.96 N/A 0.9999 + 0.0001
point, Tin
Heat pipe, 300 - 700 0.1 0.9981+0.01
Cesium
Heat pipe, 100 - 350 0.1 0.9981+0.01
Mercury
Heat pipe. 500- 1100 0.5 0.9981+0.01
Sodium
flat plate -10-125 0.01 0.96 0.005
flat plate 10-45 0.96 + 0.005
3.2 The Governing Radiometry
The radiance reaching a remotely placed instrument is a function ofmany parameters, highly governed by
the intervening atmosphere and the source of the photon. Fondly termed "The Big Equation", Eq. (8)
denotes eight different paths photons received at a sensor can take (Figure 1 1).
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L,=^ cos(a)r,(A)^ + eiX)^ + F[L^ + Lda]+ (1 - F)[Lba + LM]r4WW) + Lmk + LuA (8)
where
Esx'
exoatmospheric solar irradiance
Tia. transmission of the atmosphere from space to the target
o-
angle of incidence of the solar photon
r(A.) reflectance of the target
s(A.) emissivity of the target
LTx blackbody radiance of the target at temperature T
F fraction of sky the target is exposed to
LdsX solar downwelled radiance
Ld6x self-emitted downwelled radiance
LbsX reflected background radiance
LDI>x self-emitted background radiance
rb(,V) reflectance of the background
x2(-\) transmission of the atmosphere from target to sensor
LuSx reflected upwelled radiance
Lusx. self-emitted upwelled radiance
X all terms with a subscript -\ are spectrally dependent
Figure 1 1 . The energy paths included in the Big Equation. Four of the terms, labeled A, B, C, and G, are
due to solar reflectance and can be neglected in the LWIR. The remaining terms are all self-emission
terms: D is radiance emitted by the target, E is downwelled radiance - radiance emitted by the atmosphere
and reflected off the target, F is the upwelled radiance - radiance emitted by the atmospheric path towards
the sensor, and H is radiance emitted by background objects and reflected off the target. (Schott 1997)
All of these terms completely characterize the radiance reaching an instrument in an airborne or space
borne imaging platform. However, since this thesis is only concerned with thermal instruments (8-14um),
the solar terms in Eq. (8) can be neglected, resulting in a simplified equation:
Lx =(s(A)Lu +FLdek +(\-F)Lbarb(A))r2{A) + LusX (9)
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In special cases where a non-reflective surface can be assumed, the downwelled radiance and reflected
background terms can be neglected:
Lx=s(A)LTAr2(A) +Lu, (10)
The above spectral radiance describes the radiance reaching the altitude of the sensor. The radiance
actually
"seen"
by the detector must take into account the responsivity of the entire system, optics, filters.
and detectors, and the wavelength region, over which the detector is integrating:
L = \Lz/3(A)dA
r,
(U)
= ]{s{A)LTXr2{A) + LU,)0{A)dA
where L total radiance reaching sensor
P(A.) spectral response of detector
To generalize the effective radi.ance, we can normalize by the integrated responsivity:
+ LuJ/3(A)dA
AA \/3(A)dA
where AX refers to the b.andpass radiance.
This makes the effective spectral radiance reasonably independent of sensor, allowing it to be compared to
radiances from other instruments with different bandpasses.
In cases where the wavelength-dependent terms are continuous and approximately constant, effective
bandpass values can be used rather than spectrally dependent terms.
Au * avg-^TeffT2ave + ^ueff (l3)
where LTeff effective radiance due to temperature T over the sensor's spectral response
eavg average emissivity of the target over the sensor bandpass
x2aVe average transmission over the sensor bandpass
Lues effective upwelled radiance over the sensor's spectral response
This estimate breaks down in theMWIR but is reasonable in the LWIR because of the spectral variation in
the Planck radiance and atmospheric transmission. Since we are only working with the long-wave region
in this thesis, this estimate will be taken advantage of regularly.
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With Eq. (13), given the sensor-reaching radiance and some prediction of x and Ly (using techniques
described below), the effective ground-leaving radiance can be calculated. However, ground-leaving
radiance is generally not the parameter of concern, since ground-leaving radiance will only be the same as
the body radiance for a true blackbody. Ground-leaving radiance is a function of the target's blackbody
temperature and emissivity:
L(0) = eLr+(l-e)Ld (14)
where L(0) ground leaving radiance, the same as (saveLTea) from Eq. (13) (we will now refer to
ground leaving radiance as L(0), as it will be referred to through-out the rest of the
treatment, to distinguish it from L(h), the sensor-reaching radiance at altitude h)
LT blackbody radiance of target at temperature T
s emissivity of target in the LWIR
Ld downwelled radiance in the LWIR
Thus for targets with known material properties, the blackbody radiance of the target can be computed.
and using a Planck lookup table (see Appendix D), the radiant temperature of the target can be estimated.
For targets with unknown properties, more complicated algorithms must be employed to establish the
emissivity and blackbody radiance including processes like Planck draping (Gillespie et al. 1998) 3. These
techniques are not utilized in this effort. Using the methods discussed here only the apparent temperature
of an unknown material can be determined; that is, the temperature a blackbody would have given the
emitted radiance. Because the material's emissive properties are unknown, apparent temperature is only
an estimate and not a true measurement.
These equations illustrate the governing physics of imaging in the LWTR. The complications startwith
the inclusion of the random processes occurring in nature, most prominently the atmosphere.
3 See the work of fellow Imaging Science graduate student, ErichHernandez-Baquero for an analysis of
Temperature/Emissivity Separation routines.
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3.3 Laboratory Calibration
In order to have absolutely calibrated imagery, the imager must have calibrated calibration sources.
MISI's on-board thermal calibration targets are two identical flat plate blackbodies as described in Section
3.1. The face of each blackbody is a copper plate coated with a high emissivity paint (Figure 12). Behind
the copper plate are nine thermoelectric heat pumps configured in a 3x3 matrix. Behind these is an
aluminum heat sink. The blackbodies have an operating temperature range of 10 - 45C in ambient
conditions of20C with variation across the surface of less than 0.2C. The temperature control system can
regulate the temperature to 0.1 5C (Ientilucci 1996). This regulation is important to ensure the blackbody
is stable over time. The monitoring of these blackbodies is independent of the driving system. Mounted
to the face ofeach copper plate is a silicon temperature transducer (AD590IF), which produces an output
current proportional to absolute temperature (Analog Devices 1984).
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Figure 12. The spectral emissivity of the paint used to coat the copper plate ofMISI's two flat plate
blackbodies.
The time constant of the transducer (the time required to reach 63.2% ofan instantaneous temperature
change) is 0.1 sec. The regulation cycle of the blackbody is on the order of20sec, allowing the transducer
to track the low frequency changes of the MISI blackbodies with a high degree ofprecision. The
transducer mounted to the face of the plate is the source of the signal that will give us blackbody
temperature. In this configuration, the transducer is able to monitor changes in temperature due to forces
other than system temperature regulation. A change in ambient air temperature or the movement of air
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across the face can both have effects for which the control system does not account. In other airborne
calibration systems, the transducer has been mounted on the back of the copper plate or imbedded within
it (Realmuto et al. 1995). Another NASA airborne instrument, the Thermal Infrared Multispectral
Scanner (TIMS) had difficulties because the airflow across the face of the plate altered the surface
temperature but not the body temperature; a wind blast could cause TIMS to over-estimate surface
temperatures by more than IOC. A better system involves a radiometer viewing the blackbody; the
radiometer would track radiometric temperature changes rather than kinetic temperature change.
However, the complications in matching the spectial responses, mounting .and calibrating the radiometer
system was too difficult to implement onMISI for the first flight season.
Since the transducer is the instrument taking the actual measurement ofblackbody temperature, laboratory
calibration must define the relationship between transducer voltage and blackbody radiant temperature.
The laboratory calibration procedure involves transferring the calibration of a NIST traceable blackbody
standard to the blackbodies in question. With a blackbody standard, we are confident to within the
measurement error in temperature .and emissivity that the radiance being emitted is Planckian:
L = sLBB(TBB) + (l-e)L(TB) (15)
where L tot.al radiance emitted by the blackbody
s emissivity of the blackbody
TBb temperature of the blackbody
Lbb(Tbb) Planck blackbody radiance due to an object at temperature TBb
TB temperature of the background
L(TB) Planck radiance due to the background at temperature TB
When viewing this standard blackbody with a radiometer, this radiance, L, will correspond to a
radiometer signal. This signal versus blackbody standard radiance for two different signal and radiance
levels calibrates the radiometer. Viewing the non-standard blackbodies with the calibrated radiometer
transfers the calibration; the radiometer signal can be converted to a corresponding blackbody radiance.
However, the non-standard blackbody radiance must be related to some parameter that can be measured
outside the calibration lab. A thermistor, transducer, or radiometer signal recorded at the same time as
the calibrated radiometer can be compared to the blackbody radiance. By repeating this procedure for a
number of the non-standard blackbody settings, a full characterization is established. This relationship is
the final calibration curve for the procedure; from that point on, the thermistor/transducer/radiometer
signal can be converted to blackbody radiance.
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In th procedure for this experiment, we specifically use two oil bath blackbodies (see Table 3). While the
emissivity is not as high as some of the other standards, these allow us to work over a wider and more
appropriate temperature range with little additional error (Table 4). The goal is to calibrate MISI's on
board blackbody and transducer system to within 0. IK. The calibration can be taken both pre-flight
season and post-flight season for initial calibration and calibration verification, respectively.
However, during the flight season, although the instrument appeared to be stable, it became quite obvious
that the established calibration was a number of degrees off. The problem was traced to the electronic
loading the full MISI instrumentation places on the blackbody amplifiers. While the blackbodies were in
lab, they were pulled out of the instrument with only the essential power supply brought along. While not
under the same electronic loading, the transducer circuits responded differently.
A temporary calibration set-up was established using two water baths so we could perform a calibration
while the instrument was in one piece (the oil baths cannot be pointed upwards). While Table 4 suggests
water bath blackbodies will perform nearly as well as the oil baths, instability of this new setup in the lab
has not allowed us to perform a final calibration.
There are a number of theories why the water bath method hasn't remained stable - roaming electronic
ground, imprecise usage of the background temperature, electronic noise in the transducer op amp. Until
the source of the error is determined, this ad hoc water bath calibration set-up will be used. When the
problem is traced and fixed, the laboratory calibration system using NIST traceable standards will be used
again.
The current procedures are fully explained in Appendix B.
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Table 4. Errors associated with various blackbody sources and calibration assumptions. The calculated
error is a Beers error analysis ofEq. (15) with the given uncertainty estimates. Given the laboratory
calibration procedure, using the oil baths as standards rather than meltpoints adds nearly 0. IK of
measurement error but is necessary to work over the appropriate temperature range. For the in-instrument
calibration procedure, water baths increase the error by another 0.03K but allow us to use MISI intact.
The first radiance error uses the full equation. The second error column neglects the L(TB) term,
equivalent to saying the background temperature is OK. Assumptions: TBb = 320K, AA. = 8 - 14um, TB =
260K and AL/AT calculated for a 300K source. All radiance values are expressed in terms of apparent
temperature. (See Appendix I for a discussion on error propagation and Beers Law.)
Source Temperature
uncertainty (K)
Emissivity Emissivity
uncertainty
Radiance error
(full equation)
fTappl
Radiance error
(w/o L(Tb) term)
[Tappl
meltpoint
blackbody
0.01 0.9999 0.0001 0.0101 0.0103
controlled
temperature
precision
cavity radiator
0.10 0.9981 0.0010 0.1015 0.1073
oil bath
blackbody
0.05 0.9950 0.0050 0.1049 0.1397
flat plate
blackbody
0.10 0.9600 0.0080 0.1793 0.7596
water bath
blackbody
0.10 0.9800 0.0050 0.1356 0.3932
water as a
blackbody
0.10 0.9850 0.0100 0.2095 0.3472
The laboratory calibration is an important process for the user of the resulting image data. This allows the
user to relate image digital count to some parameter ofvalue. In remote sensing, however, the atmosphere
contributes to the total sensor-reaching signal. In order to perform Earth science with the data, this
atmospheric signal must be removed. The next section presents a number ofmethods for doing this in the
LWIR.
3.4 Atmospheric Correction
The atmosphere is often the limiting factor in remotely sensed imagery. Regardless of how well the
instrument is built, characterized and calibrated, the fact that the sensor is at some distance from the
target implies that the path between the two will .affect the arriving radiance. In the LWIR this
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atmospheric effect is a function of the transmission and upwelled radiance through the specific path,
which in turn, are functions of the atmospheric particulates and temperature. Since the concentration of
molecules in the atmosphere and the temperature are not constants, the effect on the passing radiance
varies with altitude.
There are many ways to quantify the effect the atmosphere has on the surface-leaving radiance and many
different requirements for different applications. In this thesis, the goal is to convert absolute sensor-
reaching radiance to absolute surface-leaving radiance. MISI provides absolute sensor-reaching radiance.
Intuitively, the most effective way to correct an image for the atmosphere is to know the surface-leaving
radiance of a few objects in the scene at the time of imaging and quantify the difference. This difference
can be used to correct the rest of the image. However, taking ground truth is a tedious and expensive
process. For the sake of the research group, it is to be avoided.
This thesis focuses on three in-scene techniques which extract data from the imagery in order to quantify
and remove the effect of the atmosphere. Looking at specific targets in different images allows us to
gauge the difference in the atmosphere by the changing sensor-reaching radiance (as long as these targets
are temporally stable over the imaging period, Section 3.6 covers target requirements). The methods
discussed here involve viewing objects at different altitudes, different .angles and within different
bandpasses, as well as the stand-by ground truth techniques.
In all four cases, the effect to the sensor-reaching radiance over the effective bandpass is linear with
respect to ground-leaving radiance. Simplified from Eq. (13), the basic atmospheric correction equation
is:
L{h,9) = r{h,9)L{0,e) + Lu{h,e) (16)
where h flying altitude
9 viewing angle
L(h,9) sensor reaching radiance at h and 6
x(h,9) atmospheric transmission from ground level to h in the direction of 9
L(0,9) ground leaving radiance in the direction of9 (includes blackbody radiance and
emissivity of the material)
Lu(h,9) upwelling radiance between ground and h in the direction of9
The techniques all take advantage of the characteristic that the relationship between the ground-leaving
radiance and sensor reaching radiance is linear based on the transmission of the atmosphere in the
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bandpass and the upwelling radiance. By examining the difference in L(h,9) and L(0, 9) for specific
targets, the transmission and upwelling radiance can be determined and their contributions removed.
The three in-scene techniques for determining the effect of the atmosphere will begin with Eq. (16). In
each case, the imagery provides L(h,9) but each method uses a different way ofdetermining L(0, 9). The
multi-altitude technique uses multiple images varying the flying altitude, h. The multi-angle technique
varies view angle, 9. The multi-band technique takes advantage of the difference in integrated radiance
over different bandpass images of the same scene. The ground truth technique is the most intuitive,
though, so we will begin the discussionwith it.
3.4.1 Ground Truth Techniques
Ground truth techniques are the most basic approaches to calibration. There are two different applications
for the use of ground truth in remote sensing. In both cases, the ground truth measurements are compared
to the corresponding image region to produce a relationship between ground-leaving and sensor-reaching
radiance. However, in one case, we have sensor-reaching radiance and are using the ground truth to
determine the effects of the atmosphere. In the other, we have image digital counts and use the ground
truth to calibrate the sensor. If the imager has no method of on-board calibration or if the current
calibration can't be trusted, the ground truth can be used to convert digital count into radiance through
some linear relationship. When we have a calibrated imager, the relationship between ground-leaving
and sensor-reaching radiances yields the atmospheric effects, transmission and upwelled radiance.
3.4.1.1 Ground Truth for Calibration
In the cases when the instrument has no method of calibration or the calibration is questionable, ground
truth readings can be used to provide an ad hoc correlation between ground leaving radiance and digital
count. Digital counts have only a relative relationship to radiance; although it is a linear response, there
is no way to quantify what a digital count corresponds to in radiance terms. On an instrument with an on
board calibration system, the blackbodies are used to convert these relative values to absolute sensor-
reaching radiance. When blackbodies are unavailable, ground-leaving radiance can provide the same
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information. Comparing digital counts to ground-leaving radiance yields a linear relationship, due to the
linear properties of thermal detectors and the linear properties of the atmosphere in the LWIR. The
method begins with an equation in the same form as Eq. (16):
DC(h,0) = m(h,0)L(O,0) + b(h,0) (17)
where DC is the image digital count
m and b incorporate the atmospheric effects and the calibration
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Figure 13. An example ofusing ground truth measurements for calibration. The curve is determined for
a number ofdifferent temperature targets on the ground (260 - 3 10K in this case). The resulting equation
can be used on the entire image to correct digital counts to surface-leaving radiance.
The slope and intercept are similar to those in Eq. (16) but since the instrument is not calibrated, m and b
incorporate both the effects of the lack ofcalibration and the atmosphere (Figure 13). If radiosonde is
available, the atmosphere can be backed out leaving calibration coefficients:
m = tMOD
b = mLuMOD
gain
+ bias
(18)
where xMod MODTRAN predicted transmission for altitude 0 to h for local conditions
LuMOD MODTRAN predicted upwelled radiance
gain gain of instrument in units of [DC/radiance]
bias bias of instrument in units of [DC]
It is not advisable to use these as absolute calibration coefficients unless the sensor is extremely stable and
this has been performed a number of times with consistency. Any error in the prediction of x and Lu will
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appear in the gain and bias. Over a number of collects, this will average out but in general this technique
is not used to permanently calibrate a sensor.
3.4.1.2 Ground Truth for Atmospheric Effects
When calibrated image data is available, the goal is to remove the effects of the atmosphere to predict
surface-leaving radiance. The most intuitive way to do this is to compare sensor-reaching radiance with
ground-leaving radiance measured by a radiometer with the same responsivity as the imager. As given in
Eq. (16), we now have L(0,0) and L(h,0) and can solve for atmospheric transmission and upwelled
radiance (Figure 14). This x and Lu can be applied to any image data flown for that altitude through that
same atmosphere.
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Figure 14. An example of the ground truth technique to determine atmospheric effects. Regressing the
ground-leaving radiance against the sensor-reaching radiance for a number ofdifferent temperature
objects results in a slope and intercept which correspond to x and L, in Eq. (16).
Intuitively, these ground truth methods are very simple. In practice, they are extremely complicated.
While measuring surface- leaving radiance with a radiometer is not difficult, generally one cannot
guarantee that the spectral responses of the airborne and land-borne match. If the responses do not match,
the integrated radiances, which are highly spectral when passed through the atmosphere, cannot be
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compared. As .an alternative, the surface temperature of objects can be measured, and for objects with a
known emissivity, the surface-leaving radiance can be predicted. The measurement of this surface
temperature is yet another complication. In general, the temperature of an object is measured by either
placing a thermometer within it or in contact with it. The kinetic (body) temperature and the surface
(skin) temperature can differ. Since the imager can only see the surface, we must measure skin
temperature using a contact device (i.e. a thermistor). Contact measurements are generally unreliable due
to the difficulties in making sound contact with the object.
These ground truth methods are presented here primarily because they are the intuitive way to correct an
image to surface-leaving radiance. The following three methods, multi-altitude, multi-angle and multi-
band techniques, are all preferable because of the challenges of taking reliable ground truth and the effort
required to deploy an extensive ground team. This method is presented here as a backup technique for
verifying the accuracy of the previously mentioned techniques. However, this has been a widely used
method of calibration and atmospheric correction for many years and many campaigns (Schott 1997) and
until systems are consistently developed with trustworthy calibration methods and reliable atmospheric
correction techniques, it will continue to be widely used.
3.4.2 The Multi-Altitude Technique
The multi-altitude technique (also referred to as the profile technique) is used when an imager is flown
over the same region at n different altitudes (Schott 1997). where n is at least four (Lillesand 1987). For a
certain number of specific targets (easily recognizable and well behaved), the multiple images give us
sensor-reaching radiance of those targets at the various altitudes. Similar to determining the transmission
by individual layer in Section 2.3. 1, here we are finding the total effect of the atmosphere by layer - the
layer being the atmosphere between one image and the next higher image. This radiance profile
illustrates how the atmosphere is acting on the ground-leaving radiance (Figure 15). Assuming
atmospheric conditions and ambient temperatures are constant between images (or layers), we could
calculate the radiance of the targets at any altitude between the lowest and highest flown by interpolating
between the radiances.
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Figure 15. A MODTRAN simulation ofa set of atmospheric profiles for targets ofdifferent temperatures
as sensed by a broadband LWIR detector. The atmosphere used to generate this data set is -290K at the
surface; it adds more radiance to colder objects at lower altitudes. At higher altitudes, as the atmosphere
cools, the effect reverses; the atmosphere is colder than the cold targets and absorbs energy. At some
altitude, ~15km in this case, there aren't enough particles in the atmosphere to absorb or emit so the
atmosphere stops having an effect on the passing radiance.
The challenge with these techniques is not being able to predict the sensor reaching radiance at random
altitudes. We want to know the ground leaving radiance which involves extrapolating below the lowest
image. The advantage of the multi-altitude technique comes here: rather than a blind extrapolation to
ground, the atmospheric profile provides a guide ofhow the ground-leaving radiance is effected below the
lowest image. Having the profile as a basis for the extrapolation potentially improves the accuracy in the
predicted surface-leaving radiance.
After finding the ground-leaving radiance for the targets, the differences between the surface-leaving and
sensor-reaching radiances allow us to quantify the atmospheric transmission and upwelled radiance. With
these parameters determined for a few targets, the rest of the image can be solved for surface-leaving
radiance.
From the above equation (Eq. (16)), we know that the altitude-reaching radiance is a function of the
transmission of the atmosphere and the upwelling radiance.
L(h,0) = r(h,0)L(O,0) + Lu(h,0) (19)
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All quantities in Eq. (19) are functions of the viewing angle as well as the altitude. However in the profile
technique, 6 is held fixed at 0 and only the altitude is changed. The only known parameter is L(h, 0),
extracted from the image. Using the behavior of the atmosphere as an indication ofwhat is happening to
the radiance, the ground-radiance can be estimated by extrapolating down to h0 (Figure 16). Given a
number ofdifferent temperature targets in the image, regressing L(h, 0) against L(0,0) results in a slope
(x(h, 0)) and an intercept (Lu(h, 0)). This x and L, can be used to correct the rest of the image data for the
atmosphere.
4.5 5.0 5.5 h.O ft.:
Radiance [W >lOVcm sr|
Figure 16. Data collected using the multiple-altitude calibration technique. The symbols are the altitudes
at which images were flown, each profile is a different target. The line is extrapolated to zero altitude to
determine L(O,0). (Schott 1997)
The image is now in terms ofabsolute ground-leaving radiance. If the emissivities of the specific targets
are known, the L(0) can be converted to blackbody temperature:
L(0) = eLT +(l-e)Ld (20)
where: LT Planck blackbody radiance for an object at temperature T
Ld downwelled radiance as calculated byMODTRAN
e emissivity of the target
As described in Appendix D, the temperature of the target, T, can be determined using a Planck radiance
to temperature lookup table. The integration ofPlanck's spectrally dependent radiance results in a
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bandpass radiance for the given detector. Given this integrated radiance, there is no way to invert to
temperature. Therefore, a radiance vs. temperature lookup table is generated for the spectral bandpass
and spectral detector responsivity over a range of temperatures. Although this relationship is
approximately linear over small temperature ranges (10K), to minimize errors, we use the lookup table to
determine temperature from a given radiance.
To enhance the extrapolation from the lowest altitude radiance to ground radiance, we compare the image
set to a simulatedMODTRAN atmosphere model to determine the behavior of the lower atmosphere.
Using radiosonde data (see Appendix E), MODTRAN radiance profiles are created for a number of
different surface temperatures (since different temperature objects are affected by the atmosphere
differently). The shape of theseMODTRAN profiles will be consistent with the image profile because
MODTRAN is using real atmospheric conditions (and the same atmospheric conditions) from the day of
the flight.
MODTRAN is not used to determine L(0,0) explicitly. We use MODTRAN only as a guide to predict
how the lower atmosphere affects the passing surface-leaving radiance up to the lowest altitude image.
Because MODTRAN was developed to predicted the affect of the atmosphere given a set of atmospheric
parameters, we take advantage of this modeling capability. WithoutMODTRAN, we could predict the
surface-leaving radiance a number ofways - for example, a simple extrapolation from the lowest two
altitude images to ground or a best fit curve to the entire set of data. These have no physical basis, giving
only a slightly better guess than random guesswork. MODTRAN, however, theoretically knows how that
lower atmosphere behaves and given an atmospheric image profile, can aid us in predicting L(0,0).
The method that is implemented takes advantage of the MODTRAN profile lookup tables, a set of
atmospheric profiles created byMODTRAN for the same atmosphere in which the images were flown. An
image profile is compared to the suite ofMODTRAN profiles and the closest match is found, as
determined by the RMS difference between them (a measure of how close the shape of the profiles match,
not the absolute radiances). This chosen MODTRAN profile has an associated L(0,0) while the image
profile does not. An average difference is calculated between the MODTRAN profile radiance and the
image profile radiance (a shift or bias difference) and that shift is applied to the chosen MODTRAN
L(0,0).
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Figure 17. Example of the difference between using a linear extrapolation method to calculate L(0) or
following the MODTRAN model atmosphere example. The plot on the left illustrates the comparison
between the image profile (T6 image profile, magenta) and the MODTRAN profiles for various
temperature objects. The ground-leaving radiance for the image profile has not been determined yet. The
plot on the right shows the difference in the two techniques for solving for L(0) in an expanded scale. The
magenta curve is just a simple linear extrapolation of the image profile to ground (ground is not 0km
because radiosonde measures in kilometers above sea level). The yellow curve is the result when
comparing to the suite ofMODTRAN profiles, determining the best fit to a particular MODTRAN profile
and using that profile's ground radiance as ground-leaving radiance for the image profile. In this case,
there is nearly a tenth of radiance unit difference between the two resulting L(0), which is equivalent to
nearly 1C difference in apparent temperature.
In a simulated example, MODTRAN can be used to illustrate the utility and precision of this technique
(Figure 17). Table 5 and Table 6 are the results of the profile technique for a MODTRAN standard
atmosphere under varying imaging conditions. The transmission, upwelled radiance and total at-altitude
radiance predicted using MODTRAN is used as truth and compared to conditions where various types of
errors have been introduced. As Table 4 shows, the largest source of error in the prediction ofx and L, is
due to the inaccuracies in the radiosonde used to create the MODTRAN profiles. Figure 1 8 shows the low
altitude differences between the radiosonde used to create the images and the radiosonde used to analyze
the images. While the two files are very similar, the over-estimate of the air temperature and the under
estimate of the dew point skew the prediction of x and L. However, even with this error in atmospheric
transmission and upwelled radiance, Table 6 shows that the error in predicted apparent temperature for
the highest altitude in the worst case scenario is less than 0.8K, better than a normal case for an
extrapolation method.
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In general, we expect to use the appropriate radiosonde with the lower atmosphere corrected for the local
conditions at the time of the over-flight. The air temperature and dew point at ground level are measured
hourly, so even if the radiosonde is incorrect, the lower atmosphere will not have the same discrepancies
as is shown. Choosing the appropriate targets will minimize the noise over the selected area. While there
will still be some variation over a specific target, looking at pure pixels (single objects) should not produce
variation as high as 0.25 radiance units. The shifted radiance is a function of the differences between
MODTRAN'
s radiance prediction and absolute radiance given by the imager. Until
MODTRAN'
s
physical inputs are improved, this will not improve.
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Table 5. The multi-altitude x and Lu results for a simulated image set altering the test conditions to
imitate some of the complications added by a real imaging system. According to MODTRAN, the
atmospheric transmission for anMODTRAN standard atmosphere at an altitude of 1000ft is 0.9258 and
the upwelled radiance is 0.643 1. For the same conditions flying at 5000ft, the transmission is 0.7888 and
upwelled radiance is 1.759. For each of the cases below, the transmission and upwelled radiance were
calculated and compared to the
"truth"
results. The first case uses images created with the altered
radiosonde shown in Figure 18, and analyzed using the original radiosonde. Although we use radiosonde
for the specific day of acquisition, the ever-changing nature of the atmosphere makes it difficult to
characterize at a specific time and location other than the acquisition time and location. The second case
uses the original radiosonde for both generating images and analysis, but a bias has been added to the
image radiance. MODTRAN's prediction of absolute radiance has not been calibrated but it's relative
behavior of the atmosphere has. Therefore, the shape of the profile is more important than the radiance
values. The predicted temperature should not be the same in this case. The images are assumed to be in
terms of calibrated absolute radiance, so the apparent temperature is based on the biased image radiance
rather than the original image radiance. The third case adds uniform random noise to the original images
and the forth case most accurately represents real imaging conditions, in that it combines the various
sources of error.
Case
(specifics of test)
Flying
altitude (ft)
Predicted x Predicted Lu
(w/m2sr um)
x%
difference difference
Images created with
altered radiosonde
1000 0.9489 0.4844 2.503 -24.668
Shifted radiance images 1000 0.9257 0.6802 -0.0028 5.770
Images with noise added 1000 0.9255 0.6457 -0.0275 0.4145
Images with altered
radiosonde, shift
radiance, and noise
1000 0.9488 0.5118 2.486 -20.409
Images created with
altered radiosonde
5000 0.8551 1.300 8.409 -26.062
Shifted radiance images 5000 0.7887 1.864 -0.0016 6.000
Images with noise added 5000 0.7881 1.766 -0.0835 0.4259
Images with altered
radiosonde, shift
radiance, and noise
5000 0.8547 1.378 8.354 -21.641
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Table 6. The multi-altitude apparent temperature results for a blackbody at 290K, using the highest flying
altitude to invert to ground for a simulated image set altering the test conditions to imitate some of the
complications added by a real imaging system. The original images were created with a MODTRAN
standard atmosphere radiosonde, which was conditioned for a typical imaging time and analyzed using
the same radiosonde. The rest of the conditions are explained in Table 5.
Case (specifics of test) Ground
Radiance
(w/m2
sr urn)
Predicted
Ground
Radiance
Ground
temperature
Predicted
ground
temperature
Temperature
difference
Original images 8.307 8.293 290 290.116 -0.1157
Images created with
altered radiosonde
8.307 8.290 290 290.081 -0.0806
Shifted radiance images 8.807 8.793 293.221 293.780 -0.5598
Images with noise added 8.307 0.25 8.326 290 290.331 -0.3312
Images with altered
radiosonde, shift
radiance, and noise
8.807 0.25 8.822 293.221 293.994 -0.7734
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Figure 18. The differences in pressure (a), air temperature ((b) solid) and dew point ((b) dashed) between
the radiosonde used to as the MODTRAN profile lookup table and the radiosonde that was used to create
the synthetic images. Although radiosonde is our best guess at the atmosphere being imaged, there is
always a possibility that the atmosphere has changed between acquisition of the radiosonde and of the
images. In this case, the over-estimate of the air temperature and the under-estimate of the dew point
leads to a much clearer atmosphere (many fewer water molecules). This is the primary cause of the
differences between the predictions in Table 5.
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This technique was proven successful in a blindfold test in the 1970's (Schott 1979). In that experiment,
an independent group collected ground truth under the overpasses of an aircraft. The standard error
between the ground team readings and the profile-predicted surface temperatures was 0.4K. Since then,
Schott and Schimminger (1981) used the multi-altitude technique to calibrate a satellite instrument to
1. IK (space-reaching radiance is just another altitude in the profile). In another experiment, Djavadi and
Anderson (1987) reported poor results but many of the problems were attributed to poor target selection
and unstable atmospheric conditions.
3.4.3 The Multi-Angle Technique
This method is used when the same target is imaged at the same height from two or more different angles
(Schott 1997). Although the altitude is the same, the distance to the target is different for each of the
images. The change in the target's radiance between the images is a function of the path length, and
hence, the varied transmission and upwelled radiance along that path. Initially, we will consider the case
where only two images were flown and in one of them, the targets are at nadir. Beginning from Eq. (16)
again:
L(h,0) = T(h,0)L(O,0) + Lu(h,0) (21)
but rather than varying the flying altitude, h, in this case, 9 is changed. For the nadir image, the equation
becomes:
L(h,0) = T(h,0)L(0,0) +L (h,0) (22)
If the target happens to be a Lambertian surface, the surface-leaving radiance is the same in all directions.
This limits the type of targets that can be used with this method but allows for the substitution ofL(0,0)
for L(0,9) into Eq. (21). Combining Eqs. (21) and (22) produces a relationship between the sensor-
reaching off-angle radiance and the ground-leaving radiance:
L(h^ = I^L^) +L^h^-I^L^0) (23)
r(h,0) r(h,0)
This is a linear relationship dependent on a combination of transmissions and upwelled radiances:
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T(h,0)m = v / (24)
T(h,0)
and
* = z.(*^)-I^r4(*.o) (25)
r(//,0)
Without knowing the relationship between nadir and off-axis transmission and upwelled radiance,
knowing m and b provides no additional information in attempting to determine x(h,0) and Lu(h,0).
However, recall from Section 2.3.1 that transmission is a function ofoptical depth. Optical depth is a
function ofpath length, so for the same atmosphere, the off-axis optical depth is related to the on-axis
optical depth by the cosine of the angle, 9, to a first order Taylor series approximation:
S(0)*S(O)sec(0) (26)
where 5(0) on-axis optical depth
5(9) off-axis optical depth
9 viewing angle
Substituting this into Eq. (2):
r(0) =
e~SWsecW
r{0) =
e-'Ww
so
^sec(O)
(27)
r(h,0) =
T(h,O)se W (28)
Similarly, the off-axis upwelled radiance can be approximated by:
Lu(h,0) = Lu(h,O)sec(O) (29)
From Eqs. (29) and (28):
i
r(h,0) =
m5^-1 (30)
4(*.o) =t|; (31)sec(#) - m
This transmission and upwelled radiance can be used in Eq. (22) to correct the nadir image for the
atmosphere.
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Using aMODTRAN standard atmosphere, MODTRAN has been used to demonstrate the utility of this
technique. Table 7 shows the error in predicted transmission and upwelled radiance for different off-axis
combinations. This technique has been shown to work most effectively between
10
and 60. Within this
range, the transmission is predicted moderately well but the upwelled radiance is underestimated. For a
blackbody of 290K, this technique can predict the surface temperature to within 3K.
Table 7. The error in transmission and upwelled radiance predicted by the multi-angle technique for a
series of off-axis image pairs. All image pairs have a fine of targets at nadir in one image and at the
specified angle in the second image. The
"truth"
transmission for aMODTRAN standard atmosphere
radiosonde flying at 5000K is 0.7880 and "truth" upwelled radiance is 1.762. This technique
underestimatesL.
OffAngle
Condition
Predicted x Predicted Lu
(w/m2
sr urn)
x % error Lu% error
5 0.7939 1.5253 0.7324 -13.4245
15 0.8120 1 .4306 3.0377 -18.7986
30 0.8102 1 .4258 2.8068 -19.0722
45 0.8113 1 .3863 2.9447 -21.3147
60 0.8136 1 .3039 3.2399 -25.9895
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Figure 19. The error in predicted ground temperature for six blackbodies at a series ofdifferent off-axis
solutions using Eqs. (30) and (31). The underestimation ofupwelled radiance leads to a bias error in the
inversion to surface-leaving radiance, causing the predicted ground temperature to be too high. This
underestimation has a more profound effect on the low temperature objects because the additional
radiance, now considered coming from the target rather than from the atmosphere, is a more significant
part of the transmitted signal. It is not recommended that small angles be used (<10), because there
typically is not enough variation in the radiance to accurately derive a x and L,. Neglecting those small
angles, from this plot, 25 or
30
off-axis would yield the most reliable inversions to ground temperature.
Mericsko (1992) empirically derived some better approximations to Eqs. (30) and (31) to better predict x
and Lu to reduce the error in the surface temperature prediction. He devised a number ofdifferent models
using a series ofLOWTRAN data. The one presented here was chosen because it only changes the
derivation for L, from the above procedure. Eq. (30) was shown to be able to predict x to with 2%. The
remaining error results from the fact that Eq. (31) produces a 13% error in L, at best. Mericsko suggests
a correction for the upwelled radiance solution involving an additional weighting by the transmission:
Lu(h,0) =
Lu'h,O)sec(0)T(h,O)"e>A
b
so4(/?,0) = -4 V
m{sGc(0)-\)
(32)
(33)
This correction results in a much more accurate prediction of the upwelled radiance (Table 8) and thus a
better prediction of the ground temperature.
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Table 8. The error in transmission and upwelled radiance predicted by the Lu-revised multi-angle
technique for a series of off-axis image pairs. All image pairs have a line of targets at nadir in one image
and at the specified angle in the second image. The "truth" transmission for aMODTRAN standard
atmosphere flying at 5000K is 0.7880 and "truth" upwelled radiance is 1.762.
OffAngle
Condition
Predicted x Predicted Lu x % error Lu % error
5 0.7939 1.8789 0.7324 6.6452
15 0.8120 1.7401 3.0377 -1.2308
30 0.8102 1.7780 2.8068 0.9176
45 0.8113 1.8145 2.9447 2.9922
60 0.8136 1.9013 3.2399 7.9161
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Figure 20. The error in predicted ground temperature for six blackbodies at a series ofdifferent off-axis
solutions using the empirical approximation for Lu, Eqs. (32) and (33). The overestimation ofupwelled
radiance leads to a bias error in the inversion to surface-leaving radiance, causing the predicted ground
temperature to be too low. Again, small angles should be neglected. The middle range ofangles yield the
most reliable results, although, there is still a -1.5K average bias.
Watson (1996) experimented with a version of this technique using NASA's Thermal Infrared
Multispectral Scanner (TIMS) over geological features. The technique produced transmissions within 3%
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of the MODTRAN predicted transmission for the three shorter wavelength (8.4, 8.8, 9.2um) TIMS
channels. Tomiyasu, et al (1995) report on a triple angle version of the multi-angle technique.
(0,0) =
Z(/z,f?,)cos(c?,)2
L(h,02)
cos(02):
(cos(0, ) - cos(02 ))(cos(6> ) - cos(6>3 )) (cos(0, ) - cos(02 ))(cos(02 ) - cos(t?3 ))
+ -
L(h,03)cos(02):
(cos(f?1 ) - cos(6>3 ))(cos(02 ) - cos(t?3 ))
where 9; view .angle
L(h,9;) radiance at altitude h for view angle #
L(0,0) surface-leaving radiance for Lambertian target observed
Though Tomiyasu reported the ability to predict surface temperature to within 0.2K (with a bias error of
0.53K) usingMODTRAN simulations, the results from the triple-angle technique are dependent on angle-
combination and target temperature. For a 288K object and a standardMODTRAN atmosphere, all of
angle combinations predicted a surface temperature within 0.2K. The results two different temperature
objects are illustrated in Table 9. While except for the small angle case, for cold objects the predicted
temperature was within 0.6K and for hot targets within 1.3K (though this study did not produce the bias
error shown in Tomiyasu). This technique shows promise but to fully take advantage of this triple-angle
technique, more study needs to be done on specific view angle combinations.
Table 9. Triple-angle technique results for different angle combinations and two different temperature
objects. The radiances are simulated using aMODTRAN atmosphere with radiosonde from a
MODTRAN standard atmosphere with an ambient temperature of 302K. This simulation does not appear
to produce the bias error that was reported by Tomiyasu; rather the results are tightly scattered about zero,
except for a couple ofpoor angle selections.
Angle
Combination
Object 1
Temperature
Predicted
Object 1
Temperature
Temperature
Difference
Object 2
Temperature
Predicted
Object 2
Temperature
Temperature
Difference
10-20-25 280 279.95 0.0501 310 310.00 0.0045
20-25-30 280 280.29 -0.2910 310 310.50 -0.4992
20-35-45 280 280.40 -0.3953 310 309.41 0.5908
0-10-15
' 280 L 283.45 -3.4521 310 304.92 5.0801
0-30-45 280 280.38 -0.3812 310 309.61 0.3889
15-20-25 280 279.73 0.2695 310 311.15 -1.1477
0-15-30 280 280.58 -0.5840 310 308.68 1.3153
0-30-60 280 280.40 -0.3983 310 309.60 0.4041
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Due to the need to look through the same atmosphere at different angles, this method is generally limited
to airborne sensors. Diner andMartonchik (1985) suggested a method to derive the atmospheric
transmission using a pointing pushbroom scanner in orbit, although these capabilities did not exist at the
time. In the recent years however, space instruments are being designed with pointing capability. The
Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) aboard ERS-1 and ERS-2 has dual angle viewing ability
(Mutlow 1999). The atmospheric correction technique in place predicts sea-surface temperatures to
within 0.3K even in thick atmospheres but the routine also includes the use of the three thermal channels,
so it is a hybrid multi-angle multi-band technique (Murray 1998). Future NASA instruments including
MISR (Diner 1999) and ASTER (Hook 1999) have multi-angle capabilities and investigators on other
systems are increasing efforts to use multiple platforms jointly. This may allow the multi-angle technique
to be used from space-based platforms.
3.4.4 The Multi-Band Technique
A derivative of this technique has been in use for almost as long as imaging sensors have been in space.
The multi-band technique takes advantage of the differences in transmission over different bandpasses
(Schott 1997). Multispectral sensors image over several distinct wavelength regions. The transmission of
the atmosphere can vary greatly over wide areas giving even blackbody radiance spectral characteristics
(see Figure 8). However, the temperature of the target remains the same regardless ofbandpass. Even
though the spectral component is neglected, the average transmissions over the narrow bandpasses of
concern are different enough to generate a difference in radiance. Knowing that the sensor-reaching
radiances in two different bandpasses should equate to the same ground temperature (not the same
ground-leaving radiance which still has spectral dependence), a relationship between T(h,9) and T(0,9)
can be found.
The method again starts with Eq. (16) but relating the upwelled radiance term to air column temperature
(TA) instead:
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L(h, 0) = T(h, 0)L(0, 0) +L\\\ - r{h, 0)] (35)
where LTA radiance from the air column between the target and the sensor due to its mean
temperature (NB. LTA = Lu (h, 0) /(l - r(h, 0)) )
[ 1 -x(h,9)] effective emissivity of the air column
Recall from Section 2.3.1 that the transmission is a function of optical depth (Eq. (2)). For a clear
atmosphere, a Taylor series expansion is a reasonable approximation of the natural logarithm:
T(h,0) =
e~s
,
_
82 S3 <36>
~\-8 + + ...
2! 3!
Substituting the truncated approximation into Eq. (35). the sensor reaching radiance becomes:
L(h, 0) = L(0, 0) - [Z(0, 0) - LTA ]r5 (37)
Since radiance is not linear with temperature and the necessary comparisons must be made to
temperature, the equation is expanded about the Planck equation (Eq. (6)) and only the linear terms are
kept. As mentioned in Section 3.1, over small regions of the EM spectrum, Planck radiance is
approximately linear with temperature. In converting the terms ofEq. (37) to temperature, the accuracy
of the multi-band technique depends on the precision of the linear approximation. Although traditionally
a linear approximation is used to convert radiance to temperature, here a Planck lookup table is used (as
introduced in Section 3.4.2 and described in Appendix D). Regardless ofhow the temperature is
determined from image radiance, the equation contains the same terms as Eq. (37) but in temperature
space:
7;(fc,c?)*r(o)-[r(o)-^]r5, (38)
where T;(h,9) apparent temperature in the /th bandpass
T(0) apparent temperature of the target on the ground
TA apparent temperature of the atmosphere corresponding to LTA
5, optical depth of the atmosphere in the /th bandpass
Taking [ T(0) - TA ] to be the slope and T(0) to be the intercept, a linear relationship exists between the
optical depth and the apparent temperature at the sensor. Traditionally, when two bands are used, as in
the split-window technique developed for use with AVHRR Eq. (38) is solved for T(0) and two bands are
combined:
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T{a)_T,{h,0)-RT2{h,0)
where R ~
S2
Ti(h, 9) apparent temperature in band 1
T2(h, 9) apparent temperatures in band 2
R ratio between the optical depths ofbands 1 and 2
A number ofmethods have been used to determineR including using local soundings (Price 1984),
estimating a database of average monthly conditions (Deschamps and Phulpin 1979), and using a third
channel to estimate the water vapor column (Ho et al. 1986). Due to the frequency and magnitude of the
processing necessary to convert image data to surface temperature on a continuous basis, in general a local
average atmosphere is used (a constantR over a set season). Past studies have reported IK accuracy for
sea surface temperatures (the only targets AVHRR can resolve with constant temperature over the entire
pixel). Though radiosonde data is not available over open oceans, for the conditions being considered in
this thesis, radiosonde data will always be available. MODTRAN can predict the bandpass transmission
using the local radiosonde data and thus, estimates of the bandpass optical depths for specific occasions
can be determined (Eq. (2)).
In this study, rather than limiting the technique to two bands, all four ofMISI's unique LWIR channels
can be exploited (since the two lmilliradian detectors are combined to make the high resolution image,
MISI effectively has only four bands). Only a few studies have been performed using three different
bandpasses because historically the instrumentation hasn't been available. The AVHRR split-window
uses the 1 lum longwave channel and 3.7p.m midwave channel. Before AVHRR had the 12um channel,
Dechampes and Phulpin (1979) usedMODTRAN to simulate it and improved temperature prediction to
within 0.4K, although measurements can only be done at night due to the solar reflection component in
the 3.7um channel. SinceMISI has three bands at distinct bandpasses and one covering the entire region
at least three channels can be used. Returning to Eq. (38), by regressing the apparent temperature at the
sensor over the three or four bandpasses versus the optical depth predicted byMODTRAN for those
bandpasses, an intercept of apparent ground temperature for that target can be found (Figure 21). Using
four bands provides considerable improvement in the prediction of surface temperature. Table 10 shows
the difference between the predicted temperatures for the two-band regression (MISI1 andMISI4) and the
four-band regression.
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Figure 21 . The regression of four MISI apparent temperatures versus optical depth for six different
objects at varying temperatures. The intercept of each of the regressions results in the predicted ground
temperature. The slope is a combination of the temperature of the atmosphere and the ground
temperature.
Table 10. The results of the two-band regression versus the four-band regression method. The two-band
method uses MISI1 and MISI4, a band set as close to the AVHRR pair that MISI has. The four-band
method adds MISI2 and MISI5.
Temperature
(K)
Two- Band
Method
Predicted
Temperature (K)
Error in
Two-Band
Prediction (K)
Four-BandMethod
Predicted
Temperature (K)
Error in
Four- Band
Prediction (K)
260 265.895 -5.895 261.703 -1.703
270 274.326 -4.326 271.048 -1.048
280 [ 282.541 -2.541 280.589 -0.589
290 290.558 -0.558 290.254 -0.254
300 298.456 1.544 300.001 -0.001
310 306.244 3.756 309.800 0.200
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The two-band technique has been and still is widely used with space-based imagery, unlike the multi-
altitude or multi-angle. AVHRR imagery is still processed using a split-window technique. Although
improvements have been made over the years, errors of less than IK are reported for sea surface
temperature estimates. In recent years, more multi-band thermal and hyperspectral instruments have been
developed .and put into space. The ATSR instrument is using a combination multi-band, multi-angle
method with results within 0.3K. The upcoming launch of two more NASA multi-band thermal
instruments. ASTER andMODIS, will likely bring more developmentwith this technique.
3.5 Calibration to Space
While space-based instruments are probably more thoroughly characterized and calibrated pre-flight than
airborne systems, in the end, the pre-flight calibration only serves as a baseline calibration because once
the satellite is launched there is no way ofbringing it back to the lab to verify that the calibration is stable
if something seems wrong. The stress of launch and then the hostile space environment can have
indiscernible effects on the instrument and its components. While the complete failure of a component
say one of the detector arrays, would be noticed, the slow deterioration of its responsivity wouldn't be so
readily apparent, and over time, would cause a slowly growing error in the resulting radiance imagery.
While it is nearly impossible to monitor the degradation of individual components, the system as a whole
can be monitored on a regular basis. The differences due to a degrading instrument can be determined
through careful observation and an update to the calibration coefficients can account for the instrument
changes.
The complicated part of this is tracking the changes of the space-based instrument. The most reliable
method would be to compare the image to another calibrated space-based image of the same target over
time. At the present time, this capability does not exist, although with NASA's successful launch of
Terra, this may be available soon (Terra has five instruments on board, some with overlapping
capabilities) (Arai 1998). Another option is to use the ground truth method; converting image radiance to
ground-leaving radiance and comparing it to measured ground truth. This, of course, requires ground
truth of objects the size of a space-based pixel (60m in the L7 thermal case). Few targets are a single
temperature over the order ofa few pixels.
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The method developed here is a hybrid of two previously described techniques, the profile and the ground
truth methods. Given the multi-altitude technique, the satellite is just another altitude in the atmospheric
profile. However, as is shown Figure 7, the lower atmosphere is the densest, most randomly varying part
of the atmosphere. If it is not necessary, we would like to avoid considering the radiance passing though
this portion. By taking the highest airborne profile image to be absolute sensor-reaching radiance and
regarding it as truth, essentially ground truth, although at an altitude, the only part of the atmosphere that
need be considered is the stable, clear upper atmosphere. UsingMODTRAN to predict the x and Lu of
this portion of the atmosphere is more reliable than for lower altitudes because there are fewer particles to
model incorrectly. The upper atmosphere x and Lu are used to convert the airborne image, L(h,9), to the
equivalent of a Landsat image, L(s, 9):
Lair (s, 0) = t(h - s, 0)L(h,0) + Lu(h- s, 9) (40)
where s orbit altitude of satellite
h flying altitude of aircraft
Lajr(s,9) space-reaching radiance, as projected from the aircraft altitude
L(h, 9) aircraft-reaching radiance
x(h-s, 9) transmission of the atmosphere between aircraft and space
Lu(h-s, 9) upwelled radiance between aircraft and space
Resampling the new Lair(s,9) image to have the same size pixels as the original space-based image allows
for a direct comparison between radiance in the two images. If the space-based calibration is in order, the
relationship betweenL^s^) and L(s,9) should be 1-to-l.
This techniques has a number of advantages over the two briefly introduced above:
1) The calibration of the airborne instrument is trusted because ofpre-flight and post-flight checks
to verify the system calibration did not change. Comparing two space-based images is
convenient but if a difference in radiance were detected, it would be difficult to determine which
was the culprit instrument.
2) The spatial coverage of the airborne instrument provides 'ground
truth'
over a wider area than a
ground team would normally cover.
3) Issues with skin temperature versus surface-leaving radiance are not a problem, because only
radiances are being compared.
4) Finding
'pure'
pixels is a less important issue. For a true ground truth method, the temperature
of a target the size of at least one pixel is needed, preferably the size of a few pixels. For an
airborne sensor with a resolution on the order of feet to meters, this is not generally a challenge.
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For a space instrument with a resolution on the order of tens ofmeters, this is a problem.
However, resampling the (space-radiance) airborne image averages the sub-pixels over the area
of one super-pixel, effectively performing the same convolution that occurs due to the size of the
space-based detector, allowing non-uniform temperature targets to be considered.
A Beers Law error analysis is provided in Table 1 1 to illustrate the advantage ofusing the technique with
the calibrated airborne image over the straight ground truth method. Different flying altitudes for the
airborne image are compared to illustrate the very small difference the atmosphere makes once above the
troposphere.
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Table 11. Error due to uncertainties in usingMODTRAN predicted x and Lu to determine space-reaching
or ground-leaving radiance in a Beers Law analysis ofEq. (40) for two objects at different temperatures.
The first is using standard radiosonde withMODTRAN to predict x andU from ground to space. The
second uses the same method but the lower altitudes of the local radiosonde have been changed to match
the conditions of the atmosphere at the time of over pass (see Appendix E for details). The final two are
using a MODTRAN standard atmosphere (radiosonde doesn't go to space altitudes) to predict x and Lu
from altitudes of 3 and 7km to space (the ground-leaving radiance here refers to the at-altitude radiance).
The space-based error and ground-based error refers to the error between the predicted space-reaching and
ground-leaving radiances, using the respective x and Lu,, and the actual space reaching or ground-leaving
radiance given an object of the specified temperature. Assumptions: x and Lu are correlated at p = -0.85
and measured radiance (i.e. L(s) and L(0)) are error free. The radiance errors are expressed in terms of
apparent temperature.
T
(K)
X x error
(W/m2sr
Lu error
(W/m2sr(im)
Error in
sensor
reaching
radiance
(app temp)
Error in
ground
reaching
radiance
(app temp)
MODTRAN,
local radiosonde
(to space)
285 0.671 0.00695 6.265 0.17673 0.5602 0.8346
305 0.671 0.00695 6.265 0.17673 0.5310 0.7910
MODTRAN,
interpolated
radiosonde
(to space)
285 0.671 0.01377 6.265 0.36484 1.1446 1.7053
305 0.671 0.01377 6.265 0.36484 1.0740 1.6000
MODTRAN
(1.5km to space)
285 0.852 0.00500 0.676 0.10000 0.3282 0.3849
305 0.852 0.00500 0.676 0.10000 0.3149 0.3692
MODTRAN
(3km to space)
285 0.929 0.00043 0.932 0.01226 0.0380 0.0409
305 0.929 0.00043 0.932 L 0.01226 0.0341 0.0367
MODTRAN
(7km to space)
285 0.979 0.00003 0.139 0.00049 0.0021 0.0022
305 0.979 0.00003 0.139 0.00049 0.0021 0.0022
The remaining problem was touched on the in the ground truth section. When comparing measurements
collected by different instruments, the spectral response will have an effect on the final radiance. We've
been neglecting the spectral component of the various parameters throughout this treatment but the
difference between bandpasses can potentially be a large source of error. In the full spectral equation,
only temperature is not dependent on wavelength:
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t ,m \i^)LBB,{T) + (\-s{A))LdX)p\A)dALAX (0) = = (41)
\p\A)dA
where LAX(0) integrated ground-leaving radiance for the bandpass of the detector
s(X) spectral emissivity
Lbbx(T) spectral Planck blackbody radiance for an object at temperature T
Ld>. spectral downwelled radiance
(3 ' (X) spectral response of the detector
and the sensor-reaching radiance includes two additional spectral terms, spectral transmission and
spectral upwelled radiance. If the bands nominally match, sharp atmospheric absorption features are
avoided, and only spectrally flat materials are imaged, the mismatch between the bands will introduce
little error if the bandpass radiance is used. However, in most cases these assumptions cannot be met and
the simplification to integrated bandpass radiance can add significant error (Table 12).
Table 12. Effects of spectral mismatch when comparing to a spacecraft spectral band from 10.5 - 12.5urn
radiance band where LA;u(0) is the ground-leaving radiance in the aircraft spectral band, LA^2(s) is the
actual space-reaching radiance in the spacecraft spectral bandpass, and LA/.2'(s) is the predicted space-
reaching radiance in the spacecraft spectral bandpass using the apparent temperature ofLAU(0) as the
target temperature. Two different targets are presented: water is spectrally flat across the LWIR, the
spectral target's emissivity linearly increases with wavelength with a slope of 0.02 emissivity units/um
starting at 0.88 at 8p.m. This shows that even given the wrong spectral bandpass, acknowledging it and
correcting to the appropriate bandpass, the error introduced is negligible for spectrally flat targets. The
error increases for spectral targets because the mismatch has a more profound effect on all the spectral
terms that are being approximated as constants. Case A: the aircraft spectral bandpass is MISI1 (9.5 -
1 1.5um). Case B: the aircraft spectral bandpass isMISI5 (10.5 - 12.5p.m).
Case A:
AX = 9.5 -11.5 L'AU(s) - Law(s)
(MISIl.rsp) Lam(0) Tapp(0) LAU(s) Tapp(s) LV2(s) Tapp(s) (TapP)
Water T=285 7.577 284.694 7.402 284.540 7.404 284.552 0.012
T=305 10.397 304.585 9.146 298.486 9.150 298.515 0.029
Spectral target T=285 7.313 282.628 7.274 283.451 7.239 283.158 -0.293
T=305 9.960 301.753 8.936 296.978 8.884 296.608 -0.370
Case B:
Case 2: AA. = 10.5-12.5
(MISI5_L7.rsp)
Water T=285 7.369 284.593 7.402 284.540 7.396 284.483 -0.058
T=305 9.899 304.449 9.146 298.486 9.138 298.422 -0.064
Spectral target T=285 7.204 283.174 7.274 283.451 7.282 283.523 0.073
T=305 9.626 302.462 8.936 296.978 8.950 297.081 0.103
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With methods established to correct for the atmosphere in airborne images and vicariously calibrate a
space-based instrument, the type of target used in each of these methods must be considered. As
illustrated in Table 12, the target does make a difference to the outcome, especiallywhen making the
simplifications made throughout the treatment. The next section discusses the requirements of the ground
targets based on assumptions made for each method and suggests appropriate targets.
3.6 The Right Stuff
In selecting ground targets a number ofassumptions have been made throughout the discussion about the
material properties ofobjects that can be used as ground truth, as well as there being some over-riding
necessities for sensing from a remote distance. Groundmaterials can have vastly different emission
characteristics (Figure 22); blindly selecting targets on the ground for use in these techniques can result in
gross error because of lack ofknowledge about the emissivity of the materials, or comparison between
materials ofdifferent emissivities (Table 13).
wavelength (^m)
'black rubber
"copper roof
asphalt
pine wood
'terra cotta
"deciduous
"grass
gray silt
reddish loam
"water
Figure 22. LWIR emissivities for targets that would potentially be large enough to see from a space-based
instrument.
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Table 13. The error in apparent temperature of a target at 290K when the temperature is calculated using
the wrong emissivity. Difference from blackbody assumes an emissivity of 1, the flat target assumes
constant emissivity of0.98. In general, natural targets approximate graybodies whereas manmade objects
can be widely varying. However, even in on natural case, the constant emissivity cannot be assumed;
reddish loam behaves much different than the other soil, gray slit.
Target difference from blackbody |Tapp] difference from flat [Tapp]
black rubber 13.774 10.7600
copper roof 5.5608 2.5465
asphalt 5.6962 2.6818
pine wood 8.3092 5.2948
terra cotta 8.0450 5.0307
aluminum 143.2353 140.2210
deciduous 3.5597 0.5454
grass 2.8323 -0.1820
gray silt 3.2012 0.1868
reddish loam 11.5130 8.4987
water 1 .9282 -1 .0860
In each of the sections, some assumptions have been made about the targets used to produce the final
equations. First, we assumed a well-behaved continuous flat spectra in the LWIR in order to simplify the
equation from spectral terms to effective bandpass terms (Section 3.2). Second, the imaging processes for
the multi-altitude and multi-angle techniques are not instantaneous since they both require multiple
imaging passes. This requires the target to be temporally stable over the imaging period. Third, for
multi-angle (Section 3.4.3), we assumed our target to be Lambertian so that angular emissive properties
would not have an effect. Finally, all three techniques are regression based; to be statistically sound, that
requires our targets to have a broad range of temperatures (for multi-altitude and multi-angle) or a range
ofoptical depths (for multi-band). Meeting all of these requirements is a challenging task for any one
Earth object, especially considering the last requirement: since we want to be able to use this calibration
technique for a space-based thermal instrument, the target must be large relative to the space-based pixel
(we want the target to cover more than one pixel so that mixed pixels are avoided).
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3.6.1 Land?
Very few land targets can boast ofbeing one material for that large an area. Large agricultural areas and
deserts may have a uniform temperature over the entire region; although they are generally not a single
material, the combined temperature (and emissivity) will be an average of the multiple materials.
However, sun shading and wind conditions will have a huge effect on the instantaneous temperature of the
area. Solar loading is the major outside influence on the temperature of land objects. Therefore, the
radiant temperature ofan object will be a cyclical process (Figure 23), reaching a peak during sometime in
the afternoon, after the sun reaches its maximum, and a low sometime during the middle ofthe night,
when there is no solar loading to sustain temperature. Shading also makes a large contribution to the
temperature ofa land target. Although not so much an issue for a pixel the size ofLandsat, it is a
problem for MISI imagery. A target sitting in the shade ofa building or tree will not be receiving the
direct solar illumination the rest of the area around the shadow is getting, even though there is no visible
shadow in the LWIR (Figure 24). If the next image is taken 15 minutes later, the shadow of the building
or tree will have moved with the change in sun angle and that small area ofground might be in direct
sunlight again. This will change the temperature of that pixel. In the same way, wind conditions cool
what the sun is trying to heat. Ifa stiffbreeze picks up during the imaging process, the land target's skin
temperature will come to equilibrium with the passing wind.
Figure 23. Temperaturemeasurements of threematerials during one diurnal cycle, with a sample
collection schedule denoted by the "ER2 passes". The temperature of silt playa is highly dependent on
time ofday, and over the duration of the second flight collect, its temperature drops nearly 5C. The water
target in this study is a small inland pond which changes a total of 5C over the entire day and very little
over the collection periods, (from Snyder et al. 1997)
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Figure 24. A simulated image illustrating the effects ofchanging solar exposure of targets obstructed by
the background. By neglecting the solar terms in the simplification of the big equation (Eq. (9)), we
imply that the sun has no effect. This illustration shows the thermal "shadow" caused by the background.
The building and truck obstruct solar photons from directly heating the surface, making them cooler than
the same exposed material. The material type has an effect as well; the truck shadow is covering grass
which has a small thermal inertia. Since the grass heats relatively quickly, the edge between sun-lit and
shadowed is a sharp edge. The building is blocking asphalt, which changes temperature slowly resulting
in a fuzzy edge.
3.6.2 Water?
Fortunately, in the right proportions, water satisfies all of the above requirements. Water has a well
behaved, continuous, flat emissivity in the LWIR over many conditions (Figure 25). Small particles, such
as chlorophyll and suspended solids, in the water have little effect on the over all emissivity because the
water molecules are so dominating. Water is temporally stable. Because large bodies ofwater are
continually mixing, sun shading and wind effects are essentially nullified given modest winds (see Figure
23). A water molecule on the surface that may have been heated by the sun or cooled by the wind is
nearly instantaneouslymixed back into the volume, so that its change in temperature has been absorbed by
the surround. It takes an uncommon event, like a seasonal change or unique wind conditions to bring
about a large change in temperature in a large body ofwater.
Water approximates a Lambertian surface in the LWIR at angles within
45
viewing angle (Rees and
James 1992). This is not true in the visible; water is highly specular even with wave action. But in the
thermal region, water has its peak emissivity perpendicular to the surface of the water (Figure 25b). Ifwe
turn this into a facetized model for one instant in time, small waves form randomly in all directions.
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Water will emit from each of these planes equally, effectively nullifying the specular component over the
size of a pixel.
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Figure 25. The emissivity ofwater over varying conditions, a) Emissivity variation ofpure water over the
8 - 14um spectral range (Melchor 1941). b) Emissivity variation ofpure water over descending view
angle where
0 is nadir (Rees and James 1992). c) Emissivity variation due to wind speed at two different
wavelength bands and two different view angles. At nadir, the wind speed has no effect (Singh 1994). d)
Emissivity variation for pure water and sea water. Although materials in the water can change its visible
appearance, the thermal emission is relatively unaffected (Masuda et al 1988).
Because of its very high and spectrally flat emissivity, water is effectively a blackbody in the LWIR and
can be used as such ifnecessary (see Table 4). The skin temperature is relatively easy to measure; because
of the continuous mixing, the water just beneath the surface (l-2cm) is the same temperature as the skin
and so submersing a thermistor results in a measurement of the skin temperature.
The primary benefit to using land targets is the range of temperatures available in the scene. As already
mentioned, it takes a rare occurrence to change the temperature ofa large body ofwater. Generally,
because of the mixing, the surface temperature is a single temperature (there is stratification vertically, to
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be discussed momentarily). This breaks down the analysis, because a linear regression cannot be
performed on a single point. Land targets' radiant temperatures vary widely, due to varying thermal
inertia and material emissivities. Objects such as concrete and tar roof tiles are highly emissive, so they
look very hot in thermal imagery. Tin roofs and other metal objects with low emissivities look very cold.
Water equilibrates to one temperature so over the entire surface of a large lake, there are generally only
very small temperature gradients. There are a few uncommon exceptions - the thermal bar, upwelling
events and discharge plumes. These occasions provide the proper target for the atmospheric correction
techniques and the calibration to space.
3.6.2.1 The Thermal Bar
The thermal bar is a naturally occurring process in large temperate zone lakes, including the five
Laurentian Great Lakes (US/Canada) and Lakes Baikal and Lodoga in Russia. It results from the
transition from winter stratification to summer stratification, where the coldest water in the lakes moves
from the surface to the bottom. During the turnover, insolation, spring rains, spring runoff, and snowmelt
warm the lake at the edges. Where the warm and cold water meet, the water temperature changes; warm
water cools and cool water warms. When the water reaches 4C, its maximum density, it sinks, forming
two circular currents within the lake (Figure 26). The warm water is trapped near shore and the cool
water is trapped in the center of the lake. With no outside forces to maintain the cool water as spring
warming continues, the 4C bar moves progressively further into the lake. Finally, in the middle of the
lake, the bar collapses leaving the lake in summer stratification (Rodgers 1971).
During the time when the thermal bar exists, two distinct temperature regions are formed (Figure 27).
The cold region is below 4C; the warm region can be as hot as 13-15C, possibly warmer for specific areas
around power plant discharge plumes. This provides ample range for regression techniques.
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Figure 26. An illustration of the dynamics of the thermal bar. The warm, near shore water is in summer
stratification. The cold core water is in winter stratification. Where cold and warm meet, the core water
warms and the shore water cools. At 4C, the water sinks, effectively forming a barrier between the two
regions.
Figure 27. An illustration of the formation, propagation and collapse of the thermal bar. In a typical
year, the lake begins very cold (a). The near shore, shallow water warms quickly and the 4C bar develops
where the warm water and core water meet (b). As spring progresses and there is no outside process to
maintain the cold center, the thermal bar presses inwards towards the center of the lake (c). Eventually,
the structure of the thermal bar collapses and the entire lake is in summer stratification (d). Typically,
this process takes six weeks on Lake Ontario. Lake Erie is much more shallow so the thermal bar forms
and propagates more quickly. The other Laurentian lakes are all much larger so start later and take
longer to collapse, Superior sometimes staying separated through mid-July.
Due to RIT's proximity to the Laurentian Great Lakes, we will focus on the thermal bar here, primarily
Lake Ontario (Figure 28). Due to the uniqueness ofeach of the five lakes, each lake's thermal bar forms
individually. Since Lake Erie is so shallow, it generally turns over first, during early April and the bar
may only last a few weeks. Lake Ontario is deeper so the bar forms later, usually earlyMay, and typically
lasts for about six weeks. The other three lakes are all much larger so the bars form later and last longer,
so it is likely there is a thermal bar occurrence available as a target until early July. Ofcourse, the
formation and progression of the thermal bar is affected by global weather conditions, so it isn't a static
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process. The winters of 1997-1998 and 1998-1999 were warmer than usual so the thermal bar wasn't as
prominent in Lake Ontario as in previous years4.
Figure 28. A Landsat 5 image ofP17 R30, Lakes Ontario and Erie, on 1 1 May 92. The contrast has been
enhanced to illustrate the prominence of the thermal bar.
3.6.2.2 Upwelling Events
As alluded to in Section 3.6.2.1, the entire body of the lake is not at one temperature. Rather it is
horizontally stratified. When using remote sensing, the water below the surface is of little concern; in the
LWIR the temperature measured by the instrument is affected only by the first millimeter of the surface.
However, it is possible for this deeper water to come to the surface in an upwelling event.
The prevailing winds across the Great Lakes are from the west. With abnormal weather patterns, it is
possible to get a strong northerly or southerly wind. If this persists for a number of days, the wind
4 See the work of fellow Imaging Science graduate student Dilkushi de Alwis for more information on the
thermal bar, formation, propagation and modeling.
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effectively blows the surface water across the lake in the direction of the wind. Moving all the warm
surface water to one side of the lake forces the cooler deeper water to the surface on the opposite side
(Figure 29). When the wind dies out, the warm water "sloshes" back to normal. This creates a back and
forth wave motion, where the surface water is basically sliding from one shore to the other, giving peeks
of the water below. The water falling back down the side forces the water up on the original side. This
continues until the water finds equilibrium.
In the event ofa upwelling occurrence, the lake has two distinct temperature regions, the original warm
surface water and the cooler deeper water. When we can catch cases like this, they provide enough of a
temperature range for regression techniques to be utilized.
Figure 29. A Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM) image of the western end ofLake Ontario from
04 Jul 1978 illustrating an upwelling occurrence. The warmer surface water was pushed to the north by
an unusual south wind, revealing the cold water underneath.
3.6.2.3 Discharge Plumes
In the event that the thermal bar or an upwelling event isn't available, another water target must be found.
The prime thermal bar only occurs in the spring (the lakes do turn-over in the fall but it isn't as dramatic
an occurrence) and upwelling events are rare.
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Early in the warming season, even after the thermal bar has dissipated, rivers and streams flowing into the
lake are generally warmer than the lake because the sources of the rivers and streams are smaller and
therefore, take less time to warm. The outflow creates a plume ofwarm water spreading into the body of
the lake (Figure 30). This warm temperature region and the cooler lake water provide adequate
temperature range for regression, as long as the plume is large enough to be resolved on the satellite
imagery. Small bays and ponds, warming faster than the lake, can act as a warm regression points as
well.
*|
Figure 30. A Landsat 7 thermal image of the Oswego River discharging into Lake Ontario on 1 1 May
1999.
Once into summer, the sources of the rivers and streams and the surface of the lake are about the same
temperature. However, around the Great Lakes basin, power plants (nuclear and non-) have been built on
the shoreline with the intent ofusing the huge source ofwater as the source for cooling fuel. Whereas a
plant like the one at Chernobyl used a man-made pond as a source ofwater to keep the reactor from over
heating, the ones along the Great Lakes were built to use Great Lake waters. The plants intake cool
(relative to the temperature of the reactor) water, circulate it through the cooling system, and discharge it
back into the lake (Goyneau 1999). This discharge water has been heated considerably and as it dissipates
into the lake, creates a plume ofhot water mixing with cool water (Figure 31). This creates a region of
high thermal contrast similar to the river and stream discharge but since the power plants operate all year,
they can be used as a target whenever necessary.
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Figure 3 1 . A MISI image of the discharge from the Ginna Nuclear Power Plant on the shore ofLake
Ontario on 06 Oct 1999.
The reason the thermal bar or an upwelling occurrence is preferable is the size of the area ofuniform
temperature. Although both natural and manmade plumes are high contrast, except for very large rivers
(like the Niagara River), the plumes are only a few Landsat pixels. Within a smaller area, there is greater
chance that the pixels will be mixed, the pixel temperature being a combination ofmultiple temperature
regions. Discharge plumes are not ideal but as a last resort, they do provide the temperature range
necessary for regression.
This chapter has covered the theory and procedures to be implemented in this study, including a
discussion of the appropriate targets. The most important step for all of this work is understanding the
calibration procedure for the airborne instrument, as the imagery from it is the basis for the atmospheric
correction techniques and the calibration of the space-based instrument. Once that is understood, the
imagery can be used for an number of scientific applications where the surface temperature is an
important parameter.
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4 Results
The summer of 1999 was the inaugural season ofboth MISI and Landsat 7. In all, we achieved four
successful MISI flights with the accompanying Landsat scene and corresponding ground truth. It was
intended that these image sets would be used to test the three atmospheric correction techniques and the
vicarious calibration ofLandsat. Due to complications with the MISI calibration procedure (see Appendix
B), MISI's blackbodies were never truly calibrated and thus, the image data could not immediately be used
as absolute radiance. This section will outline the data collects and discuss the empirical ground truth
method used to calibrate the MISI imagery. The resulting output of the atmospheric correction techniques
and the L7 calibration presented here is based on this empirical calibration.
4.1 Data Collects
A complete data collection includes the Landsat image, the MISI image set, and the ground truth data
recorded from locations in the MISI images by an extensive ground team deployed across the lake front
(Figure 32). While fighting weather conditions and MISI instrumentation problems, we did manage to
have four successful collects over the summer (Table 14)
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Figure 32. A map of the western New York region highlighting the areas being used as targets. The
Rochester shoreline includes the Genessee River, Braddock Bay, Cranberry Pond and Long Pond. The
Ginna Power Plant is just east ofRochester on Lake Ontario. The Niagara River connects Lakes Ontario
and Erie and has a much larger discharge than the Genessee. One collect included measurements taken
from the northern shore on Erie. The boxes indicate the Landsat coverage area, as given by Path/Row
coordinates as referenced in Table 14.
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Although the 26 July 1999 collect was successful, an instrumentation problem makes all the data suspect
and changing weather conditions brought clouds in belowMISI's flying altitude, so these data were not
used in the analysis. On 03 Sep 1999, a set ofMISI images was flown over the Niagara River discharge,
but due to the width of the river mouth, there is little land in any of the images. Without any visible
points to reference the images to, a more sophisticated method to registration needs to be developed than
is in place now, including the use of the aircraft GPS locator and the GIS.
Table 14. The 1999 data collection inventory. The Landsat status indicates what level image we
currently possess. The MISI coverage indicates where MISI flew and at what altitudes. The ground truth
samples taken were all water temperature readings in the lake, where the Rochester ground truth locations
include Genesee River, Lake Ontario, and local bays and ponds. The L7 status indicates the level of
processing the L7 image has undergone, where IC and CPF refer to the differing sets of calibration
coefficients. Path/Row is the world reference system coordinates NASA has established to refer to the
coverage ofLandsat images.
Date Path/Row L7 Status MISI coverage MISI Altitudes GT coverage
1 lMay99 15/30
(shifted)
1RIC,
1RCPF
(coeffas of01Oct99)
Oswego,
Rochester
1000, 2000, 4000
1000, 2000, 4000
Rochester
07Jun99 16/30 1RIC,
1RCPF
(coeffas of01Oct99)
Ginna 1000, 2000,
4000, 6000
Ginna
03Jul99 16/30 1R not flown
26Jul99 17/30 OR
1RIC,
1RCPF
(coeffasof01Oct99)
Rochester
(not usable, see
Appendix F)
Rochester
03Sep99 18/30 1RIC,
1RCPF
(coeffas of01Oct99)
Erie north shore,
Niagara River
Ginna
2000, 4000, 8000
1000, 2000,
3000, 4000
1000, 2000,
3000, 4000, 5000
Erie north shore
Ginna
The ground team took GPS located measurements using laboratory calibrated equipment:
thermistors for in-water temperature
Barnes radiometer with a broadband thermal filter for surface-leaving radiance.
The calibration of these instruments is located in Appendix G. The thermistors are mounted on styrofoam
blocks so they float on the water and effectively measure the temperature of the surface. The radiometer
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would have allowed us to use non-water targets as ground truth by providing surface-leaving radiance, but
the instrument failed to function reliably in the field so we never produced results with it.
In the future, we hope to be able to eliminate the need for ground truth data and the labor-intensive
ground campaigns. UntilMISI is consistently working, however, we will not be able to neglect the need
for verification data.
4.2 Ground Truth Empirical Calibration
After attempting a number ofdifferent laboratory calibration techniques and conditions, the relationship
between transducer voltage and blackbody temperature was never satisfactorily established (see Appendix
B). Even in the lab post-flight season, the procedure was only stable over a few weeks; the process might
be stable for ten days and the next day yield slightly different results, which would then repeat for another
ten days. The reason for this variation has not yet been determined but traces back to an instability in the
transducer read-out circuits. Additionally, as we were continually making small adjustments to MISI
during these processes, we don't know for certain that the instrument is in the s.ame state as it was over
the flight season. This makes the applicability of any calibration coefficients determined now to the data
collected over the summer questionable. We could not be certain that the changes we were making to the
instrument for the purpose of a better calibration procedure were not affecting the over-all response of
MISI or the blackbodies, effectively making the new calibration coefficients ineffective for the data
collected previously. During one of the brief stable calibration periods (RMS of 0.78K for BB2 and 0.48K
for BB1), we decided to hold the coefficients constant and see ifwe could determine how far off they were
when applied to the imagery. Since the next calibration collection period proved to be different than the
one that was held (29Sep99-190ct99 vs. 28Oct99-10Nov99), we know that the coefficients being used are
incorrect.
However, since we did take extensive ground truth under all the collects, an empirical correction was
determined for the MISI images and the 29Sep99-190ct99 calibration coefficients. Although not the
ideal way go to about this, this allows us to recover the entire seasons data. Technically, this is similar to
the ground truth for calibration technique discussed in Section 3.4.1.1. However, rather than just
determining the total effects of calibration and the atmosphere, here we try to isolate the calibration by
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using MODTRAN to predict the atmospheric effects. By givingMODTRAN the local radiosonde, we can
predict x and Lu for the altitude of interest. Converting the ground truth temperatures to surface-leaving
radiances, we can calculate the predicted sensor-reaching radiance:
LGT(O,0) = sL(T) + (l-s)Ld
(42)
LGT (h, 0) = T'h, 0)LOT (0, 0) + Lu (h,0)
where T measured ground temperature
L(T) Planck radiance of the target for theMISI 1 bandpass
s emissivity of target, in this case, targets were water
Ld downwelled radiance as determined byMODTRAN
LGt(0,6) surface-leaving radiance calculated from the ground temperature
r(h, 9) MODTRAN predicted atmospheric transmission
Lu(h, 8) MODTRAN predicted upwelled radiance
LGl-(h, 9) predicted sensor-reaching radiance
MISI processing requires that we work with L2 images to remove the line-to-line bounce in the signal
levels; the digital count can vary between scan fines, but the on-board calibration system removes this
variation. Therefore, the resulting L2 images are supposedly in terms of radiance, but since we know the
calibration coefficients in the processing file are incorrect, the calculated
"radiance"
cannot be taken as an
absolute measurement; we will refer to this calculated value as 'pseudo-radiance'. The relationship
between the predicted sensor-reaching radiance and the
'pseudo-radiance'
will result in a gain and bias to
correct the current calibration coefficients:
LMSI{h,0) = mLGT(h,0) + b (43)
where LMisi(h, 9) image pseudo-radiance
LGT(h, 9) predicted sensor-reaching radiance
m and b gain and bias for the calibration correction, values of 1 and 0 respectively,
would indicate thatMISI calibration was valid
The correction coefficients can be used to correct all 'pseudo'-radiance images. Three different images
were used to establish this correction, taken on different days over different targets at different altitudes
and through different atmospheres (Table 15). The relationship established is for the calibration
coefficients determined by the 29Sep99 - 10Oct99 in-instrument calibration procedure (given in
Appendix B). The residual error on the empirical calibration regression is 0.503K (Figure 33).
If different in-instrument calibration coefficients were to be used (i.e., the 28Oct99-10Nov99 set), this
process would have to be repeated.
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Table 15. The image set used to determine the empirical ground truth correction for image radiance.
Collect location and target Date Altitude (ft AGL) Image filename
Rochester Lake Ontario shoreline,
including the Slater creek outflow
HMay99 4000 CT2_12_rad2.hdf
Ginna power plant discharge 07Jun99 6000 C14 12 rad2.hdf
Ginna power plant discharge 03Sep99 5000 C08 12 rad2.hdf
8.5 9
GT L(h)(w/m2srMm)
105
Figure 33. The predicted sensor-reaching radiance determined from ground truth vs. image 'pseudo-
radiance'
with a reference 1 : 1 line plotted. The fact that three different collections over the course of four
months and at different altitudes show the same relationship is indicative of the stability of the instrument
itself, even though the calibration procedures have been unstable. The total RMS is 0.50K, where the
RMS errors for the individual days are: 0.52K on 1 lMay99, 0.25K on 07Jun99, and 0.56K for 03Sep99.
This empirical calibration process was only applied to MISI1 images. Although MISI5 is a closer spectral
match to Landsat 7, MISI1 was chosen because it is a close spectral fit to Landsat, is less noisy, and the
detector never saturated as MISI5 did a number of times. The arrangement of the detectors vertically in
the Dewar means that as the nitrogen dissipates, that detector on top will be affected first. When the
detector is warm, it isn't as responsive, i.e. the temperature range it can detect is limited. The MISI5
signal saturated over the hot blackbody image area, for two of the high altitude flights.
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Throughout the data analysis in this thesis, the procedure used to select the regions of interest is probably
the largest source of error. The ground truth data points are associated with a GPS location but the
imagery has not been geo-referenced yet (we do collect GPS points associated with the imaging locations
but has been a technical challenge to apply the data to the images to get them registered in the GIS). The
ground truth points are plotted on a map and then visually, using ENVI, selected on the image. Close to
shore, this process can be reasonably accurate but in open water there .are no points of reference. This
becomes especially difficult in a gradient, such as a discharge plume. Not only is there no point of
reference, but a few pixels make a huge difference to the overall radiance - a few pixels closer to shore,
the point is too hot, a few pixels away from shore, the point is too cold. Although this should be a random
error and therefore, statistically cancel, refining this procedure in the future should give us more
confidence in the points we are selecting.
The results shown in Figure 33 were extremely encouraging. The common fit between the three days over
very different atmospheric conditions and flying altitudes prove that the sensor itselfwas stable over the
entire flight season. This says the calibration is stable as well, the blackbody temperature vs. transducer
voltage is constant but unknown and not the same as is calculated in laboratory.
4.3 Detector Cross Calibration
With one detector empirically calibrated to true radiance, the image data itself can be used to cross-
calibrate the remaining four detectors. The HDF image file contains all the data used to create 'pseudo'-
radiance images including the blackbody bandpass radiance and temperature as determined by the
laboratory calibration curve. The given temperature is incorrect since the established calibration
coefficients are incorrect but the empirical calibration provides a conversion from
'pseudo'
-radiance units
to absolute radiance units for the blackbodies (Figure 34). With a new blackbody temperature calculated
based on the new blackbody radiance, the new temperature can be used to calibrate all five blackbodies.
Reprocessing the image data with the new blackbody temperature provides empirically calibrated
radiance for each detector, thus fully calibrating the image.
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Figure 34. Process chart illustrating the steps taken for each blackbody in the detector cross-calibration.
Spectral terms are indicated in red. The linear operations are indicated in by the green transform, non
linear operations in blue. The non-linear transforms are the forward Planck temperature to radiance
calculation and it's inverse transform, Planck radiance to temperature through a lookup table. The new
empirical blackbody temperature is still linearly related to the thermistor voltage and if it proves stable,
the relationship between the thermistor voltage and empirical temperature would provide the true
calibration coefficients.
The temperatures of the blackbodies are dependent on the set points and the temperature of the surround.
While the blackbody settings are not typically changed during flight, the temperature of the surround has
two effects. The lowest temperature the blackbody in cool mode can drop to is limited by the ambient
temperature because it is fighting the warming effects of the surround. The cooler the air, the cooler the
blackbody can get. This means that the cold blackbody generally gets cooler during the course of the
flight because the ambient temperature drops. The background temperature also affects the radiance seen
by the detectors. Recall from Eq. (15) that the total radiance seen from the blackbody is the sum of the
emitted radiance and the reflected background radiance. Therefore, as the aircraft changes altitude,
background radiance drops
The changing conditions mean that even though we would expect the difference between the original
temperature and the new empirical temperature to remain constant over the flight collect, it will vary
slightly (Table 16). However, since the original temperature is directly related to the transducer voltage, if
the system is stable over the flight season, the relationship between the new and old temperatures will be
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linear and, when taken back to transducer voltages, should produce the calibration curve that we haven't
been able to attain in the lab.
Table 16. Individual flight day image sets with the "fudge" factors used to create the fully calibrated
imagery. The fudge factors are the difference between recorded temperature and empirically predicted
temperature. These offsets are fed to thepromote process as the parameters -BBlfudge and -
BB2fudge. The program adds this offset to the calculated temperature and uses the new temperature as
the true blackbody temperature. The resulting L2 image is as if the blackbodies were the empirically
predicted temperature. The 03Sep99 Erie C20 image is an incomplete image file, the computer hung in
the middle of the collect; the area that was successfully imaged was retrieved, but over half the image is
not image data so this method will not work for it as is (some manipulation can be done to the image file
if necessary).
Image location and date Image BB1 offset
(fudge)
value (K)
BB2 offset
(fudge) value
(K)
1 lMay99, Oswego C03 -1.8411 5.0829
C04 -1.8633 5.3043
C06 -2.075 5.121
C08 -2.27 4.89
1 lMay99, Rochester CT1 -1.6931 5.2215
C12 -2.7296 4.7438
CT2 -1.62389 5.4409
07Jun99, Ginna C04 2.617 6.5435
C05 2.503 6.4613
Cll 2.0775 6.1343
C14 0.76946 5.3077
03Sep99, Ginna C03 1.244 5.12
C04 1.1612 5.0763
C05 0.9513 4.898
C06 0.79308 4.7977
C07 0.5347 4.5897
C08 0.2977 4.424
C09 0.233 4.39
03Sep99, Niagara C15 0.8956 4.804
C17 0.512 4.35
03Sep99. Erie C19 0.5970 4.611
C20
C01 -0.4458 3.7044
Applying the offsets listed in Table 16 to the LI MISI image will generate a newly calibrated image based
on the empirical ground truth to radiance calibration ofMISI 1. The new L2 image should produce the
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identical MISI1 image to the one generated by the initial empirical calibration process. This sanity check
is shown in Figure 35. The RMS difference between the new and old calibrated MISI1 image is 0.09K.
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Figure 35. The difference between the established empirical calibration processed on MISI1 imagery and
the new cross-calibration process, established using the empirical calibration, on MISI1 and a reference
1 : 1 line. Since the new process uses the data from the L2 MISI1 image and then starts the cross-
calibration from the LI image, the new L2 MISI1 must be identical to the original.
Assuming the transform is correct because it predicts the correct MISI1 image, the next check is to make
sure each band predicts the same temperature. As was explained in Section 3.4.4, radiance is spectrally
dependent so it will be different for each band. Absolute temperature, however, is constant regardless of
bandpass. Although not rigorously true because there is a spectral component to the temperature added by
the atmosphere, the at-altitude radiance can be converted to an at-altitude apparent temperature for each
band and compared across the bands. Figure 36 shows the standard deviation in temperature for different
image locations corresponding to a number ofdifferent temperature targets. This is not related to absolute
temperature because although the apparent temperature should be the same there will be some residual
atmospheric effects that will differ between channels. Also, these comparisons were made with a specific
set of image pixels chosen to represent a wide temperature range in the MISI1 image. Since the bands are
not geometrically registered, there will be some error associated with the pixels in one band not
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corresponding to the same object in another band. As a quick sanity check however, the general trend of
the difference between bands of less than 1.2K suggests that the cross-calibration will work with the
various techniques in this thesis.
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Figure 36. The standard deviation of the apparent temperatures of various targets over the five newly
calibrated MISI channels (a). The atmosphere will introduce some amount of inherent difference in
apparent temperature (b) due to the bandpass calculations. While the objects in (a) are all within the
temperature range of (b), they are not in any order so we cannot blindly take the difference. We can
recognize that there is some amount of inherent error in (a). Also, since the bands are not registered but
the same pixels were used in the five band set, there will be some error using different targets from band
to band. This is particularly relevant in the 1 lMay99 Roc data, where many of the selected points are
near shore in MISI1 and easily could have fallen on-shore in another band. In this set ofdata, MISI2 and
MISI5 detectors saturated over the hot blackbody images on 07Jun99 and in MISI5 on 03Sep99. Those
channels were removed from the analysis.
In order to perform the initial empirical calibration, we had to assume the instrument was stable over the
entire summer. Otherwise, the image data from one day would not relate to image data from another day
and no comparisons could be made. The final test of this technique is a verification that the system was,
in fact, stable. Since the empirical calibration comes from the digital count in the image, and is not
related to blackbody measurements, if the system is unstable, it would appear here, in the various
relationships between transducer voltage and new blackbody temperature. Referring to Figure 34, the two
non-linear Planck lookup tables used are intended to be inverses of each other. If the instrument is not
stable, the conversion of 'given blackbody temperature to 'pseudo'-radiance and empirical radiance to
empirical temperature will not be inverse transforms. The near linearity will break down because the
background temperature, constant for both conversions, won't have a constant effect on the forward
transform and the inverse transform. Figure 37 shows the combined results ofblackbody temperature vs.
transducer voltage from the images listed in Table 16. The residual error for both blackbodies is less than
0. IK, the original calibration goal. This new blackbody temperature vs. transducer voltage is extremely
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consistent for the instrument over three imaging days, over different targets and at different altitudes.
There still may be some residual error in the process ofgetting to this point, but this consistency allows us
to use this data with confidence that whatever is going wrong in the lab is not going wrong in the air.
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Figure 37. New blackbody temperature vs. transducer voltage. Due to the extreme linearity of this curve,
the system is verified as stable over the collection season. The slope and intercept of this curve are very
different from the slopes and intercepts determined during the laboratory calibration, indicating that we
have more than a stability problem with the lab techniques.
Due to the very recent discovery of these results, the new calibration coefficients are only applied to a
small image set to verify that more reasonable results are achieved without having to perform an empirical
fit. The same comparison to the empirical MISI1 image shown in Figure 35 is shown in Figure 38 but in
this case, the calibration curve has actually been updated with the coefficients shown in Figure 37, rather
than forcing the blackbodies to a different temperature. Again, these new coefficients should produce the
identical MISI1 image.
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Figure 38. The difference between the established empirical calibration processed on MISI1 imagery and
the new calibration coefficients determined through the empirical calibration procedure and a reference
1 : 1 line. Since the coefficients are generated using the same data as above, the new L2 MISI1 must be
identical to the original.
The new calibration resulting images are used again in the multi-band technique results but the multi-
altitude and multi-angle techniques use the empirically calibrated MISI1 images exclusively. Although it
is preferable that we use MISI5 for the vicarious Landsat calibration due to the spectral match of the
filters, the saturation ofMISI5 over the hot blackbody in two of the three images used for the established
procedure requires that we stay with MISI1 images
4.4 Atmospheric Correction
Themulti-altitude, multi-angle and multi-band techniques were all tested using MISI imagery corrected
using the empirical calibration (see Appendix K for IDL code and User's Guide). Over the three flight
days, six profiles were flown. Only one set ofmulti-angle data was taken. The multi-band technique can
be applied to any image set where none of the detectors saturated.
4.4.1 The Multi-Altitude Technique
The multi-altitude technique was tested extensively on detector 1 due the established empirical calibration.
The image sets are detailed in Table 14. Only the Niagara profile was neglected in the analysis; the
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images contained only water and thus could not be registered to each other. Each individual collection
proved to be unique, allowing us to test the effectiveness of the technique over a wide variety of
conditions.
- a
c)
Figure 39. The 1 lMay99 Oswego profile images of the Oswego River discharge into Lake Ontario at a)
1000ft AGL, b) 2000ft AGL, c) 4000ft AGL (no geometric correction performed). The colored dots are
the specific targets selected to compare in each image; the same colored dots all represent the same region
ofwater. Oswego has an interesting harbor; breakwalls surround the river .and marina area, forming a
very effective barrier between cold lake water and warm river water. There is an outlet in the top of the
breakwall, where the river forms a plume, but MISI missed imaging it.
As an example of the process, the 1 lMay99 Oswego profile images are shown in Figure 39 and the
resulting atmospheric profiles are shown in Figure 40. The rest of the images can be found on the MISI
flight collect web site, http://vv\vvv.cis.rit.edi\jVresearcliVd^rs/rese^ch/MISI/index.html (with pointers to the
CD archive) and the full analyses in Appendix F.
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Figure 40. The 1 lMay99 Oswego atmospheric profiles of the targets chosen in Figure 39 as identified by
the legend. The connected points are the image profiles and the unconnected points are a few of the
MODTRAN profiles generated for comparison. The temperature of theMODTRAN ground target is
given in the legend. The random nature of the selection ofpoints is very apparent here. Within the three
distinct groups of targets , river water, lake water and mixed water, the surface temperature is going to be
similar (less so for the mixed targets) but there is still variation in the profiles. Most of this comes from
the highly relative process ofvisually selecting the targets, although some variation could be due to
angular effects or slight changes in the targets over the imaging period.
With only one exception, the atmospheric profiles behaved as MODTRAN generally predicted (i.e. the
shape of the atmospheric profile matched the models). In the 1 lMay99 Rochester image set, the
MODTRAN profiles suggest that the 2000ft image is shifted to slightly higher radiance levels than would
be expected. This may be because although in most cases, the images were collected in increasing altitude
order, the flight computer failed on the first attempt of the 2000ft image. The rest of the images were
collected and the 2000ft was returned to after the higher altitude images were collected. Generally, this
dropping down in altitude is to be avoided because of the increase in dew point at lower altitudes.
Condensation can form on the blackbodies, reducing image contrast and changing the relationship
between transducer readout and the radiant temperature. It doesn't appear the flight conditions would
have caused condensation so although the profile is suspect, no explanation could be made and the data
was used as is.
The at-altitude image radiance and newly predicted surface-leaving radiance are regressed to determine
the atmospheric transmission and upwelled radiance for the given altitude (Figure 41). This x and L, can
be used on the whole image to correct sensor-reaching radiance. The transmission and upwelled radiance
results ofall the profile analyses are given in Table 17. Applying these corrections to the highest altitude
images, which should serve as the worst case scenario since the atmospheric path is longest, the ground-
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leaving radiance is found image-wide. Figure 42 compares the results of the profile technique with the
ground truth taken. The RMS is 1.3K over the five collects.
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Figure 41. L(h) vs. L(0) for the highest altitude for the 1 lMay99 Oswego image data. The slope and
intercept correspond to x and Lu per Eq (16).
Table 1 7. The transmission and upwelled radiance results for all the profile data sets flown this flight
season for the MISI1 bandpass.
Image Set Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3 Alt 4 Alt 5
1000 2000 4000
HMay99 Oswego X
Lu
0.939963
0.480653
0.934092
0.501769
0.858977
1.090209
1 lMay99 Rochester X
Lu
0.930358
0.462074
0.881361
0.920005
0.792024
1.511155
1000 2000 4000 5000
07Jun99 Ginna X
L
0.8108
1.7185
0.7897
2.0356
0.7265
2.6187
0.5918
3.5909
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
03Sep99 Ginna X
Lu
0.832333
1.557303
0.67767
2.976154
0.690007
2.859739
0.570989
3.988563
0.538626
4.225454
2000 4000 8000
03Sep99 Erie X
Lu
0.748462
2.235026
0.623643
3.287999
0.51899
4.233725
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Figure 42. The compiled results of the profile technique. By converting image radiance to surface-
leaving radiance using the profile-predicted x and Lu, the apparent ground temperatures can be compared.
The reference 1 : 1 line shows that the points are clustered around where they should be. The point much
warmer in the image than the ground truth indicated may be due to localized shallow water conditions,
where a few pixels would make a difference in the target choice. The residual error is 1 .3K.
4.4.2 The Multi-Angle Technique
Due to instrumentation problems and limitations in flight time, only one pair ofmulti-angle images was
flown over the course of the summer (Figure 43). The plant at Ginna provides good targets for this
technique; either the high contrast water or the natural land surfaces can be used as targets. Although
water is purported to be the ideal target, in this case we rely heavily on the fact that the target is
Lambertian. Non-manmade surfaces are also generally Lambertian and in this scene there is enough
variation in the forested areas, agricultural fields and open land to use various land surfaces as targets.
Figure 43 shows the land regions chosen as targets in both the nadir image (a) and the off-angle image (b)
although the opposite case was attempted as well, using image (b) as nadir and image (a) as off-angle.
The off-angle distance in this case was 31.5. As shown in Table 8, this is on the edge ofwhere this
routine is considered effective.
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Figure 43. The 03Sep99 Ginna images used to test the multi-angle technique. Flown at 3000ft, a) is
centered over land, just inside the power plant, and b) is centered over water, cutting across the plant's
thermal discharge. The regions of interest (the colored dots) shown are chosen so the targets in a) are
used as the L(h,0) and the targets in b) are L(h,0).
Figure 44 is a plot of the nadir radiance, L(h,0), vs. the off-axis radiance, L(h,9) for both cases. The data
is reasonably linear (RMS of0.51K for the land case and 0.37K for the water case), so if the equations
generated are correct we expect reasonable output.
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Figure 44. Plot ofL(h,0) vs. L(h,0), the one multi-angle case flown. Two different cases were examined,
where the regions of interest were land (blue) or water (magenta).
The predicted x and L, from this technique using this set of images is abominable. The transmission and
upwelled radiance predicted are x = 0.27 and L, = 13.27 for the land target case and x = 1.033174 and Lu
=
-0.21 where water is at nadir as calculated according to Eqs. (30) and (33). It was suggested that the
setsmay not truly be statistically different so the one very hot water point (assuming error in picking
points in the plume outflow) was neglected and the two data sets were taken together. This yielded no
better results (x = 0.26, L, = 13.97). The same image used in the profile technique results in x = 0.69 and
Lu = 2.85. Unfortunately, with only one set of imagery, there is no way ofdetermining if it is an
instrument or technique problem. Another ofMericsko's recommended equations was tried but the results
were on the same order ofmagnitude.
The future use of this technique lies in more testing. The suggested triple angle technique should improve
the results but that will have to wait for the next flight season.
4.4.3 The Multi-Band Technique
As mentioned above, the multi-band technique is the only one of the atmospheric correction routines that
takes advantage of the newly calibrated imagery. It was superfluous for the other two techniques; they
only use one channel at a time. However, since the multi-band technique being implemented here can use
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up to four bands, all of the bands have to be calibrated in order to for the routine to predict the correct
surface temperature. The images used as illustration for this technique are flight lines not accompanied
by a profile image set. They were empirically calibrated using the procedure described in Section 4.3 and
the four bands used wereMISI1, MISI2, MISI4 andMISI5. These four bands provide the necessary range
ofoptical depth to perform the regression. It must be noted that the technique used here to expedite the
pixel-by-pixel processing is not the same as given in Section 3.4.4. Because we used L2 MISI image
products, the images have not been geometrically corrected or registered band-to-band. The geometric
correction includes an adjustment for the over-sampling of the MISI1, MISI4 andMISI5 images. Because
MISI2 and MISI3 have higher resolution detectors, the entire image set is sampled at the lmilliradian
resolution, meaning the low resolution images are over-sampled. Rather than performing the pixel-by-
pixel process even on small image regions, we implemented a resampling function to average n by n
number of pixels in each band (where n is user specified). This removes the over-sampling problem and
the mis-registration issue because now we are looking at a super-pixel rather than a single pixel which
may be shifted3 pixels in either the x or y direction.
The three images shown here were collected as single flight lines, not intended to be used as part of a
profile or multi-angle set. These are conditions that necessitate the multi-band technique, there being no
other ancillary data to contribute to the processing. The first two, CI 1 and C09, were collected on
1 lMay99 Roc and 03Sep99 Gin, respectively. They both have accompanying ground truth to verify the
technique is working. The final image, C08, was a part of the 1 lMay99 Oswego collection. The image
was collected a mile out into the lake and catches the edge of the thermal bar. No ground truth is
available, except knowledge of the physics of the thermal bar.. The optical depths are estimated from the
MODTRAN predicted bandpass transmissions for the appropriate radiosonde data (Eq. (2)).
Figure 45 shows the difference between the temperature predicted using the multi-band technique and the
apparent surface temperature as calculated from ground truth. Again there is some error in the image
locations that were chosen to correspond to the ground truth samples and the resampling of the image will
generate even greater differences for regions that are not isothermal, like the points chosen in the power
plant plume. The differences between predicted and actual temperature for the Ginna series in Figure 45
are mostly a result of the super-pixel averaging. The hottest areas in the plume, where the ground truth is
located, are going to look cooler in the image because the small plume region is being combined with the
cooler lake water (the one point following the opposite trend is probably just a bad choice of location).
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The water in the 1 lMay99 Roc collect (over Irondequoit Bay) was relatively isothermal (only IK of
variation in all of the ground truth). The resampling would have little effect on the resulting super-pixel
value. The difference between predicted and ground temperature for the CI 1 data are within 0.9K, for a
case where my ground truth points are easily recognizable. There is more error in the C09 data; the
maximum difference is 3.7K but the scatter about the 1:1 reference curve suggests that the error lies in the
points chosen to compare to ground truth.
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Figure 45. Ground temperature predicted using the multi-band technique vs. apparent temperature of the
ground targets calculated from ground truth.
The third image processed using this technique is over open water and was collected with the hopes that
we could catch the thermal bar. The resulting predicted surface temperature image and the original
radiance image is shown in Figure 46.
a)
OC 4C 22C
Figure 46. The high contrast image of the thermal bar in Lake Ontario (a) and its corresponding surface
temperature map and color bar. Collected a mile off the Oswego shoreline the sharp division between
cold and warm water is the location of the 4C water. The specific temperature of the colored dots in the
radiance image follow as referenced by color: red - 3.126C, green - 3.564C, blue - 5.548C, yellow -
8.068C, and cyan - 8.447C.
The results of this preliminary analysis ofthe multi-band technique is encouraging. As already
mentioned, the cross-calibration results were established too late to perform an extensive test using each
detector for each technique, but the results produced for the multi-band technique should be a good
indication that these new calibration coefficients are correct.
4.5 Vicarious Calibration of Landsat ETM+
The contract RIT holds with NASA requires we use MISI to verify the Landsat 7 thermal channel is
performing as expected, with the on-board calibrator functioning and producing accurate gains and biases.
Due to the late launch of the satellite, the thermal bar progression, which was to be the observed target
over a number of images, was missed. The earliest thermal L7 image of the Lake Ontario was collected
on 1 lMay99 (P15/R30, shifted) and does capture the thermal bar but the prominence ofclouds over the
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transition area makes it a difficult target to use. As a result, most of the analysis uses the secondary
targets, river discharges and power plant effluents (Table 14).
Landsat data processing allows the user to choose which set of calibration coefficients they would like
applied, the pre-launch coefficients (from the Calibration Parameter File (CPF)), the internal calibration
coefficients (in high or low gain, although currently this is only available in low gain) (IC) or a
combination of the two. The images used in this analysis were obtained from the Landsat 7 Project
Science Office (LPSO), processed using the in-house software system, Image Assessment System (IAS)
(gains and biases are listed in Appendix H), although recently, LPSO has determined that the most
reliable calibration uses the CPF gains and the IC biases (personal communication, B. Markham, 14 Dec
1999), this studymakes exclusive use of IC calibrated images. The CPF/IC combination can be re
ordered from the Eros Data Center archives once the Landsat processing software has been updated (EOS
Data Gateway, http://edcimswww.cr.usgs.gov/pub/imswelcome/popup.html ).
The IC calibration does have some residual detector-to-detector mis-calibration. Landsat has eight
detectors that make up one scan line. Each detector has unique calibration coefficients, which should
result in the same radiance for the same target temperature. In a study area consisting of -50x50 pixels of
open lake water (at thermal equilibrium), the standard deviation of the radiance (L1R image) in apparent
temperature is 0.28K. The maximum peak-to-peak difference between the detectors is 1 .6K in apparent
temperature. This mis-calibration may have an effect on the final results; the regions of interest selected
may only be a few pixels big, especially in areas ofhigh thermal gradient, and may not include pixels
from all eight of the detectors. Although in this study, we are not tracking which radiance is associated
with which detector, the mis-calibration could be a prominent source oferror.
The vicarious calibration ofLandsat only involves manipulation of the MISI imagery. SinceMISI1 was
the only band calibrated until recently, MISI1 images are projected through a MODTRAN atmosphere,
resampled to Landsat resolution, and compared to the corresponding locations in the Landsat image. The
image pairs are shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47. The Landsat 7 image and the corresponding MISI1 image projected to space with the image
locations that were compared on each of them in color. The Landsat scenes are cropped from the full
image, which can be found in Appendix H. The MISI images can be found at full resolution at
http://www.cis.rit.edu/research/dirs/reasearch/MISI, with a pointer to the CD archives.
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If the ETM+ coefficients are correct, the relationship between MISI predicted space radiance and L7
radiance should be 1 : 1, provided that the atmospheric correction performed on the MISI1 image is correct.
The spectral mismatch introduced error is extremely small (Table 12) because shift between the Landsat
responsivity and MISI1 responsivity is minimal and we are looking at water, a spectrally flat target, so the
error is neglected. In the future analyses using MISI5 is preferable because of the spectral match, but even
ifMISI5 had been calibrated, it was the detector that saturated most frequently, providing no image data
at all. The results of the comparison between predicted MISI1 space-reaching radiance and L7 detected
space-reaching radiance is shown in Figure 48. Although not in 1:1 agreement as they should be if
Landsat is calibrated, ifwe assume the error is primarily a bias term, the error in apparent temperature is
3.09K (RMS = 0.67K, although this is compounded by the RMS of the initial empirical calibration of
0.50K). The slope of 1. 13389 0.053, however, must be considered. This process predicts a 4.43K error
in apparent temperature for a cool target (280K) and 1.65K error in apparent temperature for a warm
target (31OK).
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Figure 48. The final results of the verification of the calibration ofLandsat 7 using MISI imagery. The
magenta points come from three images, 1 lMay99 Oswego harbor, 07Jun99 Ginna effluent, and 03Sep99
north shore ofErie. Other MISI images were used to validate the results - 1 lMay99 Oswego thermal bar,
03Sep99 Niagara River outflow, and 03Sep99 Niagara reservoir - and then added to the analysis.
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A Beers Law analysis of the ground truth to space radiance process was performed to determine the
accuracy of this technique. All steps, beginning with the initial temperature measurement are considered,
as given in the following equation:
Lu(s) = r(h -> 5)(w[r(0 -? h){eLBB{T) + {\- e)Ld) + Lu(0 -> h)]+b)+ Lu{h -> 5) (44)
where: T surface temperature as measured by the ground team
Lbb(T) radiance emitted by a blackbody at temperature T
s emissivity of target
Ld downwelled radiance as predicted byMODTRAN
h aircraft flying altitude
x(0->h) atmospheric transmission as predicted byMODTRAN from ground to aircraft
Lu(0-h) atmospheric upwelled radiance as predicted byMODTRAN from ground to
aircraft
m slope of empirical calibration
b intercept of empirical calibration
s altitude of spacecraft
x(h->s) atmospheric transmission as determined byMODTRAN from aircraft to space
Lu(h->s) atmospheric upwelled radiance as predicted byMODTRAN from aircraft to space
Table 18 gives the values for the terms used and Figure 49 illustrates the calculated error bars in relation
to the predicted linear fit. The errors in x, L,, and Ld are estimated using MODTRAN assuming a
moderate error in radiosonde. The small overall process error is an indication that the ETM+ Band 6
calibration is, in fact, off. With the problems withMISI, there was still question as to whether the error in
the process was large enough that it encompassed the target answers; so there could be a slope and bias
error in the process itself. However, Figure 49 shows that the error bars do not encompass the desired 1 : 1
relationship between MISI and L7, giving us more confidence in the calibration process.
Fortunately, this was not the only Band 6 calibration verification data taken. Another L7 science team
member. Dr. Frank Palluconi, performed similar work during the same time period, making
measurements on Lake Tahoe and Cold Springs Reservoir, NV. Although the processes were not
identical - this study compared derived ground temperatures on a homogeneous lake - the magnitude and
direction of the error is comparable. Table 19 shows the data as measured by the Palluconi science team
(Palluconi, personal communication, see Appendix J). To compare these results to the at-space radiances
used in this study, the temperature was merely converted to a L7 bandpass radiance . Not enough
information was known to take the Palluconi measurements to space so it was assumed that the
temperature on the ground was the temperature at space, and the L7 measured temperature at space was
L7 predicted ground temperature. These temperatures were converted to radiances and plotted with the
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MISI at space vs. L7 space radiance linear fit (Figure 50). The close correlation between the two
verification studies is another indication that the L7 calibration truly is offand not an artifact of the MISI
to-space process. Unfortunately, the Palluconi data set doesn't cover the wide range that theMISI data set
does, so it verifies the bias shift but not the gain difference.
Table 18. The terms used for the Beers Law error analysis ofEq. (44). The largest sources oferror are
the m and b terms, the results of the empirical calibration and the strong temperature dependence
primarily comes from the correlation between them. The total error is given in radiance and apparent
temperature.
Term Value
(x)
Partial
Derivative
8LL7/8x
Error
(Sx)
Value
(x)
Partial
Derivative
8LL7/5x
Error
(Sx)
T 285 0.1 305 0.1
Lbb(T) 7.614 0.363 0.013 10.459 0.364 0.016
E 0.985 1.895 0.005 0.985 2.946 0.005
Ld 2.48 -0.134 0.1 2.48 -0.134 0.1
T(0->h) 0.518 5.362 0.0065 0.519 7.356 0.0065
UO^h) 4.233 0.711 0.1 4.234 0.711 0.1
m 0.726 6.390 0.022 0.727 7.815 0.022
b 2.237 0.979 0.191 2.237 0.979 0.191
Lu(h->-s) 0.978 8.157 0.001 0.979 9.214 0.001
x(h->s) 0.048 1 0.01 0.049 1 0.01
m andb
correlation
-0.992 -0.052 -0.992 -0.063
TOTAL ERROR (Wm2srnm) 0.097 0.093
(K) 0.752 0.602
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Figure 49. The error bars resulting from the Beers Law error analysis. The red line is the linear fit on the
original data, the black line is the target line, and the dashed blue lines are the bounds of the total error in
the calibration process.
Table 19. The results of the Palluconi science team verification ofL7 Band 6 calibration. The team took
data on Lake Tahoe and Cold Springs Reservoir, NV. The measured temperatures are an average of a
number of samples to attempt to get a lake-wide temperature. The sign of the difference between L7 and
the measured ground truth indicates that the L7 temperature prediction is too warm.
Date Location Measured
Temperature (C)
Difference
between L7 and
ground truth (C)
Variation in
measurement (C)
2-Sep-99 Tahoe raft 17.4 +2.33 0.57
2-Sep-99 Tahoe buoy 16.5 +2.26 0.3
29-Sep-99 cold springs 14.7 +2.34 0.3
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Figure 50. The MISI at-space vs. L7 analysis compared with the Palluconi science team field results.
Although not derived in the same way, the similarity in magnitude and direction verify that the two
studies are producing the same results.
For the final sanity check, the Landsat images are corrected to calibrated radiance using the given MISI to
L7 curve. Using MODTRAN to predict the x and Lu for ground to space, the space-reaching radiance
image is converted to a surface-leaving radiance image and then to apparent blackbody temperature.
Given that we've used MODTRAN transmission and upwelled radiance both for ground to flying altitude
and flying altitude to space, this theoretically should give us identical results. Table 20 and Figure
5 1 shows the predicted surface temperatures as derived from the Landsat images. The comparison points
are the closest ground truth to the location of the L7 pixels, except for in the case of 1 lMay99, where no
ground truth was available for the thermal bar. For this data, the MISI predicted ground temperature was
used.
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Table 20. Comparison of the Landsat predicted surface temperature and the ground truth, except for the
Oswego thermal bar temperatures, which are derived from MISI imagery. The predicted temperatures are
blackbody temperatures calculated using the calibrated L7 image radiance and a MODTRAN predicted
transmission and upwelled radiance to get to surface-leaving radiance (the correction determined by the
MISI space-reaching radiance was applied to the Landsat images).
Location/Target Date L7 predicted
temperature
(C)
Ground truth
temperature
(C)
Difference -
GT-L7
(C)
Lake Ontario HMay99 1.51416518
Lake Ontario,
thermal bar
HMay99 5.09635561
Lake Ontario HMay99 5.6546996
Lake Ontario 07Jun99 17.4627 17.281 -0.1817
Ginna plume 07Jun99 19.779 20.535 0.756
Lake Ontario 07Jun99 17.8709 17.688 -0.1829
Ginna plume 07Jun99 18.1824 20.302 2.1196
Lake Erie 03Sep99 22.2835 22.949 0.6655
Lake Erie 03Sep99 21.8962 22.914 1.0178
Lake Erie 03Sep99 22.1108 22.94 0.8292
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Figure 5 1 . Comparison ofLandsat predicted surface temperatures and the measured ground truth from
Table 20. Since there was no ground truth for the 1 lMay99 Oswego image, no comparison could be
made. The RMS error on this data is 1.02C.
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Although these data provide a stable and seemingly accurate correction to the calibration ofLandsat, more
data needs to be analyzed before the coefficients are changed by NASA. This being both
instruments'
inaugural seasons, the summer was spent working out unexpected problems with both sensors. The
second season promises to be much more successful - with both systems already functioning, only the
weather stands in the way of imaging the development, progression and collapse of the thermal bar.
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5 Conclusions and Suggestions
With the new flight season coming soon, the focus right now needs to be on the laboratory calibration.
Although the in-flight method produced results that show a stable instrument and extremely stable
blackbody temperature to transducer voltage measurements, the error in that process has too great an
effect on the final outcome of the Landsat vicarious calibration. We have proven that the calibration is
stable, we just haven't been able to characterize it yet. Suggestions have been made as to the cause and
are currently being worked on to prevent this from occurring again:
Attach another set of thermistors to the face of each blackbody, independent from the MISI circuitry.
The thermistor reading will be manually recorded on the flight log for each image. Although this
nullifies the purpose and intent of the line-to-line calibration update, it guarantees that we will have
an on-board method of calibration. Since the blackbody temperature generally doesn't vary more
than 0.2K during a single flight, this will introduce less error than having to rely on ground truth.
Determine why the flying environment is more reliable than the lab setting. Intuition says this should
be the other way around; things change in a laboratory much less than in a moving airplane, but
everything we've done show the instrument is constant in the plane. This suggests power supply
differences - running on batteries and plane power is more stable than running on land line power.
The grounding of the instruments has also been suggested as the culprit; in the plane, all the
components are tied to a single ground wire. In the lab, everything is grounded separately.
A problem was discovered in the usage of the background temperature in processing MISI images.
Although the error should have been calibrated out using the empirical calibration, the software used
to perform the MISI to L7 analysis should be examined to be sure a similar coding mistake was not
made.
Given a calibrated instrument, the aircraft needs to be able to catch the thermal bar. With the initial flight
season for both MISI and L7, neither instrument was capable ofperforming a full study of the phenomena.
While able to function without it by using other thermal targets, the purpose ofhaving the wide dynamic
range in a single image set was lost. The images used in this study contained three distinct temperature
ranges, a low. middle and high range. Together, they appeared to be linear, so we used them as a set, but
ifwe had had over-lap in their temperature ranges, we would have been more certain of it. As it stands,
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we assume the sensor we stable, but result in a temperature dependent error that may well be from the
process itself. This year, this should not be a problem as long as the weather cooperates.
These procedures relied heavy on the ground truth, which was actually taken solely for validation
purposes. We are not confident enough in MISI to go without validation data yet, so the upcoming flight
season will again require many people on the water taking measurements. While the collections were
successful and the data readily available, the most difficult task in this whole thesis was pick regions to
correspond to the ground truth. The data are associated with GPS coordinates and the aircraft records its
GPS position as it is imaging so theoretically, we should be able to map the ground truth locations directly
onto the image. However, the aircraft GPS records the position of the aircraft, the center of the image. In
order to warp the image into the GIS, we at least need to know where the corners of the image are. An
additional problem exists with the base layer of the established GIS, the projection of the shoreline and the
projection of the GPS coordinates are not aligned correcdy. so thatwater samples end up on the shore, but
that is a more complicated issue. This will decrease the errors bring made in comparing ground truth to a
visually selected point on the image.
One additional reading should be made while taking ground truth to improve our estimation of the local
atmosphere. Presently, we rely on hourly weather station data to give us the air temperature and dew
point for the time of imaging. These data are collected at the airport in Rochester which may not reflect
the conditions 20 miles away at the shoreline. By measuring the air temperature and relative humidity or
dew point in the process, we increase the chances that the atmosphere we input intoMODTRAN is
appropriate for the imaging conditions, which, in turn, will increase our confidence in the predicted Ld,
L(0), x, or 1^.
In general, although the laboratory calibration was unsuccessful, the results for the atmospheric correction
techniques and the Landsat vicarious calibration are encouraging. After using a variation of a ground
truth method, MISI was proven to be stable, just uncharacterized. The ground truth allowed us to correct
for what we did not know and calibrate, initially justMISI1, and then the whole instrument, including a
new blackbody temperature to transducer voltage curve.
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The three atmospheric correction routines were all tested, though with varying levels of thoroughness.
Seven sets ofprofile images were flown, although not all of them had validating ground truth with them.
The multi-altitude technique was shown to predict the surface temperature within 1.3K.
Only one pair ofoff-axis images was flown and the multi-angle technique was not successful . The results
were so far off, the technique was questionable. In a synthetic case, a triple-angle method showed
promise. Although no triple angle pairs were flown, this technique should be tested in the up-coming
season.
Due to the late development of the band-to-band calibration ofMISI, the multi-band technique did not get
full treatment. Three images were processed with moderate success. In the image where the comparison
points (regions of interest in each band) were easUy identifiable, the technique predicted the surface
temperature to within 0.9K. Although there was no ground truth available for the 1 lMay99 image, the
4C thermal bar shows up at the transition area, exacdy where the physics predicts it should be.
The verification of the Landsat calibration was more challenging than expected, with neither the weather
orMISI cooperating. Three images of the Lake Ontario region were used over the course of the summer.
These three images showed a stable, but slightiy off, instrument. L7 was determined to not only have a
bias problem (1.5 radiance units), but also be offwith the gain as well (13%). The MISI data was used to
correct for this error and Landsat surface temperatures were calculated from the corrected images. The L7
temperatures corresponded to the ground truth (where available) to within 1.02K.
The overall success of these processes is encouraging. Although many problems needed to be worked out
this flight season, another summer of collections, with a serious look at the thermal barwill assure the
calibration ofboth MISI and Landsat.
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7 Appendix A - MISI Blackbody Specifications
The following is the report generated byMIL Systems Inc. upon analyzing the emissivity of a sample of
copper plate painted with highly emissive black paint. Although they didn't analyze the blackbody itself,
this sample should be representative of the on-board blackbodies.
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Imaging Technologies Center
3481 Dayton-Xenia Road Beavercreek, OH 45432-2796 937-426-31 1 1
MTL Systems, Inc.
mwm m mm
To:
25 February 1 999
John Schott
From: David J. Kelch
Subject: Blackbody Simulator Emissivity
We finally got the chance to measure the emissivity of the blackbody simulator sample you sent
me last month. The accompanying data file, RITBB.csv, contains three estimates of your sample.
The file is a text file containing comma-separated data, one line per wavelength, arranged with
the wavelength in column I and the three scans in columns 2 through 4, respectively. Annotation
in the trailer (bottom of the file) explains Hie conditions of measurement. The only difference
between estimates is the integration lime used lor the measurements. We co-added KM), 300, and
500 inlerferograms. The longer integration time shows slight improvement in noise level. Noise
level for these measurements is on the order of 0.002 emissivity units. The measurements are
referenced to a NIST-traceable gold plaque and a 0.999+ deep-cavity blackbody simulator. Total
absolute uncertainty is on the order of 0.005 emissivity units.
Blackbody Simulator Spectral Directional Hemispherical Emissivity
(10 degrees off normal)
Wavelength (micrometero)
RIT BLACKBODY SQUARE 100 SCANS
RIT BLACKBODY SQUARE - 300 SCANS
RIT BLACKBODY SQUARE - 500 SCANS
Sample ol llal-plale blackbody simulator Irom RIT
Sample ol Hat-plate blackbody simulator Irom RIT
Sample ol lla!-plale blackbody simulator Irom RIT
An Employee-owned Company
8 Appendix B Laboratory Calibration Procedure
The laboratory calibration's purpose is to define the relationship between the on-board blackbody
radiance/temperature and its monitoring device. The theory has been described in Section 3.1. The
purpose of this Appendix is to outiine the detailed procedure so that it can be duplicated.
The MISI blackbodies can be easily removed from the MISI instrument and installed in the lab calibration
set up. The set-up includes two oil bath blackbodies, a spectroradiometer, a spatial translator, and the
MISI blackbodies (Figure 52). The setup was initially designed so that the radiometer signal was output
directly to a DOS based program called COMPURAD but it was determined that the program itselfwas
adding quantization error, so a multimeter was attached to the radiometer circuit instead. The spatial
translator is a Unidex 1 1 and can be programmed to move to specific locations in a cycle. This makes the
calibration quick and efficient. The Unidex is programmed (see instructions at the end of this Appendix,
pg. 1 15) to move to the precise locations of the four blackbodies (two oil baths and twoMISI). By doing
this, you ensure that the readings are all taken with the blackbody in the field ofview of the radiometer
and that each time you are consistently looking at the same point on each blackbody. One oil bath is set to
a hot temperature, ~35C, and one is sitting at ambient, ~20C. The circulators must be on in both baths;
even though the second bath shouldn't be heated, the temperature in the cone is not indicative of the
temperature of the oil unless the oil is being circulated. One major drawback of this current procedure is
the inability to cool the baths. Although thermal devices are generally linear, calibration should
encompass the breadth of the range that will be encountered. These baths have the capability to be cooled
but we don't have all the equipment needed to do it. Rather, we planned to insert the CI flat plate
blackbody into the set up but found that it has calibration problems so had to send it back to the
manufacturer.
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Spectroradiometer
Spatial translator
MISI blackbodies with
transducers attached to the faces
Oil bath blackbodies
Figure 52. The Calibration Laboratory Set-Up. The oil baths are monitored by thermopile probes. The
MISI blackbodies are monitored by transducers on the front of the plates.
Once the oil baths are at stable temperatures, the process can begin. The radiometer is used to look at
1) oil bath 1,
2) MISIBB1,
3) MISIBB2,
4) oil bath 2,
5) oil bath1,
recording radiometer signal for each blackbody, temperature of the oil baths as given by the thermopile
probes, and signal from the transducers on theMISI blackbodies. The repeat look at the first oil bath
allows us to characterize any short term thermal drift in the radiometer. The process is repeated any
number of times, changing theMISI blackbody settings each time.
Once the data is in tabular form (see form at the end of this Appendix, page 1 17), it is analyzed using
software written by Bryce Nordgren called thermistor. Because his program outputs the results directly to
the calibration file, he has been the one to run the program. Note: there are restrictions on how the
program deals with the blackbodies in heating and cooling mode. Currently, we believe that the two
operational modes have different biases in the circuitry, so each blackbody must be calibrated in heat and
cool mode separately, establishing BBl(hot), BBl(cold), BB2(hot) and BB2(cold) coefficients. Thermistor
can only accept input with both MISI blackbodies in one mode
- either both in heating or both in cooling.
Since that typically is not how things are run, this may be changed based on future need. To confirm that
the data looks reasonable, the process was also preformed in Excel. See the file, labcal_mar0299.xls, on
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the CD containing this thesis archive. This will allow you to cut and paste the new data in, rather than
having to re-input all the calculations.
Both of these analysis procedures calculate the calibration for the transducers mounted on MISI. For each
setting of the MISI blackbodies, or one cycle of the radiometer, the radiometer can be calibrated using the
oil baths (Figure 53a and b). The radiometer signal now directly relates to a corresponding temperature.
The radiometer signals of the MISI blackbodies are converted to temperature using this calibration curve.
The relationship between the transducer reading and theMISI temperature is the calibration curve to be
used in calibrating MISI images (Figure 53c). This must be repeated separately for each cycle of the
radiometer, as the calibration on the radiometer could potentially change between cycles, and for the MISI
blackbodies in both heat and cool modes (although, traditionally, we have only run MISI BB1 in cool
mode and BB2 in heat mode).
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Figure 53. a) Oil bath calibration ofradiometer signal. The two point regression allows any radiometer
signal to be converted to the corresponding temperature, b) By applying the radiometer calibration curve
from a) to the MISI blackbody radiometer signal, the MISI blackbody temperature can be calculated, c)
The relationship between the transducer and the temperature found in b) will form the calibration curve
when the procedure is repeated multiple times.
The last time this procedure was performed was on 02 Mar 99. The final results and residual errors of the
laboratory calibration are shown in Figure 54.
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Figure 54. The final laboratory calibration performed on 02 and 03 Mar 99 with calibration equations and
residual error (in C) given for each blackbody. The calibration coefficients (the slopes and intercepts of
the lines) are inputted in the HDF calibration file. Due to a difference in operating electronics, the
heating and cooling modes must be calibrated separately.
However, once the imager was in the air and we were attempting to make use of the calibration
coefficients, we found we had nearly a 5C error in the images. We tracked it back to a problem with the
lab calibration (while the instrument was still in the plane using the CI). The theory is that while the
MISI blackbodies were in the lab cal set-up, theywere operating separately from the rest of the
instrument. We now assume that the instrument itself causes some load on the electronics and by
removing the blackbodies from MISI, we were not characterizing how the blackbodies would function in
flight.
Since it was the during middle of flight season when this was discovered, we decided to leave the
instrument in the airplane and try to do a calibration on the ground by placing the CI underneath the
aircraft hole. This was tried a number of times but a working procedure was never determined. The
problem is that a two-point linear regression does not work with only one point. We hoped to be able to
work around this by leaving the MISI blackbodies at one set point for a number ofdifferent CI settings but
had even bigger problems with high humidity and condensation on the faces of the blackbodies because
we were attempting this on verywarm days in the cabin space of a small aircraft that warms up very
quickly.
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After the final flight on 03 Sep 99, MISI was brought back to RIT and yet another calibration was
developed. Leaving MISI together, with the blackbodies in place, two water baths were placed under the
mirror (Figure 55). Table 4 shows that a water bath can effectively be used as a blackbody source and
since we wanted to keep MISI whole, we could not use the oil baths. One water bath was cooled and the
other was left at ambient (a problem opposite the original procedure, we only have the equipment to
control the temperature ofone bath and we decided to cool). We attempted to use the CI but again found
problems with it's re-calibration.
MISI scan mirror
B^- water batiis
Figure 55. The in-instrument calibration set-up. MISI remains intact and two water baths, one cooled,
one at ambient, are placed underneath the scan mirror. The MISI detectors are calibrated (DC to
radiance) through the image data and the calibration is transferred to the blackbody images.
Using another program written by BryceNordgren, thermmisi, we used the two water baths to calibrate
the detectors, and the detector signal off theMISI blackbodies to calibrate the transducers. Similar to the
original lab cal, the procedure needs to be performed for multiple settings of the MISI blackbodies.
Therm misi runs once for each setting, unlike thermistor, which processed all the runs together. For this
reason we work with a script file, inputting all the data into a shell that will execute the appropriate
number of times. The thermmisi command line reads:
therm misi int__data_file calibration_file image_filename
config file ambient_temperature waterbathl_temperature
waterbath2_temperature > output_file
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where intjiatajile is the filename of the intermediate steps of the calibration (average digital count over
specified image region, standard deviation of the digital count in that region and the calculated radiance
for each of the four targets for each of the specified number ofdetectors for each run); calibrationJile is
theMISI calibration file containing all the specifications on how to read aMISI image (current edition is
/dirs/home/blnpci/cal/01jul99.hdf); imageJilename is the HDF file created byMISI for each run;
configJile defines the appropriate image regions within the HDF image files; ambienttemperature,
waterbath 1 temperature and waterbafh2_temperature are the respective temperatures recorded for each
run; and outputJile is the final output of the process (transducer voltage and blackbody temperature for
each blackbody for each run). See end ofAppendix (pg. 118) for example shell file and configuration file.
The output file was taken into Excel and the datawas generally merged with data from previous days.
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Figure 56. Plot illustrating the instability of the water bath calibration of the blackbody transducers using
the MISI detectors. This procedure can produce calibration results with less than IK residual error
(although for the lab procedure the residual error was an order ofmagnitude less) but undetermined
factors made the process unrepeatable from week to week.
Although we appeared to be getting a calibration more accurate (better results for the actual image
processes) than the previous lab cal, we had major problems with this procedure (Figure 56). The first
was its apparent instability. Although we could repeat the same results a number of days in succession,
over the two months we were operating in this mode, we produced at least five different sets off
coefficients and for no obviously apparent reason since we believe the transducers, blackbodies and
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detectors are stable. Second, since we are now using the MISI detectors to calibrate the transducers, we
have five different signals that should all theoretically represent the same temperature. We were
producing standard deviations of sometimes as high as IK between detectors. Third, although we can
apply this new calibration to the imagery collected the previous summer, it is questionable how applicable
these coefficients are to image data from as many as six months ago. We do believe the instrumentwas
stable over the flight season but since the instrument has been back at RIT, innumerable things have been
tried/changed/altered so that we are not positive the results from the current system would apply to the
system as it was during flight.
As it stands, the results I am are using an empirical (ground truth) correction to the calibration produced
between 28 Sep and 19 Oct 1999 to "calibrate" theMISI images.
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8.1 UNIDEX Programming Instructions
Instructions for programming simple movements with Unidex spatial translator machine.
(At any time, "Select" and "Back" buttons will move you through the menus.)
1. Press "Select" button to get to fourth menu on startup screen.
2. Select "1. EDIT PGM" to change either an existing program or to create a new one.
3. Enter program number (either for existing or new program) followed by
"Enter" button.
New Programs (Currently empty):
1. Press "Enter" once; the "End of
Program"
message is displayed.
2. Press "Insert" button, you will see a new set of menus. ("Insert places a new
command between the current command on the screen and the previous command)
3. Use "Select" button to move to the fourth edit screen, then select "4. INC/ABS".
4. Select (by using
"+/-"
button) the INCREMENTAL or ABSOLUTE mode.
-INCREMENTAL will allow you to move the spectroradiometer by specific increments,
relative to the current position.
-ABSOLUTE allows you to move the spectroradiometer to an absolute (x,y) location.
-i.e., with ABSOLUTE, in the
"INDEX"
command, you simply type in the (x,y) location of the
next position you wish to reach, whereas with INCREMENTAL, you must type in the
distanceswhich the spectro-radiometer must travel.
5. Press
"Select" to return to the "End of
Program"
screen; once again, type "Insert".
6. In the first menu screen, select "1. INDEX".
7. Press either
"X" button ("7" or "8")to enter values for x direction movements.
8. Press
"Enter" then type in the speed of movement (I usually used 30303), press
"Enter"
again and then type in the distance or x position value. (Ifs easier to use
ABSOLUTE, then you can simply enter the x coordinate value.)
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9. Repeat steps 7-8 with either "Y" button ("4" or "5").
10. Repeat steps 5-9, entering as many movements as required.
11. When finished, go to "End of Program" screen, and type "Enter",
"Insert" then "Back"
to return to exit program editing.
Editing Existing Programs
1. The process is similar to the above.
2. To delete an instruction block, go to that screen and press "Delete".
3. To insert a new instruction block in a specific location, use "Insert".
("Insert"
will
place a new instruction immediately BEFORE current instruction).
4. Changing (x,y) coordinates in an existing "INDEX" command is the same as entering
them in a new one.
5. Pages 28-54 in the manual provide further explanations about menu-programming.
To run the program, go to the fourth menu screen once again and select "3. BLOCK RUN". This
will allow you to execute 1 command each time you press the run button.
This should pretty much cover everything you need to know for basic programming of the
Unidex. For any problems, consulting the above manual pages should help.
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8.2 Sample input to thermistor calibration software.
The data can be typed into an Excel spread sheet and saved as a text file. This is the order in which the
software expects the data. Headings are included.
Contained within labcal_mar02.xls is also the Excel version of the thermistor procedure. The data sheet
can be copied and new data can be inserted into the appropriate columns. All the equations and plots will
automatically update and you can use this to verify the data is reasonable.
OIL OIL MISI 1 MISI1 MISI2 MISI2 OIL OIL OIL OIL
BATH1 BATH1 VOLT VOLT VOLT VOLT BATH2 BATH2 BATH1 BATH1
temp volt (therm) (radio) (therm) (radio) temp volt temp volt
28.072 2.7916 -2.456 2.888 -2.538 2.906 33.327 2.5167 28.078 2.7916
28.077 2.7912 -2.461 2.8796 -2.542 2.8971 33.327 2.5152 28.085 2.7872
28.084 2.7861 -2.465 2.8713 -2.547 2.8882 33.334 2.5096 28.092 2.783
28.092 2.7821 -2.467 2.8638 -2.549 2.8821 33.34 2.506 28.083 2.7802
28.081 2.7799 -2.467 2.8612 -2.547 2.8806 33.344 2.5058 28.076 2.7781
28.072 2.7868 -2.448 2.8879 -2.528 2.9055 33.34 2.5093 28.069 2.7833
28.069 2.7751 -2.459 2.8664 -2.538 2.8871 33.349 2.5025 28.067 2.7749
28.069 2.7747 -2.456 2.8685 -2.533 2.8897 33.35 2.5024 28.073 2.7736
28.076 2.7738 -2.452 2.8716 -2.53 2.894 33.348 2.5007 28.076 2.7725
28.078 2.7739 -2.45 2.7835 -2.526 2.8961 33.343 2.4999 28.078 2.7726
28.079 2.7914 -2.447 2.8973 -2.528 2.9145 33.343 2.5132 28.08 2.7877
28.077 2.7854 -2.454 2.8853 -2.536 2.9012 33.343 2.5104 28.08 2.7834
28.078 2.7825 -2.457 2.8745 -2.543 2.7814 33.346 2.5079 28.083 2.781
28.08 2.7803 -2.465 2.8663 -2.548 2.883 33.343 2.505 28.08 2.7781
28.078 2.7775 -2.47 2.8592 -2.551 2.8771 33.351 2.5029 28.084 2.7748
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8.3 Sample shell and configuration file for therm_misi procedure.
Necessary file fields are in black, my comments and instructions are in red.
Shell file contains the call to thermmisi with the necessary data. Make this an executable file and just
type the filename at the prompt.
19oct99.csh
#!/bin/csh
set path=($path /dirs/bin)
set cal=/dirs/home/blnpci/cal/01jul99.hdf
set cfg=config.dat
set dat=19oct_cal.dat
set int=19oct intermediate.dat
>
Choose filenames here for calibration
file, configuration file, and
intermediate and final data. They are
substituted in the fields marked with a
rm -f $dat
rm -f $int
Remove files of the same name
Ambient Water Water
Temp Bathl Bath2
therm misi -i $int $cal C37^ hdf $cfg 21.07 5.268 16.821 > $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C38_ hdf $cfg 21.51 5.048 16.987 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C39_ hdf $cfg 21.71 5.073 16.960 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C40_ 11 hdf $cfg 21.52 5.221 17.115 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C41_ hdf $cfg 21.55 5.229 17.166 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C42_ 11 hdf $cfg 21.67 5.233 17.545 $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C43_ hdf $cfg 21.82 5.262 17.627 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C44_ hdf $cfg 21.99 5.265 17.652 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C4 5^ 11 hdf $cfg 21.79 5.325 17.977 $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C4 6_ 11 hdf $cfg 18.50 4.988 17.437 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C47_ hdf $cfg 17.49 4.205 15.358 >> $dat
therm misi -i $int $cal C48_ 11 hdf $cfg 17.30 4.035 14.693 >> $dat
tOne > creates a new
file and outputs the
data to that file.
A double > appends
the output data to the
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8.4 Configuration file
The configuration file defines the image regions for the water baths and the blackbodies with the images
contained in the HDF files. To determine these regions, open the HDF file in ENVI. Select BB1 (Board
0), BB2 (Board 0), and Image (Board 0) (all BIP). The five bands attached to the thermal detectors are 6
(MISI5), 7 (MISI4), 8 (MISI1), 15 (MSI3), 16 (MISI2). Display the image for each band for each target
(water baths are both within on image) with an X-profile plot. Estimate the pixel region for the area of
interest (i.e. the flattest part of the curve associated with the mirror moving onto the target, seeing the
target fully and moving off of the target) (Figure 57). These regions for each target for each detector is
the input into the configuration file.
config.dat
det 5 4 13 2
Detector numbers in the order you are putting the pixel regions in.
It is not necessarv to include all 5 detectors.
Name of region as needed by
the softw<are. Note: it does not
matter which water bath is
truth 1 or truth2 but you need to
be consistent with the shell file.
bbl BB1
bb2 BB2
truthl IMG
truth2 IMG
4
HDF data set
name from
which to take
the data.
bb. em
bb.em
water. em
water .em
Emissivity filenames for
corresponding targets. These files
must be in the same directory as the
image data.
40 79 40 79 40 79 40 79 40 79
200 249 50 100 100 150 100 150 150 200
250 300 300 350 300 350 300 350 300 350
1300 1400 1300 1400 1300 1400 1300 1400 1300 1400
Start and end pixel coordinates for each detector's
image region given in the same order as det. the
first line in the file.
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Figure 57. Sample ENVI X-profile of the image region containing two water baths. The pixel
coordinates on the x-axis are the input in the configuration file. In this case, the cold water bath region is
from about 375 to 425 and the warm water bath is about 1300 to 1400. Try to select the flattest region
possible and have at least 50 pixels.
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9 Appendix C - SBRC ETM+ Band 6 Calibration Report
The report presented on the following pages is the final pre-launch calibration performed by the Santa
Barbara Research Center (SBRC).
Note: all the figures follow the report and are numbered as if separate from the thesis.
Figure 1 and the referenced computer code are not included.
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RAYTHEON
Santa Barbara Remote Sensing
January 7, 1999
PL2807E-T06298
Optics 3612
To: J. F. Kane, M. L. Byers, R. Diffoot, E. Herbulock, N. R Malone and A. Wang.
From: R R Turtle (B32/ 58; X7183).
Subject: ETM+ Band 6 Calibration Report.
1. Introduction
This report covers the results of the BL 10 series of tests performed during thermal-vacuum
testing ofETM+ in August, 1998. Band 6 detector gains were measured in both high and low gain states
as a function of cold focal plane (CFPA) temperature. The ratio of the gain viewing an external scene to
the internal gain viewing the blackbody that is part of the internal or on-board calibration system was
measured so that external gain can be determined on-orbit when only the internal calibration system is
available. Additional measurements were made as the internal temperature distribution of the ETM+ was
systematically varied in order to obtain values for the algorithm coefficients that will also be needed to
accurately recover scene radiance from raw data perturbed by thermal emission from within the
instrument.
Examples ofmost of the calculations used to reduce the BL 10 test data are provided by a
computer program that is attached as an appendix: a typical printout is shown followed by the
corresponding program fisting. References are made to the program listing by line number in the
following report sections. Good agreement was found with similar calculations performed by the system
software when this program was used to check system test results.
2. How it works
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Band 6 responds to scene thermal emission in the wavelength range from 10.4 to 12.5 microns.
Radiometric calibration in band 6 is more intimately finked to the details of the dc restore process than in
the case of the solar reflectance bands, and a review of the dc restore approach appears to be a useful way
to lead into a discussion of the calibration process as a whole:
The dc restore electronics are designed so that the signal from each detector is set near the
midpoint of the multiplexer dynamic range while viewing the internal calibrator flag. During the
subsequent scan, any difference between the scene radiance and the radiance viewing the flag appears as a
change in the multiplexer output for the corresponding detector channel, generally upward or downward
depending on whether the scene is warmer or cooler than the black dc restore surface of the shutter.
During dc restore, DNsh, the signal with the detectors viewing the calibration shutter, is set electronically
to an arbitrary level near the middle of the dynamic range not directly dependent on the shutter radiance
Lsjj. (The precise value is varied electronically with the shutter temperature so that the scene radiance
levels at which saturation occurs will be nearly independent of the temperature of the internal calibration
shutter. See Appendix, lines 135-140.)
S
/
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For dc restore, the switch is closed and opened again while the shutter is in the closed position. This
diagram is for illustration only and is not based on the actual ETM+ circuit design. As soon as the shutter
opens and scene radiation reaches the detectors, the band 6 output moves along the response curve and the
signal changes from DNsh to DNgc, as shown on the following graph of signal vs. radiance:
DN
L
(For a relatively cool scene, one would have DNSC <DN^.) Only the difference between DNSC andDN^
has radiometric significance. For an ideal instrument, this difference would be proportional to the
difference between the scene radiance Lsc and the shutter radiance Lsh:
Lsc " Lh +
DNsc-DNsh
^sh
where G is the gain. Lgtl can be calculated using Planck's law given the shutter temperature, and G can
be measured by alternately viewing two external calibration blackbodies at different temperatures. This
should allow the scene radiance to be calculated given the shutter temperature and the value forDN^ -
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sc ^ere '* *s worthwhile noting that we will be using DN/(mW/(cmA2 urn sr)) as the unit for gain.
However, the symbol L, which is generally used to represent radiance (with mW/(cmA2 sr) as a typical
unit), is used to represent spectral radiance (with mW/(cmA2 sr micron) as a typical unit) because of the
difficulty of using the generally preferred symbol for spectral radiance L^ consistentiy in figures and
tables. Also, "radiance" will frequentiy be used in place of "spectral radiance"for brevity.
The actual situation is more complex than the ideal one just described. As the shutter opens, a
variable radiance component contributes to the signal in addition to the scene radiance. It arises from the
temperature difference between the shutter and parts of the optical system that become visible to the band
6 detectors through the Dewar cold stop as the shutter opens. These include mirror surfaces, structure and
baffles. To understand better the origin of this radiant energy, refer to Figure 1, which shows a schematic
diagram of the ETM+. The internal calibration shutter interrupts incoming radiation at a point in the
optical path between the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) and the Prime Focal Plane (PFPA). Only optical
elements and structures on the scene side of the calibration shutter contribute to the variable radiance, and
then only if their temperature differs from that of the shutter, since there would be no signal change as the
shutter opens if everything viewed by the detectors beyond the shutter, including the scene or external
calibration blackbody, were at the same temperature as the shutter. (The effect of temperature variations
in the cold focal plane relay portion of the optical system is the same whether the shutter is open or closed
and is eliminated by dc restore.)
Since the temperatures of the principal optical system components are known via telemetry, it is
feasible to correct the signal to compensate for the effect of temperature variations in the optical system.
The approach that has been implemented involves substituting an effective value traditionally called Lesh
for the actual shutter radiance Lsll so that the scene radiance Lsc can be determined by extrapolating
along a gain line through the point (Lesh, DN^) to where it crosses the signal level DNSC+ t for the
scene and internal radiances combined:
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It is important to note that the gain G is still determined by viewing sources ofknown radiance external to
the ETM+ and that its value is effectively independent of the internal temperature of the optical system,
even though the slope of the apparent response curve (dashed line with arrow) is different due to a change
in the radiance reaching the detectors from outside the exit pupil of the optics as the shutter opens.
(Kirchhoffs radiation laws show how radiation from optical surfaces cooler or warmer than the shutter
can also contribute to this effect.) Actually, it is clear that the dashed line with the arrow connecting the
points (L u,DNJ and (L DNsc+0Dt) cannot represent a true response curve, since a different line
would be required for each value of the scene radiance. The
"real"
gain curve that applies as long as the
shutter remains open suggests itself naturally during system tests with two external calibration
blackbodies that provide known radiance levels, since viewing first one and then the other directly
determines two points on the upper system response line that is shown solid in the diagram. These points
(shown as black dots) both give the value of the gain and also provide a measured value for Lesh upon
extrapolation to the shutter signal level DNsh. Now the scene radiance can be found from
sc
Lesh +
DNsc+opt-DNsh
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as long as the internal temperature distribution in the optical system remains the same. If the internal
temperatures ch.ange, the gain value G remains the same, and only the value ofLesh varies through an
upward or downward movement of the solid gain line. (If a change in CFPA temperature produces a
change in gain while optics temperatures remain the same, the gain curve offset from the
"ideal"
gain
curve that passes through (Lsjj, DNsh) is expected to remain in the same proportion to the gain, so that
Lesh will be unchanged.) Therefore, once the functional dependence ofLesh on the temperatures of the
principal optical system components has been determined, the calibration blackbodies can in principle be
dispensed with, and the radiance of a scene viewed by ETM+ can be found from DNSC+ t, DNgh. G and
the temperatures of significant optical system components.
3. What measurements are needed
During ETM+ system tests, the band 6 detector gains are measured directly by means of two
variable temperature blackbodies located in the ThematicMapper Calibrator (TMC) referred to as the
reference blackbody andMTF blackbody. These are the principal radiometric standards for band 6
calibration. Significant details relating to their performance are given in the computer program in the
appendix. It is necessary to correct the Planck's law radiances calculated for these blackbodies to allow for
transmittance losses in the TMC optics. Transmittance measurements in the band 6 wavelength range
were made at SBRS before the TMC was shipped to Valley Forge. Because the TMC optical surfaces emit
as well as absorb in band 6, KirchhofFs radiation laws are used along with temperature telemetry data for
the TMC optical system to obtain the corrected radiance values for the TMC blackbodies to use during BL
10 testing. (See Appendix, lines 61-1 12.)
Even though band 6 gain is a well-behaved function ofCFPA temperature, an independent
means for determining gain on orbit is still needed and is provided by an internal calibration blackbody
that is viewed by a small concave mirror mounted on the internal calibrator shutter arm adjacent to the dc
restore surface. Internal gain G: is found from the signal difference between viewing the restore surface
and the internal blackbody by using Planck's law to calculate radiances for the restore surface and the
blackbody at their two respective temperatures. (Having the concave mirror mounted directly adjacent to
the dc restore surface and in thermal contact with it eliminates the need to consider the temperature of this
mirror as a separate calibration variable.) An important point to note is that, due to transmittance losses
in the ETM+ telescope and the way the telescope underfills the relay optics, the gain for a given radiance
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change is greater viewing the internal blackbody than viewing the scene. An accurate ground
determination of the characteristic gain ratio G/Gj is essential for later on-orbit calibration. Measurement
of this ratio (about 0.7) and verification of its stability are an important part ofband 6 thermal-vacuum
testing.
During thermal-vacuum testing, system response to two different radiance levels can be measured
essentially continuously by alternately viewing the TMC blackbodies. This allows the effective shutter
radiance Lesh to be determined directly for different combinations ofETM+ optical system temperatures
in the way described above. From these measurements, it is possible to determine a set of algorithm
coefficients a; that will be used later to determine Lesh indirectly on orbit, when the TMC blackbodies are
no longer available. The a^ are used to calculate Lesh by means of the shutter algorithm
Lesh(Tsh,Tj) = Lsh + ZjaJ-(Lsh-Lj),
where the subscripts j refer to five different significant optical system components, and:
Tgjj shutter temperature.
T- temperature ofj component.
L|j shutter spectral radiance from shutter temperature and Planck's law.
L- Planck's law spectral radiance at temperature ofj"1 component.
(Appendix, lines 219-264.)
Once trial values for the a; have been found, it is important to continue testing to verify that they
give accurate results independent of the temperature of the shutterT^ and the temperatures of the
components T:. There are two possible ways of doing this. One is to extrapolate the response line from
the points obtained using the reference andMTF blackbodies to the signal level viewing the shutter to
obtain a value ofmeasured Lesh (sometimes given in italics as Lesh) and compare it to the value of
calculated Lesh found from the algorithm. (Appendix, at lines 214 and 264.) A more satisfactory way is
to use the calculated Lesh value in combination with the measured gain value to recover a value for the
known radiance of one of the calibration blackbodies, since this allows relative radiometric error to be
found directly. (Appendix, lines 269 to 276.) The final step in reviewing the thermal vacuum test data is
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to find the relative radiometric error in data reductions where the value of the gain used is the internal
gmn measured from the internal blackbody and calibration shutter times the measured external to internal
gain ratio.
4. Band 6 gains
As noted above, gains in band 6 are a strong function ofCFPA temperature. During system
integration, band 6 gains were adjusted to achieve these values with the CFPA at 91 K:
Gain (DN/mW/(cmA2 sr micron)))
Low gain 143.6
High gain 280.0
Because of the limited capacity of the bench test cooler used for ambient testing, system level tests with
the ETM+ in air could be performed only at CFPA temperatures of 95 K and higher at Santa Barbara, and
so the gains were set based on CFPA parameters measured at the subassembly level. Band 6 gains were
verified in thermal-vacuum testing with the results shown in Figure 2A for MUX 1 and Figure 2B for
MUX 2.
5. Algorithm coefficients
During the T-S C phase of thermal-vacuum testing, the internal temperatures of the ETM+ were
systematically varied so that algorithm coefficients for calculating Lesh could be determined. The five
coefficients are assigned to be used with the temperatures ofdifferent optical system components as
shown:
al Scan Line Corrector (SLC)
a2 central baffle tube.
a3 telescope secondary mirror.
a4 telescope primary
mirror.
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a5 ScanMirror Assembly (SMA). (The SMA temperature sensor is mounted to
the base of a flex pivot and not on the moving scan mirror itself.)
The T-S C band 6 algorithm tests extended over about 13 test orbits lasting 100 minutes each. The first
several orbits were with the ETM+ unpowered to allow internal temperatures to stabilize. Then a series of
test orbits was run during which the fractional duty cycles ofdifferent subassemblies were varied so that
the effects ofdifferent internal temperature distributions could be measured. Algorithm coefficient data
were taken during test orbits 9, 11, 15 and 19 for the internal temperature distributions shown in Figure
3A. The first data were collected with close to the equilibrium temperature distribution. Then the baffle
heater was turned on and left operational for the remainder of the orbits. By orbit 15, the shutter had
become warmer relative to the other components. Then the duty cycle of the SLC was changed so that its
contribution to the background was appreciably enhanced by orbit 19. Because the difference between the
shutter radiance and the radiance of each background contributor is used in the algorithm to calculate
Lesh, Figure 3B shows the difference between the temperatures of the components and the shutter. It is
important to comment on the fact that only four sets ofdata appear to be available to solve for the five
different algorithm coefficients. To make the problem solvable, ray trace results were relied on that
indicated the coefficients for the primary mirror, secondary mirror and scan mirror should be in the ratios
1 : 1 : 0.3 respectively. The results of the coefficient determination are shown in Figure 4. It is not clear
why somewhat different coefficients appear to work better for low gain than those calculated for high
gain. Values of the external to internal gain ratio G/Gj that are given in Figure 4 were determined as part
ofSTR215A.
6. Temperatures for algorithm verification
During the T-S: 1 phase of thermal-vacuum testing, source temperatures were systematically
varied to permit verification of the accuracy with which input radiances provided by the TMC could be
recovered by using internal g,ain values determined from the shutter flag and internal blackbody along
with measured values of the external to internal gain ratio G/Gj. Figure 5 shows the temperature history
for these radiance sources and also for the CFPA. Figure 6 shows the way the temperatures used to
calculate Lesh varied during this series of tests: the SLC temperature appears to have been the most
variable of these. By comparison, the primary mirror temperature tracked very closely with the shutter
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temperature, while the other three temperatures for the baffle, the secondary mirror and the SMA
remained almost constant
7. External to internal gain ratio
The T-S: 1 data were used to verify that the ratio of external to internal gain was well behaved, as
shown by the graph ofFigures 7A and 7B.
8. Algorithm performance
Analysis of the T-S:l data using the previously established values for the algorithm coefficients
and G/Gj shows that a significant improvement in radiometric accuracy is achieved by means of the
algorithm. This is true for source temperatures in the range from about 180 to 350 K_ as illustrated in
Figures 8 through 1 1 for low gain. Here mid-range scene temperatures were used to calculate reference
spectral radiance levels to verify the 4% radiometric accuracy requirement that applies to band 6 after the
algorithm correction has been made. Similar results for high gain are shown in Figures 12 through 15.
The table given in Figure 16 suggests the effect of choosing different reference scene temperatures on the
difficult}, ofmeeting the requirement.
9. Conclusion
Band 6 thermal-vacuum test results are encouraging. If the values of the algorithm coefficients
are reviewed when on-orbit data are available, then the on-orbit internal temperature distributions should
be compared to those given in Figures 3 and 6 to determine what parts of the optical system introduce the
greatest variability in the band 6 response.
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Figure 1.
not included in documentation.
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Figure 2a.
MUX 1 External Gains vs. CFPA Temperature
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Figure 2b.
MUX 2 External Gains vs. CFPA Temperature
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Figure 3a.
Temperatures for Algorithm Coefficient Determination
during Thermal-Vacuum Testing
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Figure 3b.
Temperature Differences Used for Algorithm Coefficient
Determination during Thermal-Vacuum Testing
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Figure 4.
ETM+ Band 6 Algorithm Coefficients Measured during T-S C
Low Gain
CoefACh'l. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 (SLC) 0.180 0.180 0.180 0.200 0.190 0.190 0.180 0.190
2 (Baffle) 0.133 0.139 0.130 0.150 0.131 0.132 0.150 0.132
3 (Sec. m.) 0.074 0.073 0.078 0.060 0.069 0.076 0.069 0.076
4 (Prim, m.) 0.074 0.073 0.078 0.060 0.069 0.076 0.069 0.076
5 (Scan m.) 0.022 0.022 0.023 0.018 0.021 0.023 0.021 0.023
G/Gi 0.705 0.719 0.729 0.693 0.714 0.709 0.717 0.703
High Gain
CoefACh'l. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 (SLC) 0.200 0.210 0.220 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.210 0.220
2 (Baffle) 0.130 0.125 0.125 0.130 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.120
3 (Sec. m.) 0.058 0.062 0.054 0.050 0.064 0.066 0.064 0.063
4 (Prim, m.) 0.058 0.062 0.054 0.050 0.064 0.066 0.064 0.063
5 (Scan m.) 0.017 0.019 0.016 0.015 0.019 0.020 0.019 0.019
G/Gi 0.705 0.719 0.729 0.693 0.714 0.709 0.717 0.703
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Figure 5.
Source Temperatures for T-S:1 MUX 1 Low Gain
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Figure 6.
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Figure 7a.
Figure 7A
T-S:1 Low Gain Ratios
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Figure 7b.
Figure 7B
T-S: 1 High Gain Ratios
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Figure 8.
Figure 8
T-S:1 Low Gain Reference Blackbody Error without Algorithm
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Figure 9
T-S:1 Low Gain Reference Blackbody Algorithm Errors
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Figure 10
T-S:1 Low Gain MTF Blackbody Error without Algorithm
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Figure 11.
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Figure 12.
T-S.1 High Gain MTF Blackbody Error without Algorithm
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Figure 13.
T-S.1 High Gain Reference Blackbody Algorithm Errors
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Figure 14.
T-S.1 High Gain MTF Blackbody Error without Algorithm
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Figure 15.
T-S.1 High Gain MTF Blackbody Algorithm Errors
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Figure 16.
Mid-range scene temperatures have been used to calculate reference spectral radiance
levels for the 4% radiometric accuracy requirement. This table suggests the effect
of choosing different reference scene temperatures on the difficulty of meeting the
requirement:
Low gain
Maximum scene temperature
Mid-range scene temperature
Minimum scene temperature
High gain
Maximum scene temperature
Mid-range scene temperature
Minimum scene temperature
Radiance
error of 4%
relative to
mid-
range
(mW/(cmA2 sr micron)) value becomes:
Scene
temperature Spectral radiance
(K)
340 1 .5408 2%
270 0.5819 4%
200 0.1133 21%
320 1.2167 3%
290 0.8051 4%
260 0.4858 7%
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10 Appendix D - Planck Lookup Tables
The calculation of integrated Planck radiance is straight forward given a temperature and an array of
wavelength centers (Eq. (6)). Total radiance sensed by a detector is the integral of the emitted spectral
radiance as attenuated by the detector's spectral responsivity over the bandpass of interest:
L = \LA/3(A)dA (45)
where L>. emitted spectral radiance from an object of a specific temperature
L total radiance reaching sensor
P(A.) spectral response ofdetector
However, given an integrated radiance, such as the signal from a detector, there is no way to invert that
equation to calculate temperature. This presents a problem because given a ground-leaving radiance, the
relevant quantity users want to know is not emitted radiance but kinetic temperature. To deal with this,
lookup tables have to be used; a table of integrated radiances for varying temperatures given a certain
spectral response and bandpass.
The calibration and atmospheric correction techniques make extensive use of these lookup tables. The
transducer voltage is calibrated to blackbody temperature, not blackbody radiance, so to generate the
image in terms of radiance, a lookup table must generated taking into account the spectral emissivity of
the blackbody. The multi-band technique relies on using temperature images but the input to the
technique is a set of radiance images. The detector cross calibration generates a new blackbody
temperature based on the corrected blackbody radiance.
For each condition that changes a new lookup table must be generated; for each different detector
responsivity. for each different emissivity, for each different background temperature. The creation of
these lookup tables is slightly different between the MISI software and the code presented in Appendix L,
but the results are the same. An array of temperatures is generated and a specific spectral response is
provided. Planck radiance (Eq. (6)) is calculated for each wavelength at one temperature and then
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integrated over the bandpass. The total integrated radiance is the radiance that corresponds to the original
temperature. Over the array of temperatures, a lookup table is generated.
The lookup tables for just converting radiance to apparent temperature (no emissivity or background
effects) are presented in tabular form in Table 21and plotting in Figure 58 for all five MISI detectors.
Although almost linear, there is still a slight polynomial shape to the relationship between integrated
radiance and temperature. In most of the cases, the lookup is used to retrieve temperature from the given
radiance, but when working over a very small temperature range (IOC or less), the curve is close enough
to linear that the linear approximation will introduce less than a 0.1C or error, so a curve fit is used
instead.
The various routines have varying methods ofgenerating the appropriate relationship, all based on the
planck.pro, an IDL program for this specific use in Appendix L. In general for whichever technique is
being run, the lookup table calculator will output the lookup table to a file called 'plancklookup.plu'.
4 +-
260 270 280 290 300
temperature (K)
310 320 330
? MISI1
SMISI2
MISI3
MISI4
XMISI5
Figure 58. A plot of integrated Planck radiance vs. temperature for the given spectral response curves.
These particular curves (without the effect ofemissivity or background) are used to convert at-altitude
radiance or at-ground radiance to apparent temperature.
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Table 2 1 . The tabular Planck lookup tables for each detector. To use this for a given radiance for a
specific detector, find the closest radiance to the given radiance in the appropriate column. The
temperature associated with that radiance is the apparent temperature of the object. When used in the
routines, the program finds the two closest radiances, one higher and one lower, and interpolates between
the associated temperatures to find the temperature for the given radiance.
temp MISI1 MISI2 MISI3 MISI4 MISI5
260 4.78954 4.56721 4.55873 4.3352 4.81264
260.5 4.83828 4.61242 4.60422 4.38597 4.85827
261 488734 4.65792 465 4.43714 4.90416
261.5 4.9367 4.70369 4.69608 4.48871 4.9503
262 4.98638 4.74976 4.74244 4.54068 4.99671
262.5 5.03636 4.79611 4.78909 4.59306 5.04338
263 5.08666 4.84274 4.83604 464584 5.0903
263.5 5.13727 4.88967 4.88328 4.69902 5.13749
264 5.1882 4.93688 4.93081 4.75262 5.18494
264.5 5.23944 4.98438 4.97863 4.80662 5.23265
265 5.29099 5.03216 5.02675 4 86104 5.28063
265.5 534285 5.08024 5.07517 4.91587 5.32886
266 5.39503 5.1286 5.12387 4.97111 5.37736
266.5 5.44753 5.17726 5.17288 5.02676 5.42612
267 5.50034 5.2262 5.22218 5.08283 5.47514
267.5 5.55347 5.27544 5.27177 5.13931 5.52442
268 5.60691 5.32496 5.32166 5.19621 5.57397
268.5 5.66068 5.37478 5.37185 5.25353 5.62378
269 5.71475 5.42489 5.42234 5.31127 5.67385
269.5 5.76915 5.4753 5.47312 5.36943 5.72418
270 5.82386 5 52599 5.52421 5.42801 5.77478
270.5 587889 5.57698 5.57559 5.48702 5.82564
271 5.93424 5.62826 5.62727 554645 5.87676
271.5 5.98991 5.67983 5.67925 5.6063 5.92815
272 6.0459 5.7317 5.73153 5.66658 5.9798
272.5 6.10221 5.78387 5.78412 5.72729 6.03171
273 6.15883 5.83633 5.837 5.78843 6.08389
273.5 6.21578 5.88908 5.89019 5.85 6 13633
274 6.27305 5.94213 5.94368 5.91199 6.18904
274.5 6.33064 5.99548 5.99747 5.97442 6.24201
275 6.38855 604913 6.05156 6.03729 6.29525
275.5 6.44678 6.10307 6.10595 6.10059 634874
276 6.50534 6.15731 6.16065 6.16432 6.40251
276.5 6.56421 6.21184 6.21566 6.22849 6.45653
277 6.62341 6.26668 6.27096 6.29309 6.51082
277.5 6.68293 6.32181 6.32656 6.35814 6.56538
278 6.74278 637724 6.38249 6.42362 6.6202
278.5 6.80295 6.43297 6.43872 6.48955 667529
279 6.86344 6.489 6.49525 6.55591 6.73064
279.5 6.92425 6.54533 6.55208 6.62272 6.78625
280 6.98539 6.60196 6.60922 6.68997 6.84213
280.5 7.04686 6.65889 6.66667 6.75767 6.89827
281 7.10864 6.71612 6.72443 6.82581 6.95468
281.5 7.17076 6.77365 6.78249 6.8944 7.01136
282 7.23319 6.83149 6.84086 6.96343 70683
282.5 7.29596 6.88962 6.89954 7.03291 7.1255
283 7.35905 6.94806 6.95853 7.10285 7.18297
283.5 7.42246 7.0068 7.01782 7.17323 7.2407
284 7.4862 7.06584 7.07743 7.24406 7.2987
284.5 7.55027 7.12518 7.13734 7.31534 7.35697
285 7.61466 7.18483 7.19757 7.38708 7.41549
285.5 7.67938 7.24478 7.2581 7.45927 7.47429
286 7.74442 7.30504 7.31894 7.53192 7.53335
286.5 7.8098 7.36559 7.3801 7.60502 7.59267
287 7.8755 7.42646 7.44157 7.67858 7.65226
287.5 7.94153 7.48762 7.50334 7.7526 7.71211
288 8.00788 7.54909 7.56543 7.82707 7.77223
288.5 8.07456 7.61087 7.62783 7.902 7.83262
289 8.14157 7.67295 7.69054 7.97739 7.89327
289.5 8.20891 7.73534 7.75357 8.05325 7.95418
290 8.27658 7.79803 7.81691 8.12956 8.01536
290.5 8.34457 7.86103 7.88056 8.20634 8.0768
291 8.41289 7.92433 7.94452 8.28358 8.13851
291.5 8.48155 7.98794 8.00879 8.36128 8.20048
292 8.55052 8.05186 8.07338 8.43945 8.26272
292.5 8.61983 8.11608 8.13829
8.51809 8.32522
293 8.68947 8.18061 8.2035 8.59719
8.38799
293.5 8.75944 8.24545 8.26903 8.67676
8.45102
294 8.82973 8.31059 8.33488 8.75679 8.51432
294.5
295
8 90036 8.37604 8.40104 8.8373 8,57788
8.97131 8.4418 8.46751 8.91827 8.64171
295.5 9.0426 8.50787 8.5343
8.99972 8.7058
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296 9.11421 8.57424 860141 9.08163 8.77015
296.5 9.16615 8.64093 8.66883 9.16402 8.83477
297 9.25842 8.70792 8.73656 9.24688 8.89965
297.5 9.33103 8.77522 8.80462 9.33021 8.9648
298 9.40396 8.84283 8.87298 9.41402 9.03021
298.5 9.47722 8.91074 8.94167 9.4983 9.09588
299 9.55081 8.97897 9.01067 9.58306 9.16182
299.5 9.62473 9.04751 9.07998 9.66829 9.22802
300 9.69899 9.11635 9.14962 9.754 9.29449
300.5 9.77357 9.1855 9.21957 9.84019 9.36121
301 9.84848 9.25497 9.28983 9.92685 9.42821
301.5 9.92372 9.32474 9.36042 10.014 9.49546
302 9.99929 9.39482 9.43132 10,1016 9.56298
302.5 10.0752 9.46522 9.50254 10.1897 9.63076
303 10.1514 9.53592 9.57407 10 2783 9.69881
303.5 10.228 9.60693 9.64593 10.3674 9.76712
304 10.3049 9.67826 9.7181 10.4569 9.83569
304.5 10.3821 9.7499 9.7906 10.5469 9.90453
305 10.4597 9.82184 9.8634 10.6375 9.97362
305.5 10.5376 9.89409 9.93653 10.7285 10.043
306 10.6158 9.96666 10.01 10.8199 10.1126
306.5 10.6943 10.0395 10.0837 10.9119 10.1825
307 10.7732 10.1127 10.1578 11.0044 10.2526
307.5 10.8524 10.1862 10.2322 11 0973 10.323
308 10.9319 10.26 10.3069 11.1907 10.3937
308.5 11.0118 10.3342 10.382 11.2846 10.4646
309 11.092 10.4086 10.4573 11 379 10.5358
309.5 11.1725 10.4833 10.533 11.4739 10.6073
310 11.2534 10.5584 10.609 11.5693 10.679
310.5 11.3346 10.6338 10.6853 11.6651 10,751
311 11.4161 10.7094 10.762 11.7615 108232
311.5 1 1 .498 10.7854 10.8389 11.8583 10.8957
312 11.5802 10.8617 10.9162 11.9557 10.9685
312.5 11.6627 10.9383 10.9938 12.0535 11.0415
313 11.7455 11.0153 11.0717 12.1518 11,1147
313.5 11.8287 11.0925 11.1499 12.2506 11.1883
314 11.9122 11.1701 11.2285 12.3499 11.2621
314.5 11.996 11.2479 11.3073 12.4497 11 3361
315 12.0802 11.3261 11.3865 12.55 11.4105
315.5 12.1647 11.4046 11.466 12.6508 11.485
316 12.2495 11.4834 11.5459 12.7521 11.5599
316.5 12.3346 11.5625 11.626 12.8539 11.6349
317 12.4201 11.6419 11.7065 12.9562 11 7103
317.5 12.5059 11.7216 11.7873 13.0589 11.7859
318 12.5921 11.8017 11.8684 13.1622 11.8618
318.5 12.6785 11.882 11.9498 13.266 11.9379
319 12.7653 11.9627 12.0316 13.3702 12.0143
319.5 12.8525 12.0437 12.1137 13.475 12.091
320 12.9399 12.125 12.196 13.5802 121679
320.5 13.0277 12.2066 12.2788 13.686 12.245
321 13.1158 12.2885 12.3618 13.7922 12.3224
321.5 13.2043 12.3707 12.4452 13899 12.4001
322 13.293 12.4533 12.5288 14.0062 12.478
322.5 13.3821 12.5361 12.6128 14.114 12.5562
323 13.4716 126193 12.6971 14.2222 12.6347
323.5 13.5613 12.7028 12.7818 14.331 12.7134
324 13.6514 12.7866 12.8667 14.4402 12.7923
324.5 137418 12.8707 12.952 14.55 12,8715
325 13.8326 12.9551 13.0376 14.6603 12,951
325.5 13.9236 13.0398 13.1235 14.771 13.0307
326 14.015 13.1249 13.2097 14.8823 13.1107
326.5 14.1068 13.2102 13.2963 14.994 13.1909
327 14.1988 13.2959 13.3832 15.1063 13.2714
327.5 14,2912 13.3818 13.4704 15.2191 13.3522
328 14.3839 13.4681 13.5579 15.3324 13.4332
328.5 14.4769 13.5547 13.6457 15.4461 13.5144
329 14.5703 13.6416 13.7339 15.5604 13.5959
329.5 14.664 13.7289 13.8224 15.6752 13.6777
330 14.758 13.8164 13.9112 15.7905 13.7597
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11 Appendix E - Radiosonde and Carddecks
These atmospheric correction techniques make heavy use ofMODTRAN to help predict various aspects of
the atmosphere. The atmospheric conditions for the specific collect are an important input to
MODTRAN. Although MODTRAN databases contains model atmospheres, depending on using
MODTRAN for details about a specific atmosphere requires more specifics about that atmosphere. For
this reason, MODTRAN allows the user to input atmospheric soundings directly. The local atmospheric
conditions - pressure, air temperature and dew point by altitude - called radiosonde, are measured twice
daily byweather stations. This data can be fed directly intoMODTRAN in theMODTRAN input file,
called tape5 or carddeck. Both the radiosonde and carddeck parameters are described below for the
conditions appropriate to this thesis' use.
11.1 Radiosonde
Radiosonde is collected by an instrument attached to a balloon, rising into the atmosphere until the lack of
pressure causes the balloon to burst. Periodically on its assent, the instrument, consisting of altitude,
barometric, temperature, and humidity sensors and a transmitter, sends back to the receiver the altitude,
pressure, air temperature and dew point. These data are saved and archived and available on the internet
(http://raob.fsl.no.aa. gov ) for recent data or in the DIRS Great Lakes GIS for older data.
Radiosonde data is collected twice daily at 0 and 12GMT. The locations where radiosonde is collected are
not necessarily local to the sites being imaged or at the same time as the imaging. Since the atmosphere is
very transient, using radiosonde not coincident with the imaging will mean using the atmospheric
conditions that do not characterize the appropriate atmosphere. However, since the only other option is to
use a MODTRAN model atmosphere, we choose to use the closest radiosonde and play some tricks to
make it appear to be the atmosphere from the time and location of the imaging collect.
Surface meteorological data is taken at nearly every airport in the country hourly, including all the
parameters in the radiosonde file. We make a broad assumption that the upper atmosphere is stable over
both time and location, so we only have to change the lower atmosphere to match the local conditions. As
shown in Figure 15, there is an altitude at which the affect the atmosphere has on the passing radiance
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through it reverses. We refer to this point as the inversion layer and use this as our division between
upper and lower atmosphere. As we assume the upper atmosphere is stable between the difference in
location and time, it is only the lower atmosphere that we assume is incorrect. Surface data, taken hourly
at airports, is available on the internet (http://rmdc.noaa.gOv/7http://ols.nndc.noaa.gov/cgi-
bin/nndc/buvOL-00 1 .cgi ) within a few days of the collection. (NOTE: this site has changed frequendy
over the course of the summer, the data is not always easy to find.) This hourly data will almost certainly
be closer in location and in time to the image collect. However, it leaves a void between the upper
atmosphere and ground. To create the atmosphere in-between, we interpolate between the lowest layer we
believe to be stable and the ground data. This gives us an approximation to the local atmosphere to input
into MODTRAN even though we do not have local data.
This interpolated file is inserted into the MODTRAN input file as a user defined atmosphere. An
example of the final version which is put into the carddeck are shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 59. Radiosonde data after it has been processed and interpolated for local conditions with the plot
of altitude (km) vs. pressure (mbar) and altitude (km) vs. temperature (K) and dew point (K).
Altitude Pressure Temperature Dew Point
0.074 996.95 303.61 295.95
0.332 972.489 301.925 293.33
0.658 941.58 299.795 290.021
0.826 925.652 298.697 288.315
1.246 885,831 295.954 284.05
1.559 856.155 293.909 280.872
1.731 839.847 292.786 279.126
1.97 817.187 291.224 276.699
3.206 700 283.15 264.15
3.751 655 278.95 259.95
4.807 574 268.85 260.85
5.328 537 267.05 234.05
5.89 500 263.45 236.45
7.57 400 251.85 217.85
8.022 376 248.45 215.45
8.722 341 242.45 230.45
8.848 335 242.85 225.85
9.63 300 236.65 220.65
10.87 250 228.05 211.05
11.252 236 226.05 208.05
12.33 200 217.45 203.45
13.891 156 212.85 199.85
14.12 150 211.65 198.65
16.465 102 204.85 189.85
16.59 100 205.65 190.65
16.798 96.6 206.25 190.25
17.163 90.9 204.45 187.45
18.078 78.1 208.25 189.25
18.75 70 206.45 186.45
20.8 50 209.25 186.25
22.739 36.5 212.65 188.65
23.99 30 217.65 191.65
24.594 27.3 221.25 194.25
26.148 21.5 224.25 196.25
2 6.62 20 223.65 196.65
27.235 18.2 222. 65 195.65
29.513 12.9 230.65 200.65
31.24 10 232.65 202.65
32.187 8.7 232.85 202.85
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11.2 Carddecks
MODTRAN user input is all contained in the Tape5 or carddeck file. This file contains everything
MODTRAN needs to model the given atmosphere from the ground temperature to the position of the sun.
All of this useful information is defined as a collection of flags that have to be very specifically formatted,
both in space and numerical format. While all the information is important, very little of is relevant to the
current research when usingMODTRAN. For the cases we are imaging under, a standard carddeck has
been defined and only a few necessary parameters are ever changed. The radiosonde, day ofyear, ground
level above sea level, and latitude and longitude, only need to be changed once when the carddeck for the
appropriate day is established. Other parameters are changed frequendy in the creation of lookup tables
and on-the-fly MODTRAN calculations, ground temperature, flying altitude, and beginning and ending
wavenumbers.
Since all three atmospheric correction routines rely heavily onMODTRAN output in varying ways, it is
important to have the carddecks for the individual imaging days. The radiosonde is placed into a
carddeck using software described below (pg. 160). The four parameters changed frequendy are dealt
with through scripts to automatically substitute variable names with values (pg. 164).
As a result, we have established a
'template'
carddeck; a carddeck for which most of the variables stay
constant and only a few have to be altered for the appropriate imaging conditions. A sample carddeck is
shown in Figure 60 with comments about some of the significant parameters in red.
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Figure 60. A sample MODTRAN carddeck for use with the atmospheric correction techniques. Because
of the variable substitutions, this carddeck cannot be used with MODTRAN itself; to be used, the variable
flags must be change to numerical data. The multi-altitude, multi-angle and multi-band techniques all
automatically processes this.
_ This is the onlv comment field.
2 1
0 0
0Jun0799
370E+ 02 3
0 0 0 0 J6 0
0 0 23.000 W 0.000
INTERP below inversion layer
036E+02 2.960E+02 0.000e+00 0
-00 0
Number of layers in radiosonde
o
l
000
1 %TEMP%
0.000
0.00
0.074
-00 0.
-00 0.
-00
00
000e+00AAF2222222222 2
000e+00AAF22222222222
000e+00AAF22222222222
O00e+OOAAF22222222 2 22
0.000e+007AAF22222222222
O.000e+OOAAF22 2222 22222
0.000e+00 O.000e+OOAAF222222222222
0.000e+00 0.00Oe+0OAAF222222222222
0.000e+00AAF222 222222222
0. 000e+00AAF222222222222
0.0O0e+00AAF222222222222
> bTEMP% is the flag for
the ground temperature.
0.000e+00 0.
0.000e+00 0.
0.000e+00 0.
0.000e+00 0.
0.000e+00 0.
0.000e+00 0.
O00e+OOJ\AF
OOOe+OOSiftK,
000e+0(/AAF32"7222 2222 22
OOOe+OOX&K22222222222
000e+00AAF222222222222
000e+00AAF222222222222
0.000e+00 O.O00e+00AAF222222222222
0.000e+00 O.000e+OOAAF222222222222
0.000e+00 O.000e+OOAAF222222222222
-, , n-..r,no * r,rsr,-.r,r, r> r, r. r, - . ~ n , mo o o o o o o ^ ^ ^
.oFo is the flag for the flying altitude. This 22222c ^ *-'
.90000
must be liigher than the ground altitude. 22222o_ :22222
02 2.006Efl2--erCltT0e+00 0 . 000e+00AAF2222222222
29E+02 0.000e+00 0 . 000e+00AAF2222222222
2.206E+02
2.111E+02
2.081E+02
2.034E+02
1.999E+02
1.986E+02
1.899E+02
1.906E+02
1.902E+02
RADIOSONDE
Altitude
Pressure
Air Temperature
Dew Point
Units flags
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
5
0.000
5
15.350 0.000 0.000
The day ofyear needs to
be changed when the
carddeck is created.
%W0% and %W1% are the starting and ending
wavenumber for the EM region of interest.
See Beck (1989) for specifics on MODTRAN or the MODTRAN User Instructions (1995) for more details
on the specific format and descriptions ofeach parameter.
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1 1 .3 Radiosonde software
A program called radiosonde and its associated files has been written in IDL to allow for easy
manipulation of radiosonde and inserting radiosonde into carddecks. Because MODTRAN is so particular
about its file format, it was easier to automate the process than deal with the formatting and units issues
every imaging collect.
Note: when the standard radiosonde file is referred to, it means a four column file with altitude in
kilometers, pressure in millibars, and temperature and dew point in Kelvin (in that order) and only
containing valid data.
The options available in radiosonde:
0) filter original radiosonde file to standard 4 columns
1) change units of standard 4 col radiosonde (to C)
2) create carddeck from standard radiosonde
3) add layers to existing radiosonde
4) add layers to an existing carddeck with radiosonde
5) AUTO find the inversion layer and interpolate below it
6) MANUAL select inversion layer and interpolate below it
7) modify a column of dew point radiosonde values
8) modify a column of dew point radiosonde values in carddeck
9) replace nodata dewpts with standard model dewpoints
10) plot data from standard radiosonde file
11) get day of year from radiosonde filename
12) check for high humidities in radiosonde
Option 0:
The radiosonde data as it comes off the web or out of the GIS archive is shown in Table 22. The first four
lines are header data, including among other things, the date, the latitude and longitude, and the
location's call signs. The first column in the following lines is a flag to distinguish what type of data was
taken at that level. The second column is the pressure in tenths ofmillibars. The third column in the
altitude in meters. The fourth and fifth columns are the temperature and dew point, respectively, in tenths
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ofCelsius. And the sixth and seventh columns are wind direction and wind speed, which is not used in
MODTRAN.
Option 0 reads in the radiosonde as it exists from the archive, strips the unnecessary header and columns
out, removes any layers that contain missing or bad data (32767 or 99999 flags), rearranges the columns
and changes the units to whatMODTRAN accepts (altitude in km, pressure in millibars, temperature and
dew point in Kelvin). The output is shown in Figure 59, except that this data has already been
interpolated for surface data.
Table 22. Radiosonde in the format it is stored in the archive.
254 12 7 JUN 1999
1 14733 72528 42.93 -78.73 218 1102
2 100 2946 500 67 7 3
3 BUT 99999 ms
9 9910 218 210 188 210 36
4 10000 141 99999 99999 99999 99999
6 9812 304 99999 99999 220 57
5 9780 332 242 194 99999 99999
6 9473 609 99999 99999 245 108
5 9420 658 254 154 99999 99999
4 9250 826 246 146 270 93
6 9155 914 99999 99999 280 82
6 8838 1219 99999 99999 280 77
5 8810 1246 208 138 99999 99999
4 8500 1559 190 90 275 98
5 8330 1731 194 -6 99999 99999
6 8236 1828 99999 99999 275 123
5 8100 1970 196 -44 99999 99999
6 7946 2133 99999 99999 270 113
6 7665 2438 99999 99999 270 103
6 7393 2743 99999 99999 275 108
4 7000 3206 100 -90 260 113
6 6625 3657 99999 99999 250 144
5 6550 3751 58 -132 99999 99999
6 6141 4267 99999 99999 250 165
5 5740 4807 -43 -123 99999 99999
6 5690 4876 99999 99999 240 180
5 5370 5328 -61 -391 99999 99999
4 5000 5890 -97 -367 250 154
until the balloon bursts
Option 1:
In the event that you would prefer the temperatures in Celsius, to perhaps directiy compare to some other
data, Option 1 reads in a standard radiosonde file, converts temperature and dew point to Celsius and
outputs the new radiosonde file (standard except for the units).
Option 2:
Since the radiosonde in a carddeck file includes a few extra columns as well as being in scientific
notation, it is not easy to just cut and paste radiosonde into a carddeck. This option opens an existing
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carddeck for use as a template and swaps the old radiosonde for the given new radiosonde. If the input
standard radiosonde has more than 33 layers, the program display a prompt until there are only 33 layers
(type the index of the altitude to delete). Everything else in the carddeck remains as it was in the template
carddeck except for the radiosonde and if necessary, the number of layers in the radiosonde. Some
carddecks have an extra line above the start of the radiosonde. Card la. If the template carddeck has this
extra line, select 'yes' at the Ts this aMODTRAN 3.5 carddeck?' prompt. If the wrong option is chosen,
the output carddeck will be unusable. The output carddeck is written to the same filename as the
radiosonde, with an
\cdk'
extension.
Options 3 and 4:
MODTRAN will not predict any thing for altitudes above the highest atmospheric layer. For the cases
where MODTRAN is being used to predict space-reaching conditions, this is inconvenient because
radiosonde generally does not go above 30km. In these cases, a similar trick is played with the radiosonde
as was done with the lower atmosphere interpolation. A radiosonde {space, rsd) and carddeck
(tospace.cdk) template were made using aMODTRjAN standard atmosphere to space (100km). Options 3
and 4 append that model atmosphere onto the day-appropriate radiosonde for altitudes above the highest
radiosonde layer. Option 3 works for when the data is still in a standard radiosonde format, and Option 4
is forwhen the radiosonde has already been inserted into a carddeck.
Options 5 and 6:
These are the options that perform the interpolation from the lowest upper atmosphere radiosonde data to
the local surface data (as described in Section 3.4.2). Option 5 selects the
'inversion' layer automatically,
using a differencing method to determine where the atmospheric effect reverses. The manual version in
Option 6 displays a plot of altitude vs. temperature and dew point and lets the user select the layer. There
is not always a clear inversion layer, as Option 5 is looking for, so, in general, Option 6 is safer to use.
Options 7, 8 and 9:
Infrequently, but frequent enough to need this routine, it appears that the humidity sensor fails somewhere
high in the atmosphere but before the other equipment stops working. These options are all various ways
to keep the altitude, pressure and temperature data, which is assumed to be good and use some other
method to recreate the dew point data (MODTRAN cannot accept null data in the carddeck). Options 7
and 8 are identical except that one modifies a standard radiosonde file and the other modifies the
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radiosonde already in a carddeck. Both offer the option to replace the bad dew points with a) the last good
dew point replicated, b) the pattern of the last few dew points extrapolated, or c) continue the same
relationship with temperature for the remainder of the radiosonde. Option 9 extracts the dew point from a
standardMODTRAN atmosphere and replaces the null points with standard dew point.
Option 10:
Just in case, this option is available to plot either the altitude vs. pressure or the altitude vs. air
temperature and dew point from a standard radiosonde file. This is available to double check the values,
to make sure there are no major problems with the data.
Option 11:
Because the carddeck is day specific andMODTRAN uses the day to calculate the position of the sun in
relation to the target, this field should be updated in the carddeck file. This routines does not do it
automatically, but at least calculates the day ofyear, given a month, day and year in the format mon####.
The month must be all lower case and is just the first three letters of the month's name. The day ofyear
will be output to the screen and should be applied to the appropriate carddeck before using it in
MODTRAN.
Option 12:
Radiosonde will take data through clouds, though generally, these are not good imaging days. Since the
radiosonde is not at the location or time of the image collect, it is possible for clouds to show up in the
upper atmosphere of the radiosonde. The routine calculates the percent humidity from the temperature
and dew point in a standard radiosonde file. It will issue a warning it there are humidities near 100%, but
also plots the altitude vs. humidity to confirm there are no anomalies (such as sudden jumps from 8% to
59% to 6% again). Nothing can be done within this routine if there are problems, but it does at least
make them apparent.
New options are relatively easy to add. Also developed in the last year is a full carddeck editor, tp5edit,
more for use with DIRSIG. It is available at /dirs/bin/tp5edit, but as radiosonde was designed specifically
for the kinds ofmanipulations the atmospheric techniques need, it is probably more appropriate to use.
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11.4 C-shell Scripts
The scripts are all called frommodroutines.pro. This set creates theMODTRAN appropriate carddeck,
runs MODTRAN and extracts the relevant data from the MODTRAN output.
cardmaker.csh: Opens the carddeck (with correct radiosonde and variable flags for other parameters).
Searches the text for the variable flags (%TEMP%, %F%, %W0% and %W1%) and replaces each flag
with the appropriate value. The final carddeck, appropriate for running withMODTRAN is saved as
mod_profile. cdk. There is another version of this, anglecardmaker. csh, that additionally searches for the
%ANGLE% flag, to substitute a view angle other than nadir.
#!/bin/csh
#
# FOR USE WITH PROFILE METHOD ONLY! ! ! ! !
ft
ft now making one card at a time so we don't have so many extra files
# laying around
# sent from profile. pro with one temp and one alt
# save all cards to one name, immediately run modtran and extract
# information into array in profile. pro, then it doesn't matter if
# the previous info has been overwritten
#
# 1/28/99 NEW wavenumbers are variable now too
#
# INSTRUCTIONS:
# 1] Make a card deck template. (Everything but temperature set.)
# 2] In place of the temperature field, put %TEMP% .
# 3] Run this program.
#
# NOTE: the card deck template CANNOT be named "carbuf1 .
cdk"
.
#
if ($#argv != 5) then
echo ERROR, must be called from profile. pro
exit
endif
echo Processing alt $3 temp $2
set temp = $2
set flyalt = $3
set wO = $4
set wl = $5
sed
"s/%TEMP%/$temp/g" $1 > tmp
sed
"s/%F%/$flyalt/g" tmp > tmp2
sed
"s/%WO%/$wO/g" tmp2 > tmp3
sed
"s/%Wl%/$wl/g" tmp3 > mod_profile. cdk
rm tmp
rm tmp2
rm tmp3
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run card2.csh: Calls MODTRjAN 3.5 and feeds it the appropriate input. $1 is the carddeck filename
(mod_profile.cdk from cardmaker.csh). $2 is the base filename for the output files.
# ! /bin/csh
#*********** FOR MODTRAN 3.5
/dirs/bin/modtran35 << stop
$1
$2
stop
set radiance. csh: Opens the MODTRAN Tape6 output file and searches through it until it finds the
spectral radiance output (under a heading of 'SURF PATH THERMAL'). This section of the Tape6 file
has fifteen columns ofvarious spectral data, including spectral transmission, spectral upwelled radiance
and spectral sensor-reaching radiance. This shell extracts columns 2 and 13, wavelength and sensor-
reaching radiance and outputs it to a file, modrun.rad. Other shells are written to extract the
transmission (get transmission.csh), upwelled radiance (get_pathradiance.csh) and surface-leaving
radiance (getsurfradiance.csh).
#! /bin/csh -f
# This command line is to find the first line in TAPE6.DAT where the radiance
# output begins. Then it creates an input sed command file.
grep -n "SURF PATH
THERMAL" $11 head -1 I awk '{print $l}'|sed 's/:0//'|awk
1 {printf ("sed 1 , %dd<$l\n" , $1+3)
"next" } '
sed lq<next>nextl
chmod 7 00 nextl
# The execution of the file "nextl" strips out the radiance data from TAPE6.DAT
# all the way to the end of TAPE6. The execution of elim.sed by the sed
# command gets rid of all the column text headers and blank lines leaving only
# the data in columns.
#
# If you wish to change what type of radiance you want in TAPE6.DAT, simply
# change the column number in the following awk print statement. The
# default printout is wavelength ($2) and total radiance ($12). Path
# scattered radiance would be $6, ground reflected radiance would be
# $9, and transmission would be $14.
# This is for multiple scattering IMULT=1 Tape6.
./nextl $1 Ised -f -/MOD/ elim. sed lawk '{print $2, $13}'|sort -n > ${2}
rm next nextl
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12 Appendix F - Profile Analysis
The multi-altitude technique was the most frequently tested method. Profiles were flown on all three
successful collection days: two on 1 lMay99, one on 07Iun99, and three different locations on 03Sep99.
The compiled results are presented in Section 3.4.2 but the individual collection notes are contained here,
including the image set with targets marked, a table of the necessary flight log data, the resulting
atmospheric profile, the predicted ground temperatures of the targets and where applicable, a comparison
between the predicted temperature and the ground truth temperature of a different set of targets.
HMay99 Oswego:
To get underneath Landsat, we flew over the Oswego harbor, at the eastern end ofLake Ontario. No
ground truth was taken here but the atmospheric image profiles are very well-behaved, so given that we
can test the method over the Rochester scene, we can use the method with confidence (within the 1.2K
error). The Oswego image set was presented in Figure 39, with the additional lake flight line in Figure
46. The flight log details are shown in Table 23. The atmospheric profiles, with the MODTRAN curves
plotted as a comparison, were illustrated in Figure 40. The predicted ground temperatures of the targets
marked in the images, as indexed by the legend in Figure 40, are in Table 24.
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Table 23. The pertinent flight log details for the HMay99 Oswego collect. The ROI file information only
applies to the profile images. Data used for verification or for other techniques will have different ROI
files. The background temperature was not recorded for this collect so an estimate of 15C was used for
each image.
Location of primary radiosonde Buffalo
Location of local radiosonde Fulton Start End
Pressure (mb) 1008.81 1008.47
Air temp (K) 286.45 287.05
DewPt(K) 274.25 274.25
Image set Altitude/
Location
Ground
Speed (knots)
Mirror
Speed (Hz)
Tbg(C)
C03 12 rad2cor.hdf 1000ft 137 28 15
C04 12 rad2cor.hdf 2000ft 121 28 15
C06 12 rad2cor.hdf 4000ft 129 28 15
C08 12 rad2cor.hdf 4000ft mid-lake 130 28 15
ROI filename bandl.roi #ROIs 10
therm,cfg BB1 start BB1 end BB2 start BB2 end
MISI1 40 99 25 125
MISI2 40 90 25 125
MISI3 50 90 25 |_ 125
MISI4 50 99 100 199
MISI5 50 90 125 199
Table 24. Predicted temperatures of the chosen targets in the profile image set for 1 lMay99 Oswego. No
ground truth was collected for this location.
Target Predicted
Temperature
Apparent Ground
Temperature
Difference
river, warehouse 17.450
river, pier 17.029
east of river plume, inside wall 13.904
straight out river, inside wall 16.642
marina 14.755
power station, inside wall
r 14.298
on breakwall, inside wall 13.960
power station, outside wall 8.450
on breakwall, outside wall 9.505
mid lake 9.714
open lake, warm 8.447
open-lake, warm 8.068
thermal bar 5.548
open-lake, cold 3.564
open-lake, cold 3.126
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HMay99 Rochester:
While not in the Landsat 7 scene, the Rochester shoreline was used for an extensive ground truth
campaign. The profile was collected between the Genessee River discharge and the Slater Creek/Russell
Plume discharge (Russell is a backup coal power plant). Additionally, an image of Irondequoit Bay was
flown at the same altitude as the highest profile image. The image set is shown in Figure 61, including
the two additional images. Flight log data is in Table 25. The atmospheric profile is in Figure 62. The
shape of this profile is unusual; the predicted ground-leaving radiance seems to have a small positive bias.
Looking at the flight log, it shows that the profile was not flown in order; the first pass at 2000ft failed
and the rest of the images at the higher altitudes were flown before returning down from 4000ft. The
effect of condensation should produce a negative bias so this does not appear to be the cause of
condensation, but the unusual shape and flying order is cause for suspicion of the 2000ft image. The
results given were produced using the data as is. no correction was made for the apparent bias because we
have no explanation even though there does appear to be a problem. The comparison between the final
predicted temperatures and the apparent ground truth temperature for a different set of targets are given in
both the profile image and the local bay images are presented in Table 26.
NOTE: An image ofBraddock Bay (C10) was flown at 4000ft but the LI image on CD has been
damaged. Although L2 copies of it still exist, they use the pre-corrected calibration. If the exact
relationship between the old (pre-October 20) lab calibration and the 20 Oct 99 lab calibration can be
determined well enough, it may be possible to update the image's calibration, thereby recovering the
image.
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Figure 61. The image set used for the profile technique and the additional image flown over Irondequoit
Bay. a) CT1, 1000ft. b) CI2, 2000ft. c) CT2, 4000ft. d) CI 1, 4000ft, Irondequoit Bay. C10, 4000ft,
Braddock Bay, exists but is not shown here.
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Table 25. The pertinent flight log details for the 1 lMay99 Rochester collect. The ROI file information
only applies to the profile images. Data used for verification or for other techniques will have different
ROI files. The background temperature was not recorded for this collect so an estimate of 15C was used
for each image. The Braddock image will have to be altered before it can be used with the current
calibration coefficients or processes.
Location of primary radiosonde Buffalo
Location of local radiosonde Rochester Start End
Pressure (mb) 1006.44 1006.44
Air temp (C) 285.95 286.45
Dew Pt (C) 279.25 279.15
Image set Altitude/
Location
Ground
Speed (knots)
Mirror
Speed (Hz)
Tbg(C)
CT1 12 rad2cor.hdf 1000ft 135 28 15
C12 12 rad2cor.hdf 2000ft 129 28 15
CT2 12 rad2cor.hdf 4000ft 119 28 15
C10_12_*****.hdf 4000ft
Braddock Bay
143 28 15
Cll_12_rad2cor.hdf 4000ft
Irondequoit Bay
135 28 15
ROI filename bandlwat.roi #ROIs 9
therm,cfg BB1 start BB1 end BB2 start BB2 end
MISI1 40 99 25 125
MISI2 40 90 25 125
MISI3 50 90 25 125
MISI4 50 99 100 199
MISI5 50 90 125 199
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Figure 62. The atmospheric profiles generated by the multi-altitude technique for 1 lMay99 Rochester are
the points connected by solid lines. The unconnected dots are the MODTRAN predicted profiles.
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Table 26. Predicted temperatures for the targets shown in the image set for 1 lMay99 Rochester,
including targets in the Irondequoit Bay image. The image predicted surface temperature is compared to
the measured apparent ground temperature where possible.
Target Predicted
Temperature
Apparent Ground
Temperature
Difference
manna 16.91573 16.28506 0.630676
river 16.06642 16.28506 -0.21864
west lake 10.38251 8.020022 2.36249
east lake 7.47588
mid lake 7.815138
north ofRussell plume 9.71756
Russell plume 18.69625 17.14216 1 .554095
west ofRussell plume 14.2041
Slater creek 19.39654 18.53148 0.865055
lake 7.841595
lake 8.811226
lake 8.517431
outlet 10.06167
bay 19.13908 16.40612 2.732955
bay 16.80212 16.02034 0.781781
bay 17.42186 15.96099 1 .460872
bay 17.70033 16.54461 1.155721
bay 15.95598 16.67321 -0.71722
bay 17.00247 16.47537 0.527108
bay 16.78646 16.60396 0.1825
bay 16.84289 16.01045 0.832447
bay 16.76143 16.8018 -0.04037
bay 17.1104
07Jun99 Ginna:
The power plant just east ofRochester provided a target with thermal contrast even into the summer
when the rivers and bays are the same temperature as the lake. A ground team was on the lake taking
measurements in and around the plume. The image set is shown in Figure 63 and the atmospheric
profiles in Figure 64. The details of the flight log are given in Table 27. The comparison between ground
truth temperature and profile predicted temperature is given in Table 28, though in this case it is much
more difficult to locate the ground truth because of the inaccuracies in the current registration process.
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Figure 63. The image set used for the profile technique, a) C04, 1000ft. b) C05, 2000ft. c) CI 1,4000ft.
d) CI4, 5000ft.
Table 27. The pertinent flight log details for the 07Jun99 Ginna collect. The ROI file information only
applies to the profile images. Data used for verification or for other techniques will have different ROI
files. No data was recorded for empty cells.
Location of primary radiosonde Buffalo
Location of local radiosonde Rochester Start End
Pressure (mb) 996.95 996.95
Air temp (K) 303.15 303.75
Dew Pt (K) 295.95 295.95
Image set Altitude/
Location
Ground
Speed (knots)
Mirror
Speed (Hz)
Tbg(C)
C03 12 rad2cor.hdf 1000ft 100 30.51
C04 12 rad2cor.hdf 2000ft 100 24
Cll 12 rad2cor.hdf 4000ft 100 28.8
C14 12 rad2cor.hdf 5000ft 100 20 27.6
ROI filename bandl.roi #ROIs 8
therm.cfg BB1 start BB1 end BB2 start BB2 end
MISI1 45 99 50 199
MISI2 40 99 50 199
MISI3 50 99 50 199
MISI4 40 99 0 199
MISI5 45 95 25 199
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Figure 64. The atmospheric profiles generated by the multi-altitude technique for 07Jun99 Ginna are the
points connected by solid lines. The unconnected dots are the MODTRAN predicted profiles.
Table 28. Predicted temperatures for the targets shown in the image set for 07Jun99 Ginna. The image
predicted surface temperature is compared to the measured apparent ground temperature where possible.
It was particularly difficult to pick image regions corresponding to the ground truth in this image set.
Target Predicted
Temperature
Apparent Ground
Temperature
Difference
TI 25.98635 25.60831 0.142913
T2 22.80258 20.249 6.520744
T3 21.40131 18.67549 7.430084
T5 19.56272 17.00805 6.526378
T6 22.03009 20.01703 4.052422
T7 22.7546 22.20104 0.306433
26Jul99 Rochester:
Although MISI and Landsat images were collected, changing atmospheric conditions and MISI
instrument instabilitymake the data useless. MISI instrumentation was not grounded so the images
contain 'sparkle', random bright pixels due to a roaming ground. Collection lines were all too short to
create a profile (halfof them catch the Genessee plume and the other half catch the Russell plume) and
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the high altitude images are above clouds. The Landsat scene contains scattered clouds. These images
were never processed.
03Sep99 Ginna:
The power plant was used as a target again because of the lack of contrast in the lake, although the
Landsat coverage was one path to the west. The ground team was on the lake and took measurements
father off-shore, following a chlorophyll bloom. The same problem exists with locating the ground truth
points on the image, but it was the only target with any contrast. The image set is shown in Figure 65
(C05 and C06 are shown in Figure 43), including an additional image flown perpendicular to shore out
into the lake. This image was used for verification and in the multi-band technique. The details from the
flight log are in Table 29. The atmospheric profiles are shown in Figure 66 with the corresponding
MODTRAN model profiles. Table 30 is the comparison between ground truth and predicted temperature.
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Figure 65. The image set used for the profile technique and the image flown into the lake, a) C03,
1000ft. b)C04, 2000ft. c) C07, 4000ft. d) C08, 5000ft. e) C09, 5000ft. The 3000ft image (C05) and the
off-axis image pair (C06) are shown in Figure 43.
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Table 29. The pertinent flight log details for the 03Sep99 Ginna collect. The ROI file information only
applies to the profile images. Data used for verification or for other techniques will have different ROI
files.
Location ofprimary radiosonde Buffalo
Location of local radiosonde Rochester Start End
Pressure (in) 29.54 29.53
.Air temp (C) 22.8 25.6
Dew Pt (C) 16.7 16.7
Image set Altitude/
Location
Ground
Speed (knots)
Mirror
Speed (Hz)
Tbg (C)
C03 12 rad2cor.hdf 1000ft 100 30 26.8
C04 12 rad2cor.hdf 2000ft 100 30 26.8
C05 12 rad2cor.hdf 3000ft 100 28 26
C07 12 rad2cor.hdf 4000ft 120 28 25.5
C08 12 rad2cor.hdf 5000ft 120 17 24
C06 12 rad2cor.hdf 3000ft 100 30 25.4
C09 12 rad2cor.hdf 5000ft 170 16 23.7
ROI filename bandl.roi #ROIs 5
therm.cfg BB1 start BB1 end BB2 start BB2 end
MISI1 50 79 100 200
MISI2 50 79 150 249
MISI3 50 79 150 249
MISI4 50 L 79 100 199
MISI5 50 79 200 249
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Figure 66. The atmospheric profiles generated by the multi-altitude technique for 03Sep99 Ginna are the
points connected by solid lines. The unconnected dots are theMODTRAN predicted profiles.
Table 30. Predicted temperatures for targets other than those shown in the image set for 03Sep99 Ginna.
The image predicted surface temperature is compared to the measured apparent ground temperature where
possible.
Target Predicted
Temperature
Apparent Ground
Temperature
Difference
Wl 32.51449 31.02944 1.485047
W2 30.49084 29.06623 1.424608
W3 24.2952 23.6086 0.686603
W4 22.66737 22.45802 0.209353
W5 21.20575 21.77946 -0.57371
W6 22.31957 23.24796 -0.92839
03Sep99 Niagara River Discharge:
The Niagara River falls in the Landsat scene and it was hoped that because the river drains from Erie, that
there would be some residual temperature contrast even this late in the ye.ar. Figure 67 illustrates a
selection of the image data; only the highest profile image contained any land and there was very little
thermal contrast in the water so only the 4000ft image is shown over the mouth of theNiagara.
According to the image, there was only a few degrees Celsius temperature difference between the two
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lakes, not enough to provide the distinct contrast needed to register the images or even bother processing
them through the profile technique. An additional image was flown over the reservoir between the lakes
and is shown in Figure 67b. Although these were not used as a profile set, the highest altitude river and
the reservoir images were used as validation images for the calibration to space. The flight log data is
given in Table 3 1 . None of these images was processed to ground-leaving radiance so no temperatures are
presented.
Figure 67. The images used from the Niagara collect. These were only used to validate the MISI
vicarious calibration ofLandsat so they were only used in the form shown in Figure 47. Shown here just
to illustrate their full resolution, a) CI 5, 4000ft, Niagara River discharge into Lake Ontario, b) CI 7,
Niagara reservoir on the American side.
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Table 31. The pertinent flight log details for the 03Sep99 Niagara collect. The ROI file information only
applies to the profile images. Data used for verification or for other techniques will have different ROI
files.
Location of primary radiosonde Buffalo
Location of local radiosonde Buffalo Start End
Pressure (in) 29.36 29.35
Air temp (C) 26.7 27.8
Dew Pt (C) 15 13.9
Image set Altitude/
Location
Ground
Speed (knots)
Mirror
Speed (Hz)
Tbg (C)
C15_12_rad2cor.hdf 4000ft
river mouth
135 28.5 24.2
C17 12 rad2cor.hdf 5000ft reservoir 130 28 23.6
ROI filename N/A #ROIs N/A
thermcfg BB1 start BB1 end BB2 start BB2 end
MISI1 50 79 100 200
MISI2 50 79 150 249
MISI3 50 79 150 249
MISI4 50 79 100 199
MISI5 50 79 200 249
03Sep99 Lake Erie, north shore:
Erie was the central focus of the Landsat scene, and ground truth was avadable for the north shore so a
series of images was flown (Figure 68). This also included the highest altitude at whichMISI has
successfully imaged (details in Table 32). The atmospheric profiles are shown in Figure 69. The
resulting ground temperatures and their comparison to ground temperature are given in Table 33. To
provide thermal contrast, two beach points were used as targets, even though beach is not an ideal land
target due to its very transient nature. Though it was used to generate x and Lu, the ground comparisons
are very different, but that is more likely due to the problem in measuring the temperature accurately.
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Figure 68. The image set used for the profile technique, a) C19, 2000ft. b) C20, 4000ft, computer failed
halfway through by the collected portion of the image was saved, c) C01, 8000ft, with very dramatic roll
conditions.
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Table 32. The pertinent flight log details for the 03Sep99 Erie collect. The ROI file information only
applies to the profile images. Data used for verification or for other techniques will have different ROI
files.
Location of primary radiosonde Buffalo
Location of local radiosonde Buffalo Start End
Pressure (in) 29.36 29.35
Air temp (C) 26.7 27.8
Dew Pt (C) 15 13.9
Image set Altitude/
Location
Ground
Speed (knots)
Mirror
Speed (Hz)
Tbg (C)
C19 12 rad2cor.hdf 2000ft 100 30 24.2
C20 12 rad2cor.hd 4000ft 135 30 24
C01 12 rad2cor.hdf 8000ft 135 30 21.8
ROI filename bandl .roi #ROIs 8
therm.cfg BB1 start BB1 end BB2 start BB2 end
MISI1 50 79 100 200
MISI2 50 79 150 249
MISI3 50 79 150 249
MISI4 50 79 100 199
MISI5 50 79 200 249
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Figure 69. The atmospheric profiles generated by the multi-altitude technique for 03Sep99 Ginna are the
points connected by solid lines. The unconnected dots are theMODTRAN predicted profiles.
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Table 33. Predicted temperatures for targets other than those shown in the image set for 03Sep99 Erie.
The image predicted surface temperature is compared to the measured apparent ground temperature where
possible.
Target Predicted
Temperature
Apparent Ground
Temperature
Difference
beach 50.32574 39.52513 10.80061
just off shore - seeing shallow water
effects
29.17481 22.51842 6.656388
open water 23.63265 22.75303 0.87962
open water 23.5165 22.71811 0.798393
openwater 23.35155 22.7443 0.607254
quarry 30.51771
quarry 27.35634
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13 Appendix G - Ground Truth Equipment Calibration
The ground truth measurement equipment consisted of a set of thermistors attached to styrofoam blocks, a
LWIR radiometer, and conventional thermometers. The thermistors and radiometer were calibrated pre-
flight season to produce a relationship between multi-meter reading and temperature. A cooled water bath
was used for both, monitoring the temperature with the same high-precision thermopiles used to measure
the temperature of the oil bath blackbodies. The water bath was set at temperatures ranging from OC to
25C. The resistance reading for the thermistor and the voltage reading from the radiometer were
recorded. The calibration curve determined for each is shown in Figure 70 and Figure 71. The thermistor
calibration matched the calibration data provided by the manufacturer. The radiometer, although stable in
lab, never functioned in the field, so was never used as ground truth. The calibration curve is provided
just as reference in case the radiometer is ever repaired (a number ofproblems occurred in the field,
mostly due to faulty to broken wiring).
Each ground team was provided with a thermistor and a spare, with accompanying multi-meters. The
thermistor itselfwas mounted on a styrofoam block. The bead of the thermistor, attached by the wire,
hung off the block about an inch. As long as the styrofoam was thermistor side down, the bead was
submerged but still sat at the surface of the water.
The radiometer was intended to be used for non-water targets, where a contact measurement would be
inaccurate (thermistor readings require contact or submersion). The radiometer actually measures
surface-leaving radiance, same as the imager, so the emissivity of the target is already accounted for when
comparing radiances/apparent temperatures. However, since the instrument failed to operate reliably, the
radiance measurements were never used, and all targets in this thesis .are water measurements.
The conventional thermometers were used mostly as a sanity check in the field, since the team members
don't think of temperature in terms ofohms or volts. They were not calibrated so their measurements
were not used for any of the ground truth points
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Figure 70. The ground truth thermistor calibration. The blue curve is the lab calibration, magenta is the
manufacturer provided calibration.
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Figure 71 . Radiometer calibration, although changes have been made to the instrument (new batteries
and new wiring) so this calibration may not be valid anymore.
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14 Appendix H - Full Landsat Images
1 lMay99 Path 15 (shifted), Row 30
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07Jun99 Path 16, Row 30
03M99 Path 17, Row 30
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26Jul99 Path 17, Row 30
03Sep99 Path 18, Row 30
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The following coefficients were used to process the data from OR to 1R for the CPF images (Table 34),
which were not used in the analysis. These coefficients represent the trended internal calibrator results
over the first few months of imaging. The processing was performed by Jennifer Seiferth at NASA GSFC
using the IAS, not the EDC processing software which was not current at the time.
Table 34. Calibration Parameter File (CPF) biases and gains for high and low gain settings. Although
provided by NASA, the CPF processed images were not analyzed.
Detector High Bias Low Bias High Gain Low Gain
1 -77.10 25.96 24.231 12.426
2 -79.26 24.86 24.597 12.614
3 -88.45 20.14 25.876 13.27
4 -79.44 24.76 24.618 12.625
5 -83.35 22.76 25.153 12.899
6 -83.01 22.93 25.142 12.893
7 -87.62 20.57 25.774 13.217
8 -83.98 22.43 25.289 12.969
The images that were used in this study were processed using IC gains and bias. The gain used is a scene
average while the bias is calculated per scan line. For brevity, only the scene average gains and biases are
presented in Table 35. Since the detectors saturate over the blackbody in high gain mode, only low gain
images were used here and only low gain values are presented.
Table 35. Internal Calibrator (IC) scene average gains and biases. Since this is a per scan line
measurement, each image's gains and biases are unique, although if the instrument is stable, there should
be little difference between days.
ll-May-99 7-Jun-99 3-Sep-99 26-M-99
Detector Bias Gain Bias Gain Bias Gain Bias Gain
1 L 25.962 12.546 25.953 12.544 25.921 12.431 26.234 12.422
2 24.655 12.745 24.527 12.749 24.58 12.614 24.805 12.618
3 20.419 13.407 20.315 13.406 20.06 13.261 20.297 13.28
4 24.819 12.739 24.702 12.745 24.614 12.626 24.921 12.619
5 23.07 13.012 23.033 13.015 22.884 12.897 23.246 12.891
6 23.251 12.985 23.042 13.001 22.569 12.915 23.059 12.893
7 20.959 13.343 20.977 13.326 20.44 13.223 20.981 13.205
8 22.582 13.083 22.515 13.076 22.14 12.957 22.452 12.963
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15 Appendix I - Beers Law for Error Propagation
Extract from Schott (1997).
Example from Table 4 (page 30)
4.6.2 Sensitivity Analysis Error Propagation
Before beginning this discussion, we should remind the reader of the often-neglected distinction between
accuracy and precision which are both measures of error. Precision describes the repeatability of a
measurement. It is often characterized by the standard deviation from the mean ofmany measurements.
For example, ifwe measured the reflectance of a target 20 times and computed a mean reflectance of0.18
with a standard deviation of0.02, we could claim that the precision of the measurement to one standard
deviation was 0.02 or two reflectance units. Accuracy, on the other hand, describes how closely an
instrument or procedure can match some standardized value or what we have defined to be truth. It is
often characterized by the deviation between the mean of several measured values and the true value. In
the case just cited, if the true reflectance value of the sample was 0.17, we would have an accuracy
associated with the measurement process of 0.01. The individual measurement error that describes how
closely any individual measurement comes to truth is often taken to be the root sum square error value,
i.e.,
Sb Wp + ^i ) (4.69)
where Sp is the precision of the measurement, 5/ is the accuracy of the measurement instrument or
approach, and Sm is the total error and can be thought of as the error associated with the individual
measurement (i.e., 2.2 reflectance units in our example). Note that in many cases, calibration procedures
can generate unbiased errors such that the average ofmany readings is a very good estimate of the true
value (i.e., Sj 0). In this case, the precision of the measurement approach becomes a good estimate of
the error.
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In general, the error (precision, accuracy, or total) of a measurement approach is the result of errors in the
procedures or values that go into that measurement. For the case where a governing equation can be used
to describe a parameter of interest, a relatively simple expression can be written to describe the
relationship between the errors (cf. Beers, 1957). In the simplest case, ifwe can define a dependent
variable Fin terms ofone or more independent (i.e., uncorrelated) variablesXi, i.e.,
Y=f(Xl,X2-XN)
then we can express the error in Y (sy) as:
(4.70)
sy =
fcW ^2 ( dY f ( cW
^'2
tcisxV \~dx~2SX2J - \-^SXN) (4.71)
where Sxi is the error in the individual input variables. The partials of the dependent variable (Y) with
respect to the input variables describe the sensitivity of Y to small changes inX. Multiplying the partial
derivative by the error on the input variableXi generates the error in Y (syi) associated with an error inXi.
The total error is just the square root of the sum of the squared values because independent errors tend to
add in quadrature. Beers (1957) also points out that for the case where the input variablesXi's are
correlated, Eq. (4.71) must be modified to reflect how an error in one input variable may be exaggerated
or compensated for by the correlation with a second input variable. In this case, Beers expresses the error
as:
sy
I? dY
tmsxl) \
f dY
.3X2
SX2
+ Z2p,j
cW dY
dXi dXj
-il/2
*XisXj
f dY ^2
\lwSXN'
(4.72)
where py is the standard correlation coefficient between variablesXi andXj, and the sum is over all
combinations of correlated variables. Note that p// can take on values from -1 to 1, so that the inclusion of
the correlation term will reduce the error computed for negatively correlated variables.
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This type of error propagation analysis not only lets us assess the overall error, but also by inspecting the
individual error terms (syj), it tells us what parameters contribute the most to the error. This helps to
prioritize error reduction efforts, since in most cases reducing the error in a small error source will have
little or no impact on the total error (i.e., we first want to work on the weak links (large error sources) in
the radiometric image chain).
EXAMPLE from thesis.
In an example from the text, we look at Table 4. The difference between the various blackbodies is
compounded by the measurement error and uncertainty in the other parameters in the equation for total
emitted radiance. In the case ofEq. (15), we have some uncertainty in the temperature which we want but
this is not the final error in radiance. The uncertainty in the measurement of the emissivity and the error
in the measurement of the background temperature (or the complete disregard of it) lead to a greater over
all uncertainty in the temperature of the blackbody; in the worst case, it doubles the error.
The total radiance measured is a function ofthe emitted blackbody radiance, the emissivity of the
blackbody, and the radiance emitted by the background which is reflected off the blackbody. Each of these
terms has an effect on the total error. Following Eq. (4.71) (we have no correlated parameters here), the
total error is:
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SL =
Kds
+
dL
KcLBB{TBB) ^\
+
cL
V
6L{TB) L(Tb)
1/2
(46)
where
ds
~'-ibbV-bb) Lj\^b)
dL
^bbUbb)
=
dL(TB)
= (!-_)
All measurement and error parameters are given in Table 36 for a flat plate blackbody.
Table 36. The measurements and expected measurement errors for a flat plate blackbody. The errors are
specified as temperature measurement errors and converted to an error in radiance using a Planck lookup
table. sL is the total error in radiance due to the measurement error, s T(L) is sL expressed as an apparent
temperature. Temperatures are given in Kelvin, radiances are in units of
w/m2
sr urn.
source flatplate blackbody
e 0.9600
sE 0.0080
Tbb 320
S TBB 0.10
Lbb(Tbb) 73.7233
Slbbctbb) 0.0994
Tb 300
Stb 1
L(Tb) 55.3771
Sl(TB) 0.8408
Sl 0.1782
ST(L, 0.1793
This analysis of the contribution of each component to the overall error helps determine which parameter
is the limiting factor, in order that it might be minimized. Used throughout the body of the thesis, we
illustrate the logic behind some of the choices we made (e.g. using a flat plate blackbody on-board) and
validate of some of the theory (using the full Eq. (15), not neglecting the background temperature).
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Solving Eq. (46) for the given parameters, the total error in the measurements and process for using a flat
plate blackbody as a calibration target is 0. 1782
w/m2
sr urn. This is equivalent to 0. 1793 apparent
temperature.
This type of analysis is used extensively throughout this treatment to establish estimates ofprocedural
errors.
4.7 References
Beers, Y. (1957). Introduction to the Theory ofErrors. Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA.
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16 Appendix J - Palluconi Science Team Data
The following email is the communication I had with Dr. Frank Palluconi ofNASA Jet Propulsion Lab.
His team is the only other Landsat Science Team performing validation ofBand 6 so the comparison of
the results presented in this thesis to the results of his team was an important validation measure.
Date: Thu, 13 Jan 2000 11:21:18 -0800
From: Frank Palluconi <fpalluco@maill . jpl . nasa. gov>
To: Julia Barsi <jab5770@cis . rit . edu>
Subject: Landsat 7 Band 6 Image/In Situ Comparisons
Julia,
Below is the comparison information you requested. In my haste to
send you a message yesterday I made several mistakes. Only two dates
are involved and the water kinetic temperature is lower than stated
yesterday.
Warm regards,
Frank
1. For Lake Tahoe from rafts (Simon Hook of JPL is operating
continuously four rafts on the lake with bulk water and radiometric
brightness temperature measurement capability) on 2 September 1999 the
band 6 derived mean water kinetic temperture was 2.330.57 C warmer than
the in situ measurements at a mean water kinetic skin temperature of
17.4 C.
2. For Lake Tahoe from buoy array on 2 September 1999 the band 6
derived mean water kinetic temperature was 2.260.3 C warmer than the in
situ measurements at a mean water kinetic skin temperature of 16.5 C.
3. For Cold Springs Reservoir in White River Valley, Nv on 29 September
1999 the band 6 derived mean water kinetic temperature was 2.340.3 C
warmer than the in situ measurements at a mean water kinetic skin
temperature of 14.7 C.
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Frank D. Palluconi
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Mail Station 183-501
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena CA 91109
Phone: (818 ) -354-8362
FAX: (818)-354-0966
e-mail : frank . d . palluconi @jpl . nasa . gov
Date: Wed, 12 Jan 2000 16:53:05 -0800
From: Frank Palluconi <fpalluco@maill . jpl . nasa. gov>
To: Julia Barsi <j ab5770@cis . rit . edu>
Subject: Re: L7 thermal results
Julia,
I have been involved in the reevaluation of the Mars Program here
at JPL following the failures of the Mars Climate Orbiter, Maps Polar
Lander and Deep Space 2 Probes . As a result I have had limited time to
get back to you.
I have compared estimates of water kinetic temperature from in
situ measurements with derived Landsat 7 band 6 estimates for three
dates this fall. Two of these comparisons were done on Lake Tahoe and one
on Cold Spings Reservoir Nevada. This is a little different than your
top of the atmosphere comparisons but I think the sign and the size of
the difference will be relevant. I will put this data together and send
it to you very shortly, but roughly I find Band 6 reads high compare to
the in situ measurements by about 2.3 C at a water kinetic temperature
of about 19 C.
While there are papers which have used water bodies and the oceans
for thermal calibration and validation I know of no paper which
discusses suitability especially one which deals with the question of
water body size. Water targets advocates generally mention four factors
or water properties :
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1. Known spectral emissivity (waves/foam may or may not be dealt
with)
2. Spatially uniform physical properties (in contrast to natural
land surfaces)
3. Slowly time varying surface kinetic temperature.
4. Generally lower spatial temperature gradients than natural land
surfaces .
The question of water body size is directly related to pixel size
and in situ sampling distribution. Small shallow bodies of water
exhibit more variation in both space and time but if the sensor being
evaluated can place many pixels on the water and many in situ samples of
the water kinetic temperature are obtained even small ponds can be
useful. Larger bodies of water are easier to work with because the
surface kinetic temperature can be uniform to 0.1 C over large areas
and bottom and edge effects can be eliminated.
I hope this is of some help.
Frank
>Frank,
>
>Sorry I'm so late in getting back to you. The first thing the movers
did
>this morning was disassemble my computer. . .
>
>
>I was hoping to include your results on L7 thermal calibration as a
>validation of my thesis work. Schott says you have one water point
that I
>could compare to my results. Using MISI, I have found that Landsat has
a
>gain error of 13% as well as a bias error. What I need from you is
your
>determined error - with a sign, L7 too hot or too cold
- and the
operating
>temperature range.
>
>I'm also just trying to document that large bodies of water are
suitable
>targets in the LWIR and Schott said you might be a reference or have a
>reference on just how large is large enough.
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>>Thanks,
>Julia Barsi
Frank D. Palluconi
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Mail Station 183-501
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena CA 91109
Phone: ( 818 ) -354-8362
FAX: (818)-354-0966
e-mail : frank. d. palluconi @ jpl .nasa. gov
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17 Appendix K - IDL Source Code
The following is a list of the source programs that can be found on the archive CD of this thesis.
Although each program is not well documented, each program has a header with a description ofwhat it
does, what variables are used, what routines it uses and what routines use it. Following the list is a brief
User's Guide to run theMulti-Altitude, Multi-Angle, andMulti-Band techniques. Each has it's own
needed inputs and syntax. These user pages were written by Janel Schubbuck from my teaching her the
algorithms. The remaining needed algoritm, the vicarious calibration of a space based instrument, is in
misi2space.pro. The program converts the airborne radiance image to an equivalent predicted space-
reaching radiance image. After this, the analysis was all performed using ENVI and Excel.
Contents:
profile.pro
makemodtranprofile.pro
modroutines.pro
getspecresp.pro
effectiveradiance.pro
create_prf.pro
getgrndaltpro
roidata.pro
roitoascii pro
openhdf.pro
savehdf.pro
roireader.pro
findminpro
shiftradiance.pro
alttogrndradiance.pro
plancklookup.pro
bbradiance2temp.pro
img2hdf.pro
misi2space.pro
makemodtranfront.pro
profilecorrectpro
toground.pro
multiangle.pro
L3center.pro
planck.pro
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multiband.pro
17.1 To run Multi-Altitude Technique
First and foremost, all necessary data is located in jab5770 directory. So it is you must be logged
m as Julia Barsi in order to proceed. In order to run the profile program you need to know two key
elements for the day you are running. This includes the number of altitudes flown for that
particular day and the number of targets being examined for that day. These two pieces ofdata, if
not known offhand, can be discovered in ENVI. Simply follow the directions below to get that
data. If they are known, you can skip ahead to the IDL directions.
A. In ENVI
1 . Get into Julia's directory (cd /dirs/homw/jab5770) and type envi at the command prompt. A
menu will appear. In the menu, go to the file button and click on the available band list button.
Place it on the desktop.
2. When the gray box appears titled available band list, go to the file button and click on the open
image file option. Find the file (date) you are looking for in the gray search box. Go to the
directory the files are located. Retype the top path as shown here: /dirs/home/jab5770/ in the
find file box and then click on the appropriate date directory (i.e. 03sep99_erie) to find the
image (hdf) file (i.e. C01_12_radcor_cc.hdf).
3. The another box will appear for options ofwhich detector to use. Pick detector 1 because that
is the detector on MISI that we found most consistent and trust. Then hit ok.
4. It will appear in the available band list box. Double click on it.
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5 . Three windows will appear; one for the original image, one for the scroll image, and one for
the zoom image. As they appear, place them in the window by pushing on the left mouse
button.
6. Click on the functions button in the gray box that first popped up, the original image box.
7. Under functions, go to the Regions of Interest button, and then to the restore saved ROI file
button.
8 . Since the example is an 8000ft image, we then will click on the region of interest that
corresponds to that height for the image when the gray box search appears. In the box, you
first have to go to the correct day. Then under the day (in this case the sep 3 at erie) hit the
correct ROI_(altitude)ft directory and go to the correct .roi file using bandl (i.e.
dirs/home/jab5770/03sep99_erie/ROI_8000ft/bandl .roi). At this step write down the number
ofaltitudes used for this image. The 8000ft altitude is just one. For this example there is also
a 2000 and 4000ft altitude, which results in a total of three. We use 8000ft here because that
is what the C0112 image corresponds to.
9. A box will appear which is loading the regions of interest for that day and altitude. Click ok
on the box.
10. Then the regions of interest will be listed. This tells how many targets (regions of interest)
used in manipulation of the image files. Write this down for future use. In our example the
regions/targets are eight.
Now that you have the number of altitudes and the number of targets for a specific day at hand,
you can proceed with the following directions below for running the profile program. First you
must open IDL, in a window other than the window ENVI appears, and then you can begin.
Remember you must be in Julia's home directory.
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B. In IDL
1 . First type the word profile to run the profile.pro program.
2. Then the program will ask you to ENTER THE NUMBER OF PROFILE ALTITUDES
FLOWN. Enter the number that you have just written down that was taken from the ENVI
information, (i.e. 3 enter)
3 . Then the program will ask you to ENTER THE NUMBER OF TARGETS IN EACH
IMAGE. Now you just add the other piece of information taken from ENVI prior to starting
IDL. (i.e. 8 enter)
4. A box will appear for you to choose an image file. There are equal number of altitudes as
image files. In our example these files will be found under the date being examined directory
by choosing a C#_12_radcor.hdf (i.e. C19_12_radcor.hdf) file in the date (i.e. 03sep99_erie)
directory. Make sure to choose the images starting with the lowest altitude. Next you will be
expected to enter the corresponding region of interest file in the appropriate directory. Make
sure it is the correct altitude for that particular image. Go under the R0I_(altitude)ft/bandl roi
file. (i.e. ROI_2000ft/bandl.roi).
5. The program will ask you to CHOOSE AN INDEX OF DATA SET AREA. Select zero at all
times, due to the fact that we are always using detector one. Detector one was found to be the
most reliable therefore, it is the only one used currently, (i.e. 0: LWIR Detector 1). Hit enter
after you type the zero.
6. Then feed in the rest of the image C#J2_radcor.hdf files ( i.e. C20_12_radcor.hdfand
C01_12_radcor.hdf) with the corresponding ROI_(altitude)ft/bandl files (i.e.
ROI_4000ft/bandl and ROI_8000ft/bandl). These will continue until all the images are
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selected. You will no longer be asked which index of the data set area, because it assumes the
same detector for the remaining images. When selecting more images do so at the present
directory, but ROI files must go up one directory to find other altitudes (i.e. double click on the
.. directory to go up).
7. Next you will be asked to choose the SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF THE DETECTOR. You
can locate it in the gray box with the filenames under the directory RSP (i.e.
/cis/ugrad/jab5770/MOD/RSP/). Once you find the at directory, go into it and find the
corresponding file MISIl.rsp . We choose this because it creates the MODTRAN look up
table (LUT) for when using detector 1 .
8 . Next the program asks ENTER THE CARDDECK FILENAME FOR THIS FLYOVER.
Double click on the /cis/ugrad/jab5770/MOD/RSP/.. selection bar to go up one directory.
Find the CDK directory and find the file that has the (date)inv file for that day (i.e.
03sep99_erie_inv.cdk) and click on it. We use the inverse file as stated above. Ifnot there
look under the date directory for the cdk file (i.e.
dirs/home/jab5770/03sep99/03sep99_inv.cdk).
9. Then we ENTER THE ALTITUDE FILENAME FOR THIS FLYOVER. Double click on
the /cis/ugrad/jab5770/MOD/CDK/.. selection bar to go up one directory. We find the ALT
directory and find the file with the correct date on it and click on it (i.e. 03sep99_erie_inv.alt).
10. Next we ENTER THE FILENAME FORMODTRAN PROFILE LUT. Double click on the
/cis/ugrad/jab5770/MOD/ALT/.. selection bar to go up one directory. We find the correct
PRF file in the Profile directory with the correct date on it (i.e. 03sep99_erie_inv.prf).
1 1 . The computer will think for a while and process the data. Then it will ask you to save the
computations to an output filename TAU. Double click on the
/cis/ugrad/jab5770/MOD/PRF/. . selection bar to go up one directory. Then go into the TAU
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directory and go to the filename corresponding to the date under inspection. For the example
we used it is 03sep99_erie_inv.tau . This is the output file that is used that contains important
data for the transmission tau and the upwelled radiance Lu.
12. Then the program will ask you ifyou want to CONVERT AN L(h) IMAGE TO L(0) NOW?
There will be two options 0:Yes 1 :NO. We pick one for no at all times and press enter. Then
the routine is done and you have created the necessary files for the profile technique.
17.2 Running Multi-Angle Program
In ENVI
1 . First type in ENVI at the prompt. When ENVI opens, and the menu bar appears, go to file and
then to the available band list and place the box on the desktop.
2. Once that is open go to file in the gray box for band list and choose open image file. Once that
is selected a gray box will appear to pick out the .hdf image file.
3 . Make sure you are in the correct directory. For our example we will be using
/dirs/home/jab5770/. Then go to the date in question (i.e. 03sep99_gin) directory and double
click on it.
4. For this program level three images must be selected (for right now the only two images we are
working with for this set, which are level three, are C05J3 and C0613 from the 03sep99_gin
data set). Double click on the first 13 image. A box will appear. Highlight the LWIR
Spectrometer option and then hit ok. Your selection will appear in the available band list gray
box.
5 . Then pick the next 13 image by choosing its hdf file. Follow the instructions the same as
before.
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6. Once both images are in the available band list box you can open them in two separate
displays. Double click on the first one and place the three display boxes accordingly. The go
down to Display, hold it down and click on the button for new display. Place those boxes on
the screen also.
7. If the images are there but no land features can be identified the histogram must be stretched.
This can be done by going to the functions button inside the first box and going to display
enhancements. Then go down to interactive stretching.
8. A box will appear with a histogram in it. Take the red and green lines, in the first graph, and
place it around the image histogram. It might appear as a line. As you do this hit the apply
button to see the changes that are made. Go to the options button on top of this box and hit
auto apply off. This prevents the contrast adjustment from changing as the red box in the
image is moved around in the display. Make sure the box is totally on the image (center) so
that it will properly adjust. Fix the histogram stretch so that the red and green lines accurately
surround the histogram and good colors appear.
9. Once that is done hit cancel to get out of the box. The contrast adjustment should stay due to
shutting off the auto apply. Do this for the second image also.
10. Since both these images are taken at the same height, the only piece of information you are
interested in getting is the data about how many targets are being used for the analysis. To
find the regions of interest (ROI) do the same procedure from the profile technique. [Go to
functions then to regions of interest then to restore saved ROI file. Then a gray box will
appear and select the right directory (/dirs/home/jab5770/03sep99_gin/ROI_multiangle). Then
a box will pop up, put it on the desktop and hit ok, then place the second gray box on the
desktop and see the number of targets we have. ] Double click on the multiangle directory and
go to an appropriate roi file (i.e. C06_13_angle.roi). It will tell you how many regions there
are. Write this down for use of information in the IDL program. For our example this
information is 10.
In IDL
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1 Type the word multiangle and press enter. This brings up the multiangle program.
2. The words ENTERALTITUDE OF IMAGES FLOWN (ft AGL): will appear. When this
happens, type in the altitude the images you are going to analyze are flown at. This
information is taken off the flight log. These sheets can be found for every flight that contains
the information pertinent to the flight. For our example this is 3000, enter.
3. Then some notes will appear that talk about having to deal with level three images.
4. After this the words ENTERNUMBER OF TARGETS IN EACH IMAGE: appears. This is
the where the information from ENVI comes in handy. For our example we see that this is 10,
enter.
5 . Then a gray box appears to pick out the images (hdf files) to be processed. Pick the
C#_13_rad2cor.hdf files. These are the level three images for this data. We use level three
because it makes the pixels of equal size so that they can be counted and used for analysis on
finding the angle between the path under study. Our example uses C05_13_rad2cor.hdf in the
/dirs/home/jab5770/03sep99_gin directory.
6. Then pick the ROI file that goes with it. This happens to be in the directory
/chrs/home/jab5770/03sep99_gUjvHOI_multiangle. Then pick the image necessary. First pick
the C05 .roi file because that corresponds with the image we just picked. In our example we
will use the C05_nadir.roi file, which is the file that has the roi right down the middle of the
image. But you can pick either angle or nadir for the first image. It's the second image that
must be opposite.
7. The next prompt is the INDEX OF DATA SET NAME: . When this appears we must pick
zero, enter. It is the only option and is for the LWIR Spectrometer.
8 . Then we pick the next image. It must be the angled image that is off center with the region of
interest. Here we use C06_13_rad2cor.hdf. Its ROI file is C06_13_angle.roi. Itmust be
different than the previous image. If one is nadir the other is angle, and visa-versa.
9. Then we get the output and are finished. There are three outputs, but the one used in the
Schott method. It is from his book and takes other factors into consideration when calculating
the Lu making it more accurate
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10. Before we leave we must save it to a file. When the gray box appears, click in the right
directory MOD/TAU and save it. For our example it is under
/cis/ugrad/jab5770/MOD/TAU/filename.tau.
17.3 Multiband Program Directions
In IDL
1 . Type the word multiband_regr.
2. Then it will tell you the specified SET CONDITIONS of the ground level used, the resampling
factor used, and the plank temperature range used (260-320K).
3. Next the program will tell you what the REBIN FACTOR IS. It is usually 10.000, but you
can change it if you want to. The program will ask you if you want to change it. For the
example we will run through, we will but one for no. (1 : no)
4. Then a file must be chosen to be used. This file must be a file whichmeans that all
detectors are cross calibrated (cc) with detector one. (i.e. C19_rad2cor_cc.hdf)
5 . The image will be acquired and the program will read in how many bands it has. This
particular example has 9 bands, but they are not al useful bands. Some have other information
in it such as blackbody temperatures, roll data, and background temperatures. For our
purposes we have five known detectors, but since detector two and three have the same image
and data we only use four of them. So when asked USE HOWMANY FOR PROCESSING:
we will enter 4.
6. Then a list of detectors with corresponding numbers will appear. We are asked ENTER
INDEX NUMBER OF BRANDS TO USE. We must give the detectors in order. So we first
will type 0 which is associated with detector one. Then we type 3, for detector two. Then 1
for detector 4, and finally 2 for detector 5. As stated earlier we skip detector three because it is
the same as detector two.
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7. Next we are asked to CHOOSE A CARDDECK FILE FOR DAY OF IMAGE. Once the box
pops up pick the correct .cdk file (i.e. 03sep99_erie_inv.cdk)
8 Then you are asked to CHOOSE THE ALTITUDE FILE FOR DAY OF IMAGE. The gray
box appears and you should pick the appropriate alt file (i.e. 03sep99_erie_inv.alt).
9. The alt file is read in and displays the altitudes flown for that day. Then you are required to
ENTER THE FLYING ALTITUDE OF THE IMAGE
/dirs/home/jab5770/03sep99_erie/C19_12_rad2cor_cc.hdf. (i.e. 2000).
10. Next we are asked to CHOOSE THE DETECTOR FILES IN THE ORDER THAT YOU
NAMED THEM. When they gray box appears choose the appropriate .rsp files. Go to the
RSP directory and start with the MISI 1 rsp file for detector one.
1 1 . Then the program will process the data at ground level and at the altitude you specified.
12. Pick the next detector in the gray box that appears in the order that appears in the order you
specified it in. We pick MISI2.rsp for the second detector.
13. Again processing will occur.
14. Then you are required to pick the next .rsp file associated with the next detector. For us it will
be MISI3 rsp associated with the fourth detector.
15. More processing
16. Then you are asked to pick the last .rsp file to go with the file detector. For us it is the
MISI4.rsp file. This is associated with the fifth detector.
17. More processing.
18. Then it asks you to ENTER THE FILENAME FOR COLOR TO IMAGE (tif). It saves it as
a tif file (i.e. colorbar.tif). We use this because most of the time the color is wrong. It is
calibrated to a specific image so the rest are usually not correct. If it is right you might want
to resave it as something else. Then it asks you to ENTER THE FILENAME FOR T(0) hdf
IMAGE. When the gray box appears enter the appropriate file associated with the date flown
with an additional underscore TO (i.e. C19_12_rad2cor_T0.hdf).
19. Then it is finished. You can look at this image in ENVI (the .hdffile). This displays the pixels
as temperature units in Kelvin.
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